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Executive summary
Review study on Regulation (EC) 1222/200091 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
labelling of tyres with respect to fuel efficiency and other essential parameters
Tyres, mainly because of their rolling resistance, account for 20-30 % of the fuel consumption
of vehicles2. Therefore, a reduction of the rolling resistance of tyres could contribute
significantly to the energy efficiency of road transport and thus to the reduction of emissions.
However, tyres are characterised by a number of parameters, which are interrelated.
Improving one parameter, such as rolling resistance, may have an adverse impact on other
parameters, such as wet grip, while improving wet grip may have an adverse impact on
external rolling noise.
In 2009, the European Parliament and the Council adapted the Tyre Labelling Regulation
(Regulation (EC) No 1222/2009) to promote sustainable mobility in the EU. The Regulation
entered into force on 1 November 2012. Its aim is to increase the safety as well as the
economic and environmental efficiency of road transport by promoting fuel efficient and safe
tyres with low external rolling noise. The tyre labelling provides harmonised information about
fuel-efficiency, wet grip and external rolling noise, as explained in more detail in Chapter 1
Existing Legislation. The intention is to encourage the manufacturers to optimise relevant
parameters beyond the standards already achieved and to influence end-users’ purchasing
decisions in favour of safer, quieter and more fuel-efficient tyres.
The Tyre Labelling Regulation covers tyres for passenger cars (C1 tyres), tyres for light
commercial vehicles (C2 tyres) and tyres for heavy-duty vehicles (C3 tyres)3. Retreaded tyres,
studded tyres and tyres for a number of specific applications, such as racing and spare tyres,
are exempted4. The Tyre Labelling Regulation Ranks tyre on a scale from ‘A’ to ‘G’ on both fuel
efficiency and wet grip, whereas external rolling noise is shown as a measured value and a
three-step scale. The label design is based on that from the Energy Labelling Directive 5 for
energy related products, since this design is well known by consumers 6.
The Tyre Labelling Regulation is closely related to the Tyre Type Approval Regulation 7, which is
designed to remove the worst tyres from the market in terms of the same parameters. It sets
out minimum requirements for rolling resistance, wet grip (for C1 tyres only) and external
rolling noise. Furthermore, the Tyre Labelling Regulation is referred to in the Energy Efficiency
Directive 2012/27/EU8, which lays down requirements for public procurement of tyres in Annex
III. Central Governments must purchase tyres of the highest fuel efficiency class, and in their
tenders for service contracts, require that service providers for the service in question only use
tyres in the highest fuel efficiency class.
Regarding the Review of the Tyre Labelling Regulation, Article 14 of the Regulation reads as
follows:
1. The Commission shall assess the need to review this Regulation, taking into account,
inter alia:

1

Regulation (EC) No 1222/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council
Regulation (EC) No 1222/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council
3
Regulation (EC) No 661/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council, Article 8
4
Regulation (EC) No 1222/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council, Article 2.2 details which tyres are not
included in the scope of the Regulation
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Directive 2010/30/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council
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Regulation (EC) No 1222/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council
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Directive 2012/27/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council
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(a) the effectiveness of the label in terms of end-user awareness, in particular whether
the provisions of Article 4(1)(b) are as effective as those of Article 4(1)(a) in
contributing to the objectives of this Regulation;
(b) whether the labelling scheme should be extended to include retreaded tyres;
(c) whether new tyre parameters, such as mileage, should be introduced;
(d) the information on tyre parameters provided by vehicle suppliers and distributors to
end-users.
According to this article, the need for a revision must be assessed, and the results of the
assessment must be presented to the European Parliament and the Council. An important
aspect is to assess the end-users’ awareness and understanding of the label and the
possibilities to extend the labelling scheme to include additional types of tyres and new tyre
parameters.
In that sense, and in the context of the Framework Contract Lot 2: Review Studies and related
technical assistance on eco-design and energy labelling implementing measures, signed on 23
January 2013 between Van Holsteijn en Kemna BV and the Directorate General for Energy
(reference ENER/C3/2012-418 Lot 2), the Directorate General requested a proposal for an
assignment aimed at carrying out a Review study on Regulation (EC) No 1222/2009 of the
European Parliament and of the Council on the labelling of tyres with respect to fuel efficiency
and other essential parameters.
The aim of the review study is to investigate the needs and possibilities for revision of the
Regulation, assessing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The end-users’ understanding of the label and the consumers’ buying behaviour;
The sufficiency of the information provided by vehicle suppliers and distributors on tyre
parameters;
The possibility to extend the labelling scheme to include retreaded tyres and mileage;
The possibility to adapt the labelling requirements to technical progress of the grip
grading of tyres primarily designed to perform better in ice and/or snow conditions;
The possibility to improve the clarity of the regulation, avoiding grey areas;
The ability of the regulation to achieve market transformation;
The differentiation on the level of enforcement of the regulation by the different
Member States and a potential reinforcement of market surveillance;
Any other relevant aspects that might require an adaptation of the regulation, such as
i.a. the handling of studded tyres or the possibility to establish a registration database.

The methodology used to perform this review study is partially based on the MEErP
methodology (stock modelling and scenarios), with addition of surveys to consumers and
stakeholders in the tyre supply chain and the assessment of market surveillance activities, and
in a proportionate way on the Commission's Better Regulation Guidelines9 and the Better
Regulation criteria enshrined therein.

Market transformation
In Chapter 3 Market Transformation achieved with existing legislation, the Tyre
Labelling Regulation’s effect on the C1, C2 and C3 replacement tyre markets are analysed in
terms of how the three labelling parameters have developed.
9

European Commission (2015), Commission staff working document “Better Regulation Guidelines”. Link:
http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/guidelines/toc_guide_en.htm
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The Tyre Labelling Regulation was implemented in November 2012. For all the performance
parameters included in the scheme (fuel efficiency, wet grip and external rolling noise), it has
been able to transform the market in a positive direction from 2013 to 2015, although the
positive tendency is less obvious for external rolling noise than for fuel efficiency and wet grip.
Market data was purchased from two large databases, TOL 10 (Germany) and VACO11 (Holland),
and supplemented with information from industry associations to create a tyre stock model for
use in scenario calculations. Analysis of the market data shows that the Tyre Labelling
Regulation has driven an increased R&D and technology innovation effort, resulting in
increased wet grip performance of tyres, as well as optimisation of fuel efficiency leading to
decreased fuel consumption.
Two scenarios were modelled based on the market data: a Business As Usual (BAU) scenario
and an Optimised Implementation (OI) scenario. The BAU scenario represents the tyre label as
it is now with no further changes and is based on linear extrapolation of the development of
the three label parameters in the period from 2013-2015. The OI scenario represents a faster
market penetration of high performing tyres, achieved through actions taken to increase
awareness and market surveillance efforts. With the BAU scenario, total CO2 emission savings
of 5.4 Mton is expected compared to 18.2 Mton with the OI scenario.
Until now, the Tyre Labelling Scheme has only utilised a minor part of the fuel saving potential,
because only few tyres are labelled in the best fuel efficiency classes. The extent of future
savings depends on how effectively the labelling scheme is implemented and enforced as well
as manufacturers’ and consumers’ responses to the scheme.

Survey of consumer awareness
Surveys were prepared and executed, as described in Chapter 2 Surveys and interviews, to
assess the tyre buying behaviour of the end-users, the end-user awareness of the Tyre
Labelling Scheme, and the need for further information on the label. Focus was put on a large
C1 end-user survey with 6,000 private car owners in six EU countries 12, since the label is
applicable only to C1 and C2 tyres, and the C1 market is by far the largest. The C1 end-user
survey was supported by information received from C2 and C3 end-users as well as tyre
suppliers and distributors.
The C1 end-user survey showed that around half of the private car owners in the surveyed
countries are aware of the tyre label, and that most (64 %) have medium confidence in the
labelling scheme. End-users answered that especially more market surveillance, including
testing, is necessary to increase their confidence in the label.
The survey showed that when purchasing tyres, C1 end-users find wet grip the most important
of the labelling parameters (62 % rated it “very important”) followed by fuel efficiency (34 %
rated it “very important”) and lastly external rolling noise (21 % rated it “very important”).
Regarding the need for further information on the label, 49 % found it “very important” to
include snow and ice grip information, while 25 % found it “very important” to include mileage
information.
Regarding their last purchase of tyres, 85 % of the C1 end-users purchased tyres in a physical
shop, while 12 % purchased them through the internet, with 56 % planning to buy tyres on
10

Tyres online and Energy GmbH, database extractions from year 2012-2015, Hämmerling Group, Germany. Dataset
covering 2012-2015 with 30,000 tyres total.
11
Dutch Tyre and Wheel Trade Association, database extract from year 2013-2015, VACO, Netherlands. Dataset
covering top seven brands from 2013-2015, 2,500 tyre models total.
12
1000 car owners form each of the countries: Italy, Sweden, France, UK, Finland, Germany.
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the internet in the future. Only 36 % of those buying tyres in a physical shop saw the tyres
displayed before the purchase. Industry and market surveillance authorities agreed with these
findings. The assessment of whether the provisions in article 4(1)(b) of the Regulation are as
effective as article 4(1)(a) is therefore obviated by the fact that end-users do not see the
tyres. More focus should instead be on how to ensure proper provision of information to endusers prior to their purchase of new tyres.
Based on the findings in the surveys, the following is proposed in order to make it more likely
that the consumers see the label or are informed about fuel efficiency class, wet grip class etc.
before the purchase of new tyres:






Online labelling. The label should be shown on the screen when tyres are offered for
sale online (in web shops, etc.) as is already implemented for energy related products
labelled under the Energy Labelling Directive (2010/30/EU) 13.
Obligation of the distributor to show the label of all tyres suggested to the end-users
during a tyre purchasing process.
Inclusion of information about the label performance parameters in advertisements,
including the now omitted advertisements in billboards, newspapers, and magazines.
Labelling of tyres when placed in the stock of distributors, preferably obliging labelling
of all tyres. This would also make market surveillance easier to perform.

Furthermore, it is recommended to conduct awareness campaigns to increase end-user
knowledge of the labelling scheme. Especially C1 end-users are important to target, since C1
tyres constitute the largest share of the tyre sales. The campaigns could be run at national
level by Member State Authorities, at EU level by the Commission or both. It is suggested that
tyre suppliers and/or distributors are involved in the campaigns and that experiences from
previous campaigns performed by Members States and others are taken into account.

Information from vehicle suppliers and distributors
The information on tyre label parameters provided by the vehicle suppliers and distributors to
end-users was specifically assessed. According to The Tyre Labelling Regulation, vehicle
suppliers and distributors are obliged to provide end-users with information on tyre labelling
parameters, if the end-users are offered a choice between different tyres to be fitted on the
vehicle they are intending to acquire.
In the review study, it was found that most end-users are not offered a choice between
different tyres when purchasing a vehicle, which was confirmed by both vehicle suppliers and
distributors. According to market surveillance authorities (MSAs), market surveillance on this
provision is complicated due to a lacking definition of when there is a choice, especially if the
purchase of an extra set of tyres for the vehicle is considered a choice.
Based on the findings it is recommended to improve the regulation by obliging vehicle
suppliers and distributors always to provide end-users with information on all tyres (not the
label itself), including situations when the end-user is not offered a choice between different
tyres to be fitted on the vehicle. This will make market surveillance less complicated, and will
present end-users with knowledge of the tyre label.

Extensions of the labelling scheme
The possibilities to extend the labelling scheme to include additional types of tyres and new
performance parameters were assessed. The extension assessments included two tyre types;

13

Directive 2010/30/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council
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studded tyres and retreaded C3 tyres, and three performance parameters; ice/snow grip,
mileage and abrasion. The assessments include collection of market data, analysis of the
technical progress and possibilities, analysis of environmental impact (based on scenarios) and
development of policy recommendations.
As of today, there are several marketing terms to define tyres performing well in wintry
conditions (e.g. “winter tyres”, “Nordic winter tyres”, “all season tyres”) for which no legal
definition exist. However, UNECE Regulation 117 legally defines “severe snow tyres”, which are
tyres that based on a snow grip test can be approved for bearing the 3-Peak Mountain Snow
Flake (3-PMSF) symbol. Hence, inclusion of snow grip as a parameter is technically possible
through this standardised 3-PMSF test. It is recommended to include the 3-PMSF logo as an
indicator for snow grip in the labelling scheme as additional information to the wet grip scale,
on a voluntary basis, and consider making the 3-PMSF logo mandatory on the label, in case it
is shown on the tyre sidewall. The test is applicable for all tyre types (C1, C2 and C3).
Furthermore, it is recommended to use the upcoming “Nordic winter tyre” ice grip test and
logo as additional information on ice grip performance for C1 tyres. The inclusion of the
performance parameters should be assessed in terms of user understanding, to avoid
providing information that might mislead end-users.
The assessment the inclusion of mileage as a parameter showed that external factors and use
conditions affect tyre mileage significantly, limiting the effect of technological development. In
addition, the only known test method (for C1 tyres only), which is currently only applicable in
the USA, gives uncertain and non-reproducible results. The same applies to particle emissions
from tyre abrasion, which is affected largely by external parameters, and no standard method
for measuring the effects currently exists. It is therefore not recommended to include any of
these parameters in the Tyre Labelling Regulation.
The assessment of the inclusion of retreaded tyres concerns only C3 retreaded tyres, since the
market share of C1 and C2 retreaded tyres are below 2 %, while that of C3 retreaded tyres is
around 45 %14. The main barrier of inclusion is the testing, since retreaded tyres are often
produced in small series, and each new combination of carcass, tread and retreading
technology gives different tyre characteristics. A tool has been developed in the ReTyre
Project15 for calculating rather than testing the performance of retreaded C3 tyres. There are
opposing opinions in the industry of the applicability and accuracy of the ReTyre tool for
labelling purposes. It is therefore recommended not to include retreaded C3 tyres in the
Labelling Regulation before technical issues with the ReTyre tool as well as questions about
maintenance and availability of the tool for all retreading facilities are solved.
The assessment of studded tyres shows that the market share is very low in all but the three
Nordic countries (Sweden, Norway and Finland), and the potential fuel saving is therefore very
limited. One reason for the low market share is that use of studded tyres is prohibited in many
European countries. Furthermore, the current test standards cannot be used for testing
studded tyres, and it is therefore not recommended to include them in The Tyre Labelling
Regulation.

Market surveillance in MS
To ensure compliance with the provisions in the Tyre Labelling Regulation by suppliers and
distributors, Members States are responsible for conducting market surveillance and regular
controls in line with the Market Surveillance Regulation 16. Due to the lack of a comprehensive
14
15
16

Ruud Spuijbroek, Secretary at Bipaver (2015), personal communication on email September 16th 2015.
Retyre (2014), Main website. Link: http://www.retyre-project.eu/
Regulation (EC) No 765/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council
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overview of market surveillance activities in EU Member States regarding the Ttyre Labelling
Regulation, such an overview was sought established in the review study. Interviews were
conducted with MSAs in various Member States. The investigation showed that the market
surveillance effort varies greatly throughout the EU, and in general, the only widespread
activity is shop inspections. Technical documentation is rarely requested for market
surveillance purpose and there is a severe lack of market surveillance testing due to a lack of
resources and limited number of testing facilities. Furthermore, the few Member States who
conducted tests, found that the repeatability/reproducibility of the test results was very low.
The low market surveillance decreases end-user confidence in the tyre label, and tyre dealers
report that due to lack of market surveillance inspections, they have decreased their efforts to
educate their employees in informing end-users of the labelling scheme. To reinforce market
surveillance and improve enforcement of the Regulation, it is therefore suggested to:








Solve existing problems with high variety of test conditions and start working on
improving the wet grip test method.
Increase the visibility of market surveillance activities carried out by Member States.
MSAs should be obliged to publish results of inspections (i.e. number of shop
inspections and test, and compliance levels) and make them available to industry and
dealers, for instance in the proposed registration database or the Tyres ADCO
website17.
Not extend the labelling scheme to cover mileage or abrasion because this will
significantly increase the costs for market surveillance. Extra cost will reduce the
number of inspections, and fewer inspections could easily hamper the consumers’,
dealers’ and industry’s confidence in the label scheme.
Perform more joint actions testing in line with the upcoming joint action on labelling
tyre testing funded under the EU Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme.
Establish a digital registration database, where all tyres should be registered prior to
being placed on the European market. The database should be separated into a
publically available section and a section only available to market surveillance
authorities.

17

European Commission (2015), Tyres ADCO website:
http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm?do=groupDetail.groupDetail&groupID=2808&Lang=EN
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Introduction
The review study focuses on the European Parliament and Council Regulation (EC) No
1222/200918 of 25 November 2009 on the labelling of tyres with respect to fuel efficiency and
other essential parameters19 (from here on ‘The Tyre Labelling Regulation’). The study began
in May 2015 and the project website www.labellingtyres.eu was launched in June 2015. This
website was the main information exchange platform between the study-team, the
Commission and the stakeholders, giving all interested parties the opportunity to provide input
to this study thereby creating a fully transparent and open process.
The Tyre Labelling Regulation was adapted by the European Parliament and the Council in
2009, at the same time as the Regulation of type-approval requirements for the general safety
of motor vehicles20 (From here on ‘The Type Approval Regulation’). Both regulations were
adapted to promote sustainable mobility in the light of the climate change challenges and the
need to support European competitiveness. It was found that tyres of cars and trucks accounts
for up to 20 % to 30 % of the fuel consumption because of their rolling resistance21, and
therefore represent a potential for reducing CO2 emissions by reducing the rolling resistance.
Tyres are characterised, however, by a number of interrelated parameters, and by improving
one parameter, such as rolling resistance, it can have an adverse impact on other parameters,
such as wet grip, thereby decreasing road safety. Furthermore, the improvement of wet grip
might have an adverse impact on external rolling noise, increasing noise pollution.
The Type Approval Regulation was adapted to set out minimum requirements for the rolling
resistance, external rolling noise and wet grip performance of tyres, to remove the worst
performing tyres from the market. The minimum requirements in the Type Approval Regulation
is based on the minimum requirements set out by UNECE Regulation 11722. For all three
parameters technological development make it possible to optimise them significantly beyond
the minimum requirements23. Therefore, the Tyre Labelling Regulation was adapted to
encourage end-users to purchase more fuel-efficient tyres with low external rolling noise and
high wet grip performance. The tyre labelling provides harmonised information about fuelefficiency, wet grip and external rolling noise, enabling consumers to choose among the best
tyres on the market. It was anticipated in the Regulation that demand for safer, quieter and
more fuel-efficient tyres, would in turn encourage tyre manufacturers to optimise those
parameters to pave the way for more sustainable mobility.
Fuel efficiency continues to be highly relevant, with the EU facing scarcity of resources and
dependence on energy imports as well as the need to limit climate change. With the transport
sector constituting one third24 of the European energy consumption, increasing fuel efficiency
of road transport plays an important role in addressing these challenges. Tyres account for 2030 % of the vehicle fuel consumption, due to their rolling resistance. Decreasing rolling
resistance is therefore important to increase fuel efficiency and decrease greenhouse gas
emissions. A theoretical estimate of using only fuel efficiency class A tyres in the EU shows
potential reductions in CO2 emission of 42 Mton per year, and corresponding savings of 13

18

Regulation (EC) No 1222/2009 Of The European Parliament And Of The Council
The assignment was informed by the European Commission as a Request for Services under the Framework
Contract No. ENER/C3/2012-418-Lot2
20
Regulation (EC) No 661/2009 Of The European Parliament And Of The Council
21
Regulation (EC) No 1222/2009 Of The European Parliament And Of The Council
22
UNECE (2014), Addendum 116: Regulation No. 117, Revision 3:
https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/main/wp29/wp29regs/updates/R117r3e.pdf
23
Regulation (EC) No 1222/2009 Of The European Parliament And Of The Council
19

24

European Commission (2014), “EU Energy in Figures statistical pocketbook 2014”. Link:
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/2014_pocketbook.pdf
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billion euros25. The same calculation shows that using only tyres with the best external rolling
noise class in the EU could reduce the number of annoyed and sleep disturbed people as well,
resulting in potential cost savings of up to 11 billion euros.
Tyres are an important part of road safety, being the only interaction between the vehicle and
the road. The tyre safety parameter used on the tyre label is wet grip. Improved wet grip
performance of tyres will result in fewer accidents and will reduce the number of killed and
injured people. It is estimated that using only wet grip class ‘A’ tyres in the EU could
potentially reduce the number of people killed and injured in traffic accidents comparable to a
saving of up to 10 billion euros 26. However, wet grip rating does not indicate how suitable a
tyre is for use in wintry conditions27. Hence, there is a risk that end-users are misled by the
label information, if the wet grip information affects their purchase of tyres for use in wintry
conditions28. There is currently no information on snow or ice grip in the tyre labelling scheme.

Purpose of the study
The aim of the review study is to investigate the needs and possibilities for revision of the
Regulation. This was achieved for example by assessing the efficiency of the regulation in
terms of end-user awareness and achieved levels of market transformation, as well as
possibilities to include new parameters and tyre types in the Regulation. Furthermore, the
clarity of the Regulation was analysed, including identification of grey areas, and an overview
was established of market surveillance activity in Member States.
The effectiveness of the Regulation depends i.a. on end-user awareness and understanding of
the label and the provision of pre-sale information on the performance parameters included in
the labelling scheme. The response of manufacturers is equally as important as the response
of the end-users, since the labelling scheme places no obligation on manufacturers to improve
the performance parameters. In addition, the response of distributors and dealers is very
important, because they are the ones responsible for providing the label information to the
end-users.
The review study on the labelling of tyres includes an online consumer survey conducted
among 18-70-year-old car owners in various Member States (in total 6051 respondents).
Furthermore, surveys and interviews have targeted different actors in the tyre supply chain
and market surveillance authorities on order to assess the effectiveness of the labelling
scheme in general, the level of enforcement and the possibilities to improve the clarity of the
regulation.
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TNO, Memorandum to Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, “Potential benefits of Triple-A tyres in the EU”,
Link: http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/doc/2014/wp29grb/GRB-60-13e.pdf
26
TNO, Memorandum to Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, “Potential benefits of Triple-A tyres in the EU”
27
Jarmo Sunnari Manager in Nokian Tyres (2015), presentation: ”Consumer information on tyre wet grip vs. Ice grip –
implications in road safety in Nordic winter”, November 2015.
28
VTT (2013) “Technology 133: Comprehension of grip labels on unstudded winter tyres and tyre selection”. Link:
http://www.vtt.fi/inf/pdf/technology/2013/T133.pdf
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Study approach
The findings of the study are presented in the chapters of the review study report as follows:
In the first chapter, the existing legislation Regulation (EC) No 1222/2009 including its
amendments is described, focusing especially on the tyre performance parameters included
and the responsibilities described in the Regulation.
In the second chapter, the survey and interview methodologies are explained, including target
group selection and an overview of the results.
In the third chapter, the focus is on the market transformation effects of the Regulation. The
market transformation is assessed, by comparing market data of the three labelling
performance parameters (rolling resistance, wet grip and external rolling noise) from before
and after implementation of the regulation.
In chapter four, the future market development potentials are modelled based on the market
transformation assessed in chapter three. A Business as Usual (BAU) and an Optimised
Implementation (OI) scenario are established and compared to the developments anticipated
in the original impact assessment on which the regulation is based.
In chapter five, the possibilities for extending the labelling scheme with new performance
parameters are assessed. The performance parameters in question are snow/ice grip, mileage,
and abrasion. The technical background and possible test methods for the suggested
extensions are explained.
In chapter six, the inclusion of now omitted tyre types are considered. The assessments cover
studded tyres and retreaded C3 tyres. The technical background and possible test methods for
these tyre types are explained.
In chapter seven, an overview of market surveillance activities in the Member States is
established.
Chapter eight deals with recommendations for improving the efficiency and clarity of the
regulation as well as the market surveillance and enforcement.
Chapter nine, puts the Tyre Labelling Regulation into perspective of the Better Regulation
Framework29, commenting on the relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, EU added value and
coherence.
Chapter ten, summarises the policy recommendations based in the findings of the entire study.

29

European Commission (2015), Commission Decision of 16.12.2015 “Appointment of Members of the Stakeholder
group of the REFIT Platform”. Link: http://ec.europa.eu/smartregulation/better_regulation/documents/c_2015_9063_en.pdf
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1 Existing legislation
This chapter introduces the existing Regulation (EC) 1222/2009, explaining the background,
product scope, tyre classifications and performance measures, as well as responsibilities and
market surveillance practices prescribed by the regulation.

1.1 Scope
According to article 2 of the Tyre Labelling Regulation, the scope relates to C1, C2 and C3
tyres, which are the tyre types defined in article 8 of the Type Approval Regulation. The
definition of the tyre types is based on the vehicles they are primarily designed for, including
the weight and passenger capacity, and on the tyre load and speed indexes of the tyres, as
seen in Table 1. The number of seats and vehicle weight relates to the maximum value for the
vehicle category each tyre type is designed primarily for. The load capacity index and speed
category symbols relate directly to the tyres.
Table 1: Definition of tyre types included in Regulation (EC) 1222/2009, based on Regulation (EC)
661/2009.

C1 tyres
C2 tyres

Designed primarily
for vehicle
categories
M1, N1, O1 and O2
M2, M3, N, O3 and O4

Seats in addition to
driver’s seat (based
on vehicle category)
≤8
≥8

Vehicle weight
(based on vehicle
category)
≤3.5 t
≥3.5 t

C3 tyres

M2, M3, N, O3 and O4

≥8

≥3.5 t

Tyre
type

Load capacity
index

Speed category
symbol

Not applicable
≤121
≤121
≥122

Not applicable
≥N
≤M
none

C1 tyres can generally be said to be tyres for passenger cars, C2 tyres for light commercial
vehicles (LCVs) and C3 tyres for heavy commercial vehicles (HCV’s) 30.
If a tyre can be classified as two different types (e.g. C1 and C2), it is labelled based on the
type with the highest demands for performance classification (i.e. C2 in this case).
The Regulation does not apply to:
 Re-treaded tyres
 Off-road professional tyres
 Tyres designed to be fitted only on vehicles registered first time before October 1990
 T-type temporary use spare tyres
 Tyres whose speed rating is less than 80 km/h
 Tyres whose nominal rim diameter does not exceed 254 mm or is 635 mm or more
 Tyres fitted with additional devices to improve traction properties, such as studded
tyres
 Tyres designed only to be fitted in vehicles intended exclusively for racing

1.2 Classification and performance measures
In the current labelling Regulation, three tyre performance parameters are included: Fuel
efficiency, wet grip, and external rolling noise class and measured value (in dB). The three
performance parameters are specified in the Tyre Labelling Regulation, and are shown on the
tyre label for C1 and C2 tyres, (see Figure 1). The label is restricted in design by Annex II of
the regulation. For C3 tyres the label itself is not used, but information of the three
performance parameters must be provided in technical promotional material.
30

European Commission (2014), “Frequently Asked Questions (Version 25/11/2014) for Regulation (EC) No
1222/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council. Link:
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/faq_-_tyre_labelling.pdf
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Some of the classes defined in the Tyre Labelling Regulation are today, or will later be, empty,
because they are below the minimum requirements set out in the Type Approval Regulation.
The Type Approval Regulation implement rolling resistance minimum requirements in two
stages, the first in November 2012 and the second in November 2016.

Figure 1: The tyre label for a tyre with fuel efficiency class B, wet grip class B, and external rolling noise
of 72 dB (equivalent to two “soundwaves” on the scale)

1.2.1 Fuel efficiency class
The fuel efficiency of tyres is defined in terms of the Rolling Resistance Coefficient, RRC, given
as kg resistance per ton of vehicle (kg/t) (the lower the value for RRC, the better the fuel
efficiency of the tyre). For each tyre type (C1, C2, C3), the energy labelling scale A-G refers to
different intervals of RRC, as seen in Table 2. The fuel efficiency index is shown on the label as
a marked letter on a coloured A-G scale, as shown in Figure 1.
Table 2: RRC limit values for energy efficiency classes of the three tyre types C1, C2 and C3.
C1 tyres
RRC in kg/t

C2 tyres
Energy
efficiency
class

RRC in kg/t

C3 tyres
Energy
efficiency
class

RRC in kg/t

Energy
efficiency class

RRC ≤ 6,5

A

RRC ≤ 5,5

A

RRC ≤ 4,0

A

6,6 ≤RRC ≤ 7,7

B

5,6 ≤RRC ≤ 6,7

B

4,1 ≤RRC ≤ 5,0

B

7,8 ≤RRC ≤ 9,0

C

6,8 ≤RRC ≤ 8,0

C

5,1 ≤RRC ≤ 6,0

C

Empty

D

Empty

D

6,1 ≤RRC ≤ 7,0

D

9,1 ≤RRC ≤ 10,5

E

8,1 ≤RRC ≤ 9,2

E

7,1 ≤RRC ≤ 8,0

E

10,6 ≤RRC ≤ 12,0

F

9,3 ≤RRC ≤ 10,5

F

RRC ≥ 8,1

F

RRC ≥ 12,1

G

RRC ≥ 10,6

G

Empty

G

The minimum requirements for rolling resistance defined in the Type Approval Regulation are
show in Table 3. The limits are applicable for tyres produced after the implementation date.
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The limits are given for normal tyres. For snow tyres the limits are increased by 1 kg/ton 31.
The minimum requirements implemented in stage 1 phase out C1 and C2 tyres in fuel
efficiency class G and C3 tyres in fuel efficiency class F (G already empty). Stage 2 of the
implementation will phase out C1 and C2 tyres in fuel efficiency class F, and C3 tyres in class E
(plus half of class D). Hence only five fuel efficiency classes (A-E) will be available for C1 and
C2 tyres, and only four for C3 tyres (A-D) from November 2016.
Table 3: Rolling resistance requirements (fuel efficiency). For snow tyres the limits should be increased
by 1 kg/ton
Stage 1: November 2012

Stage 2: November 2016

Limit value

Implementation

Limit value

Implementation

C1 tyres

12

November 2014

10,5

November 2018

C2 tyres

10,5

November 2014

9

November 2018

C3 tyres

8

November 2016

6,5

November 2020

1.2.2 Wet grip class
Wet grip refers to the safety performance of tyres, i.e. it reflects the capacity of a tyre to brake
on a wet road. The wet grip is applicable to all tyre types (C1, C2, C3), and is determined
based on the wet grip index (G) according to the A-G scale specified in Table 4. The value of
the wet grip index should be calculated based on either the average deceleration in m/s 2 or the
peak brake force coefficient, which is unit-less, and compared to a Standard Reference Test
Tyre (SRTT). The wet grip index is shown on the label as a marked letter on the A-G scale, as
shown in Figure 1.
Table 4: G limit values for wet grip scales of the three tyre types C1, C2 and C3
C1 tyres
G
1,55 ≤ G
1,40 ≤G ≤ 1,54

C2 tyres

Wet grip class
A

G
1,40 ≤ G

B

1,25 ≤ G ≤ 1,39

1,25 ≤ G ≤ 1,39

C

Empty

D

1,10 ≤ G ≤ 1,24

C3 tyres

Wet grip class
A

G
1,25 ≤ G

Wet grip class
A

B

1,10 ≤ G ≤ 1,24

B

1,10 ≤ G ≤ 1,24

C

0,95 ≤ G ≤ 1,09

C

Empty

D

0,8 ≤ G ≤ 0,94

D

E

0,95 ≤ G ≤ 1,09

E

0,65 ≤ G ≤ 0,79

E

G ≤ 1,09

F

G ≤ 0,94

F

G ≤ 0,64

F

Empty

G

Empty

G

Empty

G

Regulation 661/2009 sets out minimum wet grip requirements for C1 tyres only. For normal
tyres the limit value is ≥1.1. For snow tyres (designed to perform better in snow conditions)
the requirement is ≥1.0 if the maximum permissible speed is >160 km/h and ≥0.9 if the
maximum permissible speed is <160 km/h. No future changes of wet grip minimum
requirements are implemented in the Regulation. For C1 tyres the minimum requirements has
phased out tyres in wet grip class F. The remaining classes on the label are A-E.

31

Regulation (EC) No 661/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council
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1.2.3 External rolling noise class and measured value
The external rolling noise refers to the noise of the tyres experienced outside the car and
hence not by the driver or passengers. The external rolling noise (N) is measured as dB, and
the external rolling noise class is depicted on the label as a marking of 1 to 3 black “sound
waves” according to the scale shown in Table 5 and Figure 1. The limit values (LV) which
determines the external noise class of tyres are determined in Part C of Annex II of Regulation
(EC) No 661/2009, and the absolute values vary between C1, C2 and C3 tyres.
Table 5: N limit values for the external rolling noise class for all three tyre types (C1, C2 and C3)
External rolling noise (N)

External rolling noise class

N is 3 dB lower than limits in 661/200932

1 Sound Wave

(N ≤ LV – 3)
N meets 661/2009 limits

2 Sound Waves

(LV – 3 < N ≤ LV)
N exceeds 661/2009 limits

3 Sound Waves

(N > LV)

The limit values are given in the Type Approval Regulation as shown in Table 6. For C1 snow
tyres, extra load tyres or reinforced tyres (Carcass designed to carry extra load than standard
tyre33), the limits are increased by 1 dB(A). For C2 and C3 special use tyres, the limits are
increased by 2 dB(A). For C2 traction snow tyres an additional 2 dB(A) are allowed. For all
other C2 and C3 snow tyres an additional 1 dB(A) are allowed.
Table 6: External rolling noise limit values according to Regulation 661/2009
C1 tyres
Nominal tyre
section width
(mm)
≤185

32
33

C2 tyres

Limit values in
dB(A)

Category of use

C3 tyres

Limit values
in dB(A)

Category of use

Limit values in
dB(A)

70

Normal tyres

72

Normal tyres

73

>185 ≤ 215

71

Traction tyres

73

Traction tyres

75

>215 ≤ 245

71

>245 ≤ 275

72

>275

74

Regulation (EC) No 661/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council
Regulation (EC) No 661/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council
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1.3 Test standards
This section provides an overview of the test standards at EU and Member State level for the
tyre performance parameters referred to in the existing legislation regarding tyre labelling. An
overview of the test standards, referred to in the Tyre Labelling Regulation, is shown in Table
7.
Table 7: Overview of test standards used in Regulation 1222/2009 and Regulation 661/2009
Performance
parameter

Test method
concept

Rolling
Resistance

Indoor: Machine
test

Wet grip

Outdoor: Wet
braking vs.
reference tyre

External noise

Outdoor: passby test

Type approval
661/2009
C1

C2

Labelling
1222/2009
C3

C1

UNECE R117.02/
reg. 661/2009/

C3

UNECE R117.02
+
EC Alignment procedure

UNECE R117.02
ISO 28580:2009 w/o §10
UNECE R117.02/
reg. 661/2009/
Dir. 2001/43/EC

C2

Reg.
1222/2009
Annex V

ISO 15222:2011

UNECE R117.02 an limit values from Reg. 661/2009

The Rolling Resistance Coefficient is determined by a test performed in accordance with Annex
6 of UNECE Regulation No 117 (referring to ISO 28580 standard), which is applicable for C1,
C2 and C3 tyres. To ensure alignment of Laboratories, a laboratory alignment procedure is
described in Annex Ivan of Regulation 1222/2009. Noise testing for labelling as well as for type
approval, must be performed in accordance with UNECE Regulation No 117.
The wet grip class is determined based on the wet grip index (G), which is defined by a
„relative“ test method measuring the peak brake force coefficient (unit-less), meaning that the
wet grip index is expressed as a percentage of the performance of a reference tyre, tested
under the same conditions. The wet grip test method is included in the Tyre Labelling
Regulation34. The wet grip testing methods for C1 tyres listed and described in appendix V of
the Tyre Labelling Regulation, sets out different conditions for normal and snow tyre test
conditions. The wetted surface temperature and the ambient temperature shall be between
2°C and 20°C for snow tyres and between 5°C and 35°C for all other tyres. Furthermore, the
reference temperatures for calculations are 10°C for snow tyres and 20°C for all other tyres.
The large test condition ranges permitted in the wet grip test is an important cause for the
large variations and low repeatability/reproducibility seen in wet grip test results.

1.4 Responsibilities
1.4.1 Tyre suppliers and distributors
It is the responsibility of the tyre suppliers (defined as importers and manufactures in Article 4
of the Tyre Labelling Regulation to provide C1 and C2 tyres with the tyre label, either as a
sticker on the tread or as a label in printed format to accompany each batch of one or more
identical tyres. For all tyres (C1, C2, C3) the tyre suppliers must state the tyre parameters in
the technical promotional material and on their website. Furthermore, they must make the
technical documentation available to market surveillance authorities on request. The
documentation must be sufficiently detailed to verify the accuracy of the applicable tyre
performance parameters.

34

Commission Regulation (EU No 228/2011 amending Regulation (EU) No 1222/2009
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The tyre distributors (defined as distributors and dealers in Article 5 of the Tyre Labelling
Regulation are responsible for ensuring that at the point of sale, C1 and C2 tyres bear the label
as a sticker on the tyre thread, or that label before the sale is shown to the end-user and is
clearly displayed in the immediate proximity to the tyre. For sales where tyres are not visible
to the end-user, such as internet sales, the tyre distributors must provide the end-users with
information on the fuel efficiency and wet grip classes and the external rolling noise class and
measured value. This does not apply to advertisements. The distributors are also responsible
for stating the information on the bills delivered to end-users when they purchase tyres.
1.4.2 Vehicle suppliers and distributors
In the case of tyres sold on the Original equipment market, OEM, (Article 6, Regulation
1222/2009), vehicle suppliers and distributors shall, when the end-users are offered a choice
between different tyres, before the sale provide the end-users with information on the fuel
efficiency and wet grip classes and the external rolling noise class and measured value for each
tyre. The information shall also be included in the technical promotion material.
1.4.3 Member States
Each Member State is responsible for the enforcement of the Tyre Labelling Regulation (Article
12), and must ensure that “the authorities responsible for market surveillance” verifies
compliance with article 4, 5 and 6 of the Regulation. Member States must ensure in
accordance with Regulation 765/200835 that the responsible Market Surveillance Authorities
(MSA’s) have the necessary powers, resources and knowledge to perform their tasks.
Regulation 765/2008 describes the general rules with regard to market surveillance and
controls of products entering the community market.
Regulation 765/2008 includes among others an obligation on MSAs to perform appropriate
checks on the characteristics of products on an adequate scale, by means of documentary
checks and, where appropriate, physical and laboratory checks based on adequate samples
(article 19).
It is the responsibility of the appointed Market Surveillance Authorities (MSAs) described
above. This include shop and storage inspections, to ensure that tyres are correctly labelled in
accordance with the Regulation.
Article 8 of the Tyre Labelling Regulation states that “Member States shall assess the
conformity” of the declared fuel efficiency and wet grip classes and external rolling noise class
and measured value in accordance with the verification procedure in annex IV of the
Regulation, which sets out a test procedure and sequence as well as tolerances for each
performance parameter.

35

Regulation (EC) No 765/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council
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2

Surveys and interviews

Surveys and interviews with different actors in the tyre supply chain were conducted as a part
of the review study in order to get an overview of the label effectiveness and improvement
potentials. In the first section of this chapter, the methodology applied for the surveys and
interviews is explained and in the second section, an overview of the key results is presented.

2.1 Selection of target groups
An overview of the key stakeholders affecting the tyre label effectiveness is seen in Figure 2.
The dotted line marks the stakeholder groups directly involved in the tyre supply chain. EU
Member States and MSAs affect the effectiveness of the labelling scheme through their
implementation and enforcement of Tyre Labelling Regulation. This chapter only deals with
direct supply chain actors, whereas results from interviews with MSAs are described in chapter
7.
Six target groups were selected for surveys and/or interviews in order to cover the entire
supply chain. These were: 1) Tyre suppliers 2) Tyre dealers 3) Vehicle suppliers and
distributors 4) C1 end-users 5) C2 end-users 6) C3 end-users.
EU Member
States

Market
Surveillance
Authorities
Car
suppliers

Car
distributors

C1 tyre
dealers

C1 end-users

LCV
suppliers
Tyre
suppliers

Tyre wholesalers
(B2B)

LCV
distributors

C2 tyre
dealers

C2 end-users

Heavy truck
suppliers
C3 tyre
dealers

Heavy truck
distributors
C3 end-users

Figure 2: Overview of the stakeholder groups directly and indirectly involved in the tyre supply chain of
both OEM (Original Equipment Market) and replacement tyre market.

In this context suppliers are defined as in the Tyre Labelling Regulation, Article 3; “‘supplier’
means the manufacturer or its authorised representative in the Community or the importer”.
The distributors defined in the Regulation as “any natural or legal person in the supply chain,
other than the supplier or the importer, who makes the tyre available in the market”, are in
this context divided into wholesalers and dealers, where wholesalers conduct B2B sales to
other tyre distributors and dealers conduct sales directly to end-users. The dealers are the
most relevant to this study, since they have the direct contact with end-users, and therefore
are important for disseminating of the labelling information.
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2.1.1 Tyre suppliers (manufacturers and importers)
On the manufacturer side, the European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers’ Association (ETRMA)
was identified as the key representative accounting for 76 % of the European C1 and C2 tyre
markets and 83 % of the C3 tyre market 36. ETRMA has 12 corporate members consisting of
large tyre manufacturers, who were reached though online surveys.
On the importer side, the International Tyre Manufacturers’ Association (ITMA) was identified
as the key representative for non-ETRMA tyre manufactures importing tyres to Europe 37. By
targeting ETRMA and ITMA 90 %36,37 of the European tyre market is represented. Interviews
were conducted with contacts from key tyre importers provided by ITMA.
2.1.2 Tyre dealers
In this study not all tyre distributors was relevant to contact regarding the dissemination of
information to end-users, but only the dealers, who are in this context defined as those
distributors selling directly to end-users. A large number of tyre dealers exist in the European
market and in order to get as large a representation of the market as possible they were
reached through tyre dealer organisations listed in Table 8. Dealers are in this study defined as
those having direct contact with end- users with exception of the ‘fleet solution services’ used
primarily for C3 tyres, where tyre suppliers manage contracts directly with fleet operators 38.
Table 8: European tyre dealer organisations interviewed

NTDA

National Tyre Dealers Association (UK)

VACO

Industry association for the tire and wheel
industry (NL)

FEDERTYRE

Association of tyre specialists of Belgium (BE)

BRV
DRF

Federal Association of tyre trade and
vulcanisation craft (DE)
Trade organisation for Swedish tyre, rim and
service (SE)

200 member companies representing
over 2000 retailers
350 member companies representing
over 730 retailers
representing companies buying, selling
and servicing tyres, rims & wheels
800 member companies representing
over 3,400 retailers
860 member companies

2.1.3 Vehicle suppliers and distributors
Tyres sold on the Original Equipment Market (OEM) (i.e. with a new vehicle) constitutes 25 %
of the tyre production in Europe39. This part of the tyre market is small compared to the
replacement market, but still considered important in terms of which tyres are used on
European roads. Interviews were therefore conducted with key representatives of the vehicle
suppliers and distributors, which were identified as the European Automobile Manufacturers
Association (ACEA) and the European Council for Motor Trades and Repairs (CECRA). ACEA
represents the 15 Europe-based car, van, truck and bus makers and has close relations with
the 29 national automobile manufacturers’ associations in Europe 40. CECRA brings together 24

36

European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers’ Association, ETRMA (2016), “European Tyre & Rubber Industry; Statistics
Edition 2015”. Link: http://www.etrma.org/uploads/documents/Statistics%20booklet%20-%20edition%202015.pdf
37
International Tyre Manufacturers’ Association (2014), “Europe’s Importers show the way”, November 18th 2014.
Link: http://www.itma-europe.com/2014/11/europes-importers-show-the-way/
38
Information provided by ETRMA. ‘Solution services’ are services provided by the tyre suppliers where tyres are
leased directly to fleet owners/operators charging a price per km driven.
39
Braungardt et al. (2014), “Impact of Ecodesign and Energy/Tyre Labelling on R&D and Technology Innovation”,
Link: http://www.ecofys.com/files/files/fraunhofer-ecofys-2014-impact-of-ecodesign-energy-labelling-oninnovation.pdf
40
ACEA, European Automobile Manufacturers Association, (2016), “Who we are” general website. Link:
http://www.acea.be/about-acea/who-we-are
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national professional associations representing the interests of motor trade and repair
business, and 12 European Dealer Councils representing vehicle dealers41.
Tyres bought on the OEM are not the key product that is purchased, but only a minor part of
the vehicle, which is the main product. However, the vehicle distributors are still in direct
contact with the end-users, and therefore important for the general label awareness and
understanding.
2.1.4 C1 end-users
The C1 tyre market is by far the largest in terms of tyre sales, constituting 77 % of the tyre
sales in 201342. C1 end-users include consumers defined as private persons buying tyres for
their own private cars, as well as leasing companies buying tyres for their lease cars.
The main difference between the two segments is that private consumers hold all costs for
both tyre purchase and tyre usage, and hence are affected by both the purchase price and the
fuel efficiency. The leasing companies on the other hand, holds only the purchase costs,
whereas the lessee holds all costs for fuel.
Consumer survey
The C1 consumer survey was carried out as an online questionnaire with user-panels of 1000
respondents in six European countries. All respondents were owners of passenger cars who
were responsible for the purchase of tyres. The six countries were selected based on the
number of registered cars43, the access to user panels, and the presence of large tyre suppliers
in the country. Furthermore, it was based on the geographical coverage, to have answers from
both southern and central Europe and from Nordic countries, where the use of snow tyres is
more predominant than in the rest of Europe 44. Based on these considerations, the following
countries were chosen:







Germany (~42 million cars)
England (~29 million cars)
France (~32 million cars)
Italy (~37 million cars)
Sweden (~4,5 million cars)
Finland (~3 million cars)

The results of the C1 end-user survey was supplemented with results from a survey conducted
in Poland by the Polish Tyre Industry Association (PITA) on end-user awareness45. The main
purpose of the consumer survey was to assess the effectiveness of the label in terms of
consumer awareness and understanding of the label, and to assess the tyre buying behaviour
of the consumers. Furthermore, the perception of the consumers of extending the labelling
scheme to include mileage, performance on ice/snow conditions, and to cover retreaded tyres
was captured by the survey.

41

CECRA, The European Council for Motor Trades and Repairs (2016), “About CECRA”, General website. Link:
http://www.cecra.eu/page/about
42
Van Holsteijn en Kemna B.V. - VHK (2014), “Ecodesign impact accounting – Part 1, Status Nov. 2013”, Link:
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/2014_06_ecodesign_impact_accounting_part1.pdf.
43
Odyssee-Mure Project (2012), “Energy Efficiency Trends in Transport in the EU” , Link: http://www.odysseemure.eu/publications/efficiency-by-sector/transport/)
44
Lennart Lomaeus, chairman of DFTF Sweden (Swedish Tyre, Rim & Accessories Suppliers Association) (2015),
Presentation: “Winter tyre Market’s segments evolution in the Nordic countries”.
45
Polish Tyre Industry Association, PITA, ”Public opinion survey: awareness of impact of tyres on safe driving and
environmental protection”, Millward Brown for the Polish Tyre Industry Association, October 2013. . Link:
http://ptia.org.pl/assets/files/publications/PTIA_report_en.pdf
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Leasing companies
According to Lease Europe46, the leasing companies represent around 25 % (201047) of the
European carpark. Ten companies were identified as key players in the European car leasing
market, and an attempt to establish contact for potential interviews was done. Most of the
companies did not show any interest in answering questions about the EU-tyre labelling
scheme. Therefore, interviews have only been made with a few leasing companies in Denmark.
The main purpose of interviewing leasing companies was to identify any significant differences
in tyre purchasing behaviour and use of the tyre label compared to private consumers.
2.1.5 C2 end-users
C2 end-users are the purchasers and users of C2 tyres, used for light duty vehicles (LDV’s).
The C2 end-users can be individuals or companies who own or rent LDV’s. The main difference
is that LDV owners are affected by both the tyre purchase cost and the tyre fuel efficiency (in
terms of fuel cost), whilst lessees of LDV’s holds only the costs for fuel.
2.1.6 C3 end-users
The C3 end-users are primarily truck fleet owners and operators. Existing truck fleet surveys
were used in this study to reach a larger amount of truck fleet operators than would otherwise
have been possible. The two main studies applied were performed by M2 Conceal (on behalf of
Goodyear)48 and by Commercial Motors Trucking Britain49. Since it was not possible within the
frame of this study to make an equally thorough survey with fleet owners, results from these
two surveys were used for information on C3 end-users.

2.2 Results of surveys and interviews
2.2.1 Tyre suppliers
The surveys with tyre suppliers showed that 53 % of them believe that their customers
(distributors and fleet operators) are aware of the tyre label, while they believe that only 25 %
understand it. Most suppliers provide the label for C1 and C2 tyres both as a sticker and a
printed label (47 %), others provide it only as sticker (33 %), while 20 % did not answer the
question.
Regarding customer priorities, the suppliers indicate that of the three labelling parameters they
experience most focus on wet grip followed by fuel efficiency in the C1 and C2 markets. The
request for information on the proposed new performance parameters are shown in Table 9.
Table 9: The request for information experienced by tyre suppliers in the market

Snow grip information
Mileage information

Tyre distributors
40%
20%

Fleet operators (C3)
13%
40%

For retreaded C3 tyres, 60 % of the manufacturers supply them (ETRMA members), while
none of the importers reported to do so (ITMA). In total 46 % of tyre suppliers think retreaded
tyres should be included in the labelling scheme, 7 % do not, and 47 % do not know.
46

Lease Europe represents about 92 % of the entire European leasing market; Link:
http://www.leaseurope.org/uploads/documents/ranking/Leaseurope%20Ranking%20Survey%202013_public.pdf
47
Lease Europe (2011), “The European Leasing & Automotive Rental Markets – State of Play” Link:
http://www.leaseurope.org/uploads/documents/events/seminar_for_lessors/2011/Jurgita%20Bucyte_WEB.pdf
48
MV2 Conseil on behalf of Goodyear (2013), Truck fleet survey, Link:
http://www.fleetfirst.eu/ff_home_en/news/goodyear-fleet-survey-reveals-growing-influence.jsp
49
Commercial Motor (2013), “The Ronseat approach”, Ocotber 10th 2013 pp 32-35. Link:
http://archive.commercialmotor.com/article/10th-october-2013/32/the-ronseat-approach
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Regarding efficiency of the market surveillance, only 13 % answer that it is sufficient to some
extent, as seen in Figure 3.

27%

20%

13%

40%

Yes - to some extent
Yes - to a low extent
No
Don't know

Figure 3: Tyre suppliers’ response to the sufficiency of market surveillance

2.2.2 Tyre dealers
When dealer associations were interviewed, they said that all dealers know about the label,
and that they have a good understanding of it, however no one of the associations could
exemplify how the tyre label information was provided to end-users or to what extent. Most
dealer organisations think that market surveillance is either very poor or insufficient, and
agree that more frequent surveillance campaigns and tests are needed form the authorities.
One of the dealer organisations mentioned that initially (when the labelling scheme was
implemented) they put a lot of focus on the label and education of their members in providing
the label information. However, since they found market surveillance insufficient and
interpreted it as lack of interests in the label from the authorities, they did not see the point in
continuing these efforts.
All tyre dealers sell the largest part of tyres with a tread sticker, and use the printed label
when tyres are in storage. All deliver the label information on invoices.
The dealers do not have an overview of end-user awareness of the label, but only a few report
that their customers request label information on their own initiative. According to the dealer
associations, the end-users focus primarily on safety aspects, followed by price, durability and
to some extent fuel efficiency. This is in accordance with the findings form the C1 end-user
survey.
Most tyre dealers experienced requests on snow grip from end-users, most prevailingly in
Sweden of the interviewed countries, which is as expected. Only the Swedish and German
dealer associations (of the interviewed) had a clear opinion that including snow grip in the
labelling scheme would be an advantage. Four of the dealer associations experienced demand
for mileage information from end-users.
2.2.3 Vehicle suppliers and distributors
Contacted vehicle suppliers and distributors were well aware of the tyre label, and all answered
that they pass on the label information to their customers. However, the tyre label is not one
of their focus areas. Vehicle suppliers purchase tyres directly form tyre suppliers, and often the
vehicle distributor (the dealer), have no influence over with which tyres the car is sold.
However, end-users are often offered to purchase an additional set of tyres with the vehicle
(often fitted on wheels), which is called “False OE” by some dealers, and is mostly relevant for
customers purchasing a set of “winter tyres” in addition to the tyres included in the car price50.

50

Lennart Lomaeus, DFTF, Tyre Manufacturers Association in Sweden (2016), e-mail received march 22nd 2016, “VB:
VB: tyre review study – Draft Final Report for commenting”
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2.2.4 C1 end-users
Consumer survey
The entire consumer survey questions and answers are included in Appendix 1.
Label awareness and understanding
More than half of the car owners in the investigated countries were not aware of the label
before they began the survey. The awareness was the highest in Germany (48 %) and Italy
(45 %) and the lowest in Sweden (34 %) and Finland (36 %). A Polish survey from 201351
showed that only 16 % of the Polish car drivers knew about the European energy labelling of
tyres52, which indicates that the consumer awareness might be lower in other countries than
the ones included in the survey.
When comparing the awareness to when the users last purchased new tyres (Figure 4), the
data shows that the more recently the consumers last purchased tyres, the higher was the
awareness, indicating a continuous positive progress.
60%

53%
47%

50%
42%
40%
30%
30%
20%
10%
0%
2012 or before

2013

2014

2015

Were aware of the label before the survey
Figure 4: User awareness of the label based on the year they last purchased tyres

Danish consumer statistics for the European and Nordic Ecolabels, “The Flower” and “the
Swan”, showed that 89 % of consumers recognised the Swan in 201353. This is very high
compared to the tyre label, which was recognised by only 41 % when the survey was
conducted, three years after the tyre label was implemented. This could have something to do
with the Swan logo being used on everyday products (especially personal hygiene products),
which are purchased much more often than tyres. However, the Flower (European ecolabel)
was only recognised by 34 % in 2013, even though it is used on the same products as the
Swan. The primary reason for this difference is that the European ecolabel logo was changed in
2010, which caused the recognition rate to drop from 60 % to 29 %.
Since the tyre logo has only been implemented since 2012, and tyres are purchased less
frequently than the products labelled with the European Ecolabel, the 41 % recognition is

51

Polish Tyre Industry Association, PITA, ”Public opinion survey: awareness of impact of tyres on safe driving and
environmental protection”, Millward Brown for the Polish Tyre Industry Association, October 2013.
52
Polish Tyre Industry Association, PITA, ”Public opinion survey: awareness of impact of tyres on safe driving and
environmental protection”, Millward Brown for the Polish Tyre Industry Association, October 2013.
53
Miljømærkning Danmark (Ecolabel Denmark), ”kendskab til Mærkerne”, link: http://www.ecolabel.dk/da/blomstenog-svanen/kendskab-til-maerkerne
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considered as a good result so far. However, as mentioned before it could be lower in other
countries than the countries included in the survey.
Understanding of the label
In general, the consumers’ comprehension of the tyre label is good. When presented with the
label, the consumers were able to understand the information given, even though they were
not familiar with it beforehand. For each label performance parameter the consumers were
asked which of six different options presented, they thought the icon indicated. The consumers
were also asked if they found the information on the label easy to understand for all the three
parameters fuel efficiency, wet grip and external rolling resistance. The answers for both
questions are shown in Table 10.
Table 10: Share of respondents choosing the correct answer for the three label pictograms and
who found the pictograms easy to understand

Correct answer when presented
with pictograms
Finding the pictogram easy to
understand

Fuel efficiency

Wet grip

71%

86%

External rolling
noise
83%

71%

79%

58%

From Table 10 it can be seen that the respondents understood the wet grip pictogram best,
which was also the one most respondents rates as ‘easy to understand’. For the noise
pictogram, a large share chose the correct answer, but significantly fewer rated it as easy to
understand. That might be because respondents found it easy to see that the pictogram
indicated noise, but were not sure whether it was external noise (as heard outside of the
vehicle) or internal noise (heard by drivers and passengers). The Dutch Tyre and wheel
industry Association, VACO, mentioned that few consumers and fleet owners look specifically
for tyres with lower external rolling noise and that if noise is considered at all it will be the
noise inside the vehicle that is relevant to end-users.
Importance of the information on the label
The consumers were asked how important they found each of the performance parameters on
the label as well as the price and the brand of the tyre. The share of the consumers who
answered ‘very important’ or ‘important’ is shown in Table 11.
Table 11: Share of C1 end-users finding each parameter very important or important
Parameters
Country

Price

Brand

UK
Sweden
Italy
Germany
France
Finland
All

93 %
92 %
97 %
96 %
94 %
94 %
94 %

60 %
39 %
74 %
56 %
75 %
49 %
59 %

Fuel
efficiency
89 %
84 %
92 %
90 %
82 %
83 %
86 %

Wet grip
93 %
96 %
97 %
96 %
95 %
95 %
96 %

External
rolling noise
63 %
76 %
70 %
65 %
68 %
78 %
70 %

The most important parameters for the consumers were wet grip and price followed by fuel
efficiency. Especially for wet grip a large share of the consumers answered that they found the
parameter ‘very important’ (62 %) and to some extent the price (49 %).
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The consumers were also asked which of the tyre performance parameters on the label they
weighted as most important. Also in this case, the largest share found the wet grip most
important (42 %). However, a relatively large share found all of the parameters equally
important (37 %). Only 13 % found the fuel efficiency most important. This is in line with the
results of a Dutch consumer survey performed by GfK, where wet grip was rated most
important followed by fuel efficiency and lastly noise54.
Usefulness of the label
In general, the consumers rated the label as useful (90 %), 38 % answering they found it
‘very useful’ and 52 % that they found it ‘useful’. Only 3 % thought that the information was
not useful, while the remaining 7 % answered that they did not know.
When asked whether they were missing any information on the label, 90 % answered ‘no’.
However, when asked if they considered it important to include additional information on the
label regarding mileage and grip on snow and ice, a larger share answered that they found
these parameters important, as seen in Table 12. Especially the consumers in the Nordic
countries Sweden and Finland considered it very important to include information about grip on
snow and ice (60 % in Sweden and 56 % in Finland). Hence, they had to be asked about
specific parameters before stating that they were missing the information in the label.
Table 12: Share of C1 end-users finding it important to have mileage / snow and ice grip on
the label

Mileage
Grip on snow and ice

Very important
25 %
49 %

Important
53%
39%

Confidence in the label
A major part of the consumers have high or medium confidence in the information provided by
the label as seen in Figure 5, and only 5 % have low confidence. However, the share having
medium confidence was by far the largest, with Sweden as the country with the lowest share
having high confidence (15 %). Limited confidence might discourage some consumers to use
the tyre label actively when purchasing tyres.
80%
70%
64%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

7%

5%

0%
High confidence

Medium confidence

Low confidence

Don't know

54

GfK, Dutch consumer research with 1185 participants, summer 2014. According Pers. Comm. With Tim van der
Rijken, Trade association for the tyre and wheel sector in the Netherlands, VACO (e-mail received December 23rd
2015)
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Figure 5: Share of the interviewed consumers answering that they have high, medium or low confidence
in the information on the label. Error bars indicating the spread between countries

In addition, the consumers were asked how their confidence could be improved and many
answered that more market control and more sanctions towards non-compliance would
increase their confidence, as seen in Table 13. This is in accordance with the answers from
both tyre manufacturers and dealer associations, who also requested more market
surveillance. In addition, many consumers request more information in the form of
independent testing by consumer associations or authorities or a public database with the tyre
data from the labelling scheme. Half of the consumers (51 %) answered that they would use
such a database, and 37 % answered that they maybe would.
Table 13: How consumer confidence in the label could be improved

Share of interviewed
consumers selecting the
answer

Suggestions
Setting up a public available database with information about the
parameters on the label
Opportunities for authorities to punish non-compliant
manufacturers (with fines etc.)

37 %
32 %

More market control

29 %

More independent information from consumer associations,
authorities etc.
Opportunities for authorities to punish non-compliant dealers that
do not show the label

38 %
23 %

More test results in car magazines etc.

25 %

Other (please specify)

2%

My confidence cannot be improved

5%

Don’t know

12 %

Tyre purchasing behaviour
When purchasing tyres, the consumer survey showed that safety is the prevailing concern
among consumers, and most consumers therefore find wet grip the most important of the
labelling parameters55 (Figure 6), while also a large share find the label parameters equally
important. When considering other non-labelling parameters as well, wet grip is still the most
important followed by the price. Leasing companies (of C1 and C2 vehicles) are more
concerned about the tyre brand and generally buy what they call ‘premium brands’ (the large
well-established brands), due to the signal value. They are less concerned with the label
parameters, but mention ‘safety’ in general as an important parameter.

13%

42%
Fuel Efficiency

3%
Wet grip

Noise

37%
Equal

5%

Don't know

Figure 6: Share of consumers who find each label parameter most important

55

Consumer survey with C1 end-users in selected European Countries, Viegand Maagøe, fall 2015. See Appendix 1.
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The largest share of the consumers bought tyres through the traditional channels, tyre shops
and car workshops the last time they purchased new tyres. However, the variation was quite
large from country to country as seen in Figure 7.
The share of consumers who made their latest tyre purchase on the internet is 12 %, but this
share is expected to increase. When asked for future expectations, 21 % claim that they will
buy tyres on the internet in the future, and 35 % that they might do so. Thus, it becomes
increasingly important to show the label and the relevant information when tyres are offered
for sale on the internet.
Tyre shop

TOTAL

Car shop

car workshop

48%

GERMANY

UNITED KINGDOM

25%

73%
30%
27%

31%

15%

47%

13%

23%

21%

3%
2%

7% 3%
18%

28%

3%

6% 4%

22%
7%

8%

12%

14%

34%

60%
49%

12%

5%

22%

ITALY
SWEDEN

Other

12%

FINLAND
FRANCE

Internet

4%
8% 4%

Figure 7: Where C1 users bought their last set of tyres
Of the consumers purchasing tyres in a physical shop, two thirds did not see the tyres
displayed before purchasing, while one third did see them, and 5 % do not remember. The
consumers who saw the tyres displayed in a shop were asked whether they noticed the label.
To this question 50 % answered that they did notice the label, 30 % answered they did not
notice the label, and 20 % answered that they could not remember. Of those who noticed the
label, 64 % saw it placed as a sticker on the tyre tread, 30 % as a label placed near the tyre,
and 8 % in a brochure or in promotional material. The remaining part could not remember
where they saw the label.
When seeking additional information prior to a tyre purchase, most consumers found it at the
place where they purchased tyres and on the internet, while 34% did not look for additional
information at all.
Sticker or printed label
According to the Regulation, the tyre label should be placed, at the point of sale, as a sticker
on the tyre tread or as a printed label near the tyres. A majority of C1 end-users preferred the
label to be placed on the tyre tread (47 %), 23 % preferred the printed label, and 19 % had
no preferences. A few percent had other proposals and 9 % did not know (Figure 8).
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Tread sticker

TOTAL

Printed label

47%

FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
ITALY

No preference

Don't know

23%
63%

44%

19%
18%

21%

46%

7%
24%

29%

48%
43%

18%

UNITED KINGDOM

40%

21%

13%
11%

17%

28%

SWEDEN

11%

8%

19%
24%
24%

6%
15%
11%

Figure 8: How consumers prefer the label shown
Leasing companies
Leasing companies of C1 and C2 vehicles mostly purchase tyres from tyre dealers, while a few
buy the C2 tyres directly from tyre suppliers. When buying new cars for their fleet, they have
no choice of which tyres are fitted on the car from the beginning. Tyres bought directly from
suppliers are not seen by the leasing companies since they are bought through a centralised
tender, and therefore labelling is not relevant. However, according to the leasing companies,
the tyres they buy from tyre dealers are equipped with tread stickers of the label, or there is
printed information on the label values.
When purchasing tyres the leasing companies primarily focus on buying what they refer to as
“premium brands”, which are the large tyre manufacturers with long market presence. By
buying the premium brand tyres, they assume that they automatically get high quality tyres,
and they send an important signal to their customers. The second most important factor is the
tyre price, and for some the safety, i.e. wet grip. However, according to the leasing companies
interviewed, the label information is not a crucial parameter. The interviewed leasing
companies were aware of the tyre label, but were uncertain regarding the understanding of the
parameters.
2.2.5 C2 end-users
Large C2 fleet owners purchase tyres through a tender process, much like C3 fleet owners.
Owners of only one or a few C2 vehicles purchase tyres more like the C1 end-users in tyre
shops. Of the C2 fleet owners interviewed, all were aware of the tyre label, but did not entirely
understand the three performance parameters. They all claimed to receive the tyres with
stickers on the tread and label info on the invoices.
Their number one priority is what they in general refer to as tyre “quality”, closely followed by
the price. The quality, from their point of view, meaning tyre mileage/tread wear and the tyre
brand. The interviewed C2 end-users were form Scandinavia, and therefore tyre performance
in winter conditions (snow grip) were important to them as well.
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2.2.6 C3 end-users
Fleet owners and operators often procure their tyres through a solution service as an
alternative to buying and owning the tyres. Solution services are usually offered directly by the
tyre manufacturers to the fleets, and is a rental or leasing system. The truck tyres are subject
to a rent or lease contract, based on replacement after a certain number of kilometres driven
or upon request by the user. Especially medium to large-size truck fleets prefer the solution
services, as they enable them to outsource tyre management56. The solution services cover all
predictable tyres costs over the agreed contract period, and includes frequent tyre inspections
and 24/7 roadside assistance. Solution services may or may not include retreading and/or
regrooving of the tyres as part of the solution57.
The results of the Goodyear survey58 showed that 55%of the 500 fleets knew the Tyre
Labelling Regulation, while 26 said, they needed a better understanding and 19 that they had
never heard of it. Also 54% said that the tyre label influenced their choice of tyres, while 46%
said it did not.
Regarding the label criteria, 66% thought fuel efficiency was the most important, and 30%
that it was the wet grip. Most of the respondents wanted some kind of wear-related
information on the label (86%), while 20% wanted ret readability to be indicated on the label.
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European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers’ Association, ETRMA (2015), “ETRMA Position paper on circular economy –
Bringing about a resource efficient and competitive Europe”. Brussels, September 2015. Link:
http://www.etrma.org/uploads/Modules/Newsroom/2015-09-29_etrma-position-paper-on-circular-economy_vf.pdf
57
ETRMA and industry members (2015), Industry stakeholder meeting, ETRMA offices, Brussels, held September 28
2015.
58
MV2 Conseil on behalf of Goodyear (2013), Truck fleet survey with around 500 truck fleets from France, Germany,
Italy, Poland and Spain. Link: http://www.fleetfirst.eu/ff_home_en/news/goodyear-fleet-survey-reveals-growinginfluence.jsp
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3. Market transformation achieved with existing legislation
This chapter assesses the ability of the Tyre Labelling Regulation to achieve market
transformation by looking at the development of the three performance parameters rolling
resistance, wet grip and external rolling noise. Note that the type approval Regulation (EC) No
661/2009 and the development of minimum requirements herein also affect the tyre market.
Hence, the observed market transformation is a combination of the effect of both regulations.

3.1 Data
Since no complete database exist on EU level for the tyre market, data from two large
databases are used. The first is the German Tyres Online (TOL) database59. Germany is the
largest EU-28 country and the location of many tyre producers and importers, ensuring a good
representativeness of the data in the database. The data contains the 29 largest tyre brands in
all sizes for the years 2012 to 2015, in total there is data on almost 30,000 tyres. The data
from 2012 contains a limited number of tyres models, since the Tyre Labelling Regulation was
implemented (mandatory) in November 2012, and the labelling parameters were not logged in
the database prior to that. The 2012 numbers are thus not considered representative of the
market and are omitted from calculations.
The other is the database from the Dutch Tyre and Wheel Trade Association (VACO)60. A large
part of European tyre trade goes through Holland, and most of the tyres in the database are
sold in other European countries. The data from VACO is for the years 2013 to 2015 and
includes the top seven brands (Michelin, Continental, Bridgestone, Goodyear, Dunlop, Pirelli,
Hankook, Vredenstein) in the seven most sold sizes. In total, the VACO dataset contains data
of around 2,500 tyre models.
The data from both databases is tyre model counts (number of tyre models on the market),
and includes both summer and winter tyres. It has not been possible to find any sources that
could provide sales weighted data. However, the ecodesign and energy labelling review study
on household refrigeration61 concludes that sales weighted figures only differ a few percent
from model counts, being a little lower in efficiency classes. It is therefore assumed that the
database model count is representative for the tyre market in Europe.

3.2 Market transformation on fuel efficiency (Rolling Resistance)
Both datasets show improvement of the average rolling resistance from 2013 to 2015 as
illustrated in Figure 9. Improvements are especially seen for C1 and C2 tyres, whereas the
rolling resistance for C3 tyres only increased little in this period. Analysis of the data reveals
that the market transformation is primarily caused by a shift in label classes from class F (E for
C3 tyres) to C and B. This shows that the tyre label has affected the market to shift towards
better fuel efficiency classes than the lowest permissible according to the minimum
requirements. However, for tyres with the best fuel efficiency classes, A and B, the market
penetration is still very low (0-1 % for all tyre types), which indicates that there still is a large
improvement potential.
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Tyres online and Energy GmbH, database extractions from year 2012-2015, Hämmerling Group, Germany.
Dutch Tyre and Wheel Trade Association, database extract from year 2013-2015, VACO, Netherlands.
61
VHK and ARMINES, November 2015, “Ecodesign & Labelling Review Household Refrigeration” Preparatory/ review
study Commission Regulation (EC) No. 643/2009 and Commission (Delegated) Regulation (EU) 1060/2010.
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Figure 9: Market transformation on average rolling resistance for all tyre types according to the TOL and
VACO datasets

A clear difference is observed between the three tyre types with C3 tyres having the lowest
RRC and C1 tyres the highest. This is because rolling resistance is measured as kg
resistance/ton vehicle, and since C1 tyres have a lower load carrying capacity than C2 and C3
tyres, a higher rolling resistance coefficient is allowed in both the Type Approval Regulation
and the various fuel efficiency classes (see chapter 1.2.1).
The two datasets show a difference in the rates of change in RRC from 2013 to 2015, which
are significantly higher for C1 and C3 in the VACO data (Table 15). This faster improvement of
fuel efficiency is probably because the VACO database contains only what is generally referred
to as ‘premium brands’, most of which are also the brands with highest R&D investments 62.
The average rolling resistance of models on the market in 2015 is compared to the forecasts
from the original impact assessment report made in connection with preparation of the Tyre
Labelling Regulation (EPEC,2008)63, as seen in Table 14. The EPEC impact assessment included
a no-label scenario, a slow pace and a fast pace dual label scenario. Dual labelling meaning
that C1 tyres are labelled for both wet grip and fuel efficiency. For the comparison the most
positive scenario, the fast pace implementation, from the impact assessment was used.
Table 14: RRC predicted and observed market values for 2015
2015 RRC values

C1

C2

C3

Predicted, EPEC, fast pace

10,52

9,17

6,08

Corresponding fuel efficiency class

E

E

D

Observed, TOL and VACO average

9,27

8,30

6,13

Corresponding fuel efficiency class

E

E

D

The comparison shows that the observed RRC values in 2015 is lower for C1 and C2 tyres than
predicted, though they still fall into labelling class E. For the C3 tyres, the observed RRC is
slightly higher than the predicted value, but the class is D for both (very close to C, which
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Rubbernews (2011), “R&D Spending trends” website last updated September 2011. Link:
http://www.rubbernews.com/article/TB/20110901/STATISTICS/121019921/rd-spending-trends
63
European Policy Evaluation Consortium, EPEC (2008), “Impact Assessment study on possible energy labelling of
tyres” and Annexes to the Impact Assessment, Brussels, July 2008.
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starts at 6.0 kg/ton). Based on these observations the market development has been more
positive than foreseen. However, when looking at the annual change in rolling resistance,
shown in Table 15, the market data shows very low changes in RRC from 2013 to 2015,
especially the data from the TOL database. Hence, the lower rolling resistance in 2015 is not
due to faster changes in 2013-2015, but due to a lower starting point in 2013, than anticipated
in the EPEC impact assessment. This suggests that an improvement if the yearly change rates
does not improve, it will result in a very slow market transformation not giving the anticipated
fuel savings64.
However, as noted in the EPEC impact assessment, the uptake of products with higher energy
efficiency take several years, with the market penetration of A labelled products being low in
the first years after implementation. In these years, the price premium for A labelled products
is still high, as is also observed on the tyre market, and the consumer awareness of the label
and the cost savings it provides is still developing. Hence, rolling resistance change rates are
likely to increase during the coming years if the implementation is continuously supported.
According to the Triple-A study by TNO65, the current market distribution with relatively few Alabelled tyres can be explained by low consumer awareness. The low awareness makes endusers reluctant to pay extra for A-labelled tyres, because they are not aware of the benefits it
might bring.
Table 15: Change rates in percent per year for RRC in observed data compared to EPEC scenarios

C1
C2
C3

Database market data
TOL
VACO
-0.4 %
-1.1%
-1.2 %
-1.1%
-0.5 %
-1.3%

EPEC scenarios (dual labelling C1)
No labelling
Slow pace
Fast pace
-1.7 %
-2.5%
-2.7%
-1.8 %
-3.0%
-4.3%
-2.0%
-2.6%
-5.0%

3.3 Market transformation on wet grip
Both datasets show an increase of the wet grip from 2013 to 2015 (Figure 10), however the
improvement is more clear for the VACO data than the TOL data, which probably is because
the VACO data contains only the so-called premium brands. This is also seen by the wet grip
change rates in Table 16, which are higher for the VACO data.
The market transformation is primarily caused by a shift in label classes from class E and C
(only C for C3 tyres) to A and B. Hence, also for wet grip it is not only the minimum
requirements in the Type Approval Regulation (661/2009) that are responsible for the market
transformation. The tyre market is shifting towards the two highest wet grip classes from the
middle categories, showing the influence of the label. The market share of the wet grip class B
is high for all tyre types (41 %-46 %) whereas the share of class A is still rather low and more
differentiated with 3 % for C3, 8 % for C2, and 16 % for C1 tyres. This makes wet grip the
parameter with highest percentage of A and B ratings. However the number of AA labelled
tyres (A in both wet grip and fuel efficiency), is between 0-1 % for all tyre types. Therefore, it
is considered premature to revise the labelling scale requirements for both wet grip and fuel
efficiency.
According to the tyre industry, the high wet grip performance is linked to their focus on
developing tyres with better wet grip to increase road safety, while maintaining (or when
64

European Policy Evaluation Consortium, EPEC (2008), “Impact Assessment study on possible energy labelling of
tyres” and Annexes to the Impact Assessment, Brussels, July 2008
65
TNO, Memorandum To Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, “Potential benefits of Triple-A tyres in the EU”
Link: http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/doc/2014/wp29grb/GRB-60-13e.pdf
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possible increase) fuel efficiency. This is supported by the findings from a study made for the
European Commission in 201466, which found that the main technological developments were
related to advanced material compositions to achieve high wet grip and fuel efficiency
simultaneously.

Wet grip development
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Figure 10: Market transformation on average wet grip for all tyre types
Table 16: Observed wet grip values for 2015 and change rates in the two datasets
C1

C2

C3

Wet grip on market, TOL and VACO average

1,41

1,22

1,06

Corresponding label class

B

C

C

Change rates in wet grip (% pa) – TOL

0.6%

0.5%

0.51%

Change rates in wet grip (% pa) – VACO

1.0%

0.6%

1.3%

3.4 Market transformation on external rolling noise
The external rolling noise is shown on the tyre label both as a measured value in dB and as
noise classification. The market transformation on external rolling noise, shown in Figure 11, is
based on average measured values. For all tyre types, the changes in external rolling noise
from 2013 – 2015 are quite small, all below 1 % pa (Table 17). Furthermore, the rates are not
explicitly positive or negative for C1 and C2 tyres, which appear from Table 17, while for the
C3 tyres, the external rolling noise shows a decreasing trend in both datasets. This is in
accordance with findings from the consumer survey showing that external rolling noise is the
one of the three labelling parameters that consumers rate as least important (see chapter
3.2.4), and also the parameter rated least important by C3 end-users.
As opposed to the rolling resistance and wet grip, the external rolling noise is not as clearly
differentiated between the tyre types. The C2 and C3 average performance is similar, as seen
in Table 17. For the C2 and C3 tyres, the change rates of noise levels are also similar for the
two datasets as shown in Table 17. For C1 tyres, however, there is a large difference in the
two datasets and the rates are quite different. This is ascribed to the VACO dataset containing
only the so-called premium tyre brands.
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Braungardt et al., 2014, “Impact of Ecodesign and Energy/Tyre Labelling on R&D and Technological Innovation”, 23
may 2014. Project number DESNL13606. Link: http://www.ecofys.com/files/files/fraunhofer-ecofys-2014-impact-ofecodesign-energy-labelling-on-innovation.pdf
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Rolling noise deveopment
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Figure 11: Market transformation on average external rolling noise (average measured values) for all tyre
types
Table 17: Average external rolling noise values and change rates in the TOL and VACO datasets
C1

C2

C3

Noise on market, TOL and VACO average

70.3 dB

71.8 dB

71.8 dB

Change rates in noise (% pa) – TOL

0.09%

0.03%

-0.33%

Change rates in noise (% pa) – VACO

-0.06%

0.03%

-0.25%
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4. Market development potentials
In this chapter, the potential market development until 2030 is estimated for each of the
labelling performance parameters. Future development until 2030 are estimated for a business
as usual scenario, BAU, and an optimised implementation scenario, OI.


The BAU scenario67 is defined as a baseline for how the tyre labelling scheme is
predicted to affect the market without further interventions, and is forecasted as a
linear extrapolation of the market change observed in the TOL data from 2013-2015.



The OI scenario is based on the assumption that the average fuel efficiency will be
class B in 2030. Achievement of a development in line with the OI scenario will among
others require increased awareness among end-users, focus on presale information and
improved market surveillance. Please see summary of recommendations in section 10.

The TOL dataset has been used for the analysis, since it contains a wider range of tyre brands
and are therefore a better representative for the market compared to the VACO data, which
contains only the premium brands. A summary of the TOL data on which the forecasts are
based, is shown in Table 18.
Table 18: Data on the three labelling parameters from TOL, shown as market averages

C1
C2
C3
C1
C2
C3
C1
C2
C3

2013
2014
Rolling resistance coefficient (kg/ton)
9.41 (E)
9.40 (E)
8.71 (E)
8.55 (E)
6.19 (D)
6.16 (D)
Wet grip (wet grip index, G)
1.39 (C)
1.40 (B)
1.20 (C)
1.21 (C)
1.06 (C)
1.05 (C)
External rolling noise (measured dB)
70.67
70.86
71.98
72.07
72.19
72.05

2015
9.33 (E)
8.50 (E)
6.13 (D)
1.41 (B)
1.21 (C)
1.06 (C)
70.80
72.03
71.71

4.1 Modelling
A stock model has been developed based on tyre sales data provided by ETRMA 68 and on the
expected tyre lifetimes from an ecodesign impact accounting study from 2013 69. From 2016
new tyres sales were extrapolated with a 2 % increase per year until 2030, based on industry
forecasts of light vehicle (C1 + C2) tyre sales of 280 million in 2020 70. The expected tyre sales
were combined with expected tyre lifetimes to calculate the stock (number of tyres in use in
the EU). An extract of the model is shown in Table 19. The fuel consumption for each vehicle
type was forecasted for the period as well, taking into account the expected reductions in fuel
consumption from technology development of cars, based on numbers from ETRTO and CARS

67

Not to be confused with the original BAU scenario in the EPEC study. This ‘Business-as-Usual’ scenario is an
intermediate assessment of the continued effect of the measure.
68
European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers’ Association, ETRMA (2016), “European Tyre & Rubber Industry; Statistics
Edition 2015”. Link: http://www.etrma.org/uploads/documents/Statistics%20booklet%20-%20edition%202015.pdf
69
Van Holsteijn en Kemna B.V. - VHK (2014), “Ecodesign impact accounting – Part 1, Status Nov. 2013”. Link:
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/2014_06_ecodesign_impact_accounting_part1.pdf.
70
European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers’ Association, ETRMA (2016), “European Tyre & Rubber Industry; Statistics
Edition 2015”.
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2171. This was used together with the stock model to estimate fuel savings on EU level and
hence the environmental improvement potential.
Table 19: Extract of the tyre stock model, number of tyres in use (thousands)

(Thousands)

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

C1

611,753

616,808

687,711

763,018

846,571

C2

30,404

31,305

35,499

39,386

43,699

C3 - New

18,717

21,557

24,354

27,021

29,979

C3 - Retreaded

8,739

7,688

7,208

6,846

7,496

Table 20 summarises the assumptions used in the stock model, which are based on
information from the EPEC impact assessment72 and data from TOL and VACO.
Table 20: Basic assumptions used in the stock model

Km/year/
vehicle
16,000 km

Average tyre
lifetime
2.5 years

TOL RRC, 2015

C1

Average tyre
mileage
40,000 km

9.33 kg/ton

Fuel saving
potentials
1.5% per kg/ton

C2

40,000 km

22,000 km

1.8 years

8.50 kg/ton

1.5% per kg/ton

C3

100,000 km

60,000 km

1.7 years

6.13 kg/ton

5% per kg/ton

4.2 Rolling resistance development
The tyre labelling scheme has until now utilised only a minor part of the fuel saving potential,
and with the BAU scenario the average fuel efficiency would be class C for all tyre types in
2030. The OI scenario is based on the assumption that the average fuel efficiency will be class
B in 2030. The extent of future savings depends on how effectively the labelling scheme is
implemented and enforced as well as suppliers’ and consumers’ response.
In the Figures below the BAU and OI scenarios regarding the RRC development are compared
to the three scenarios from the EPEC impact assessment. The three scenarios from EPEC are
the ‘No labelling’ scenario, and the two dual labelling 73 scenarios ‘fast pace’ implementation
and ‘slow pace’ implementation. Dual labelling meaning that C1 tyres is labelled with both fuel
efficiency and wet grip. These scenarios are in the EPEC report based on the market shares of
various label values. To allow comparison the values are for the analysis in this study
converted to average RRC values. Furthermore, the EPEC scenarios were only established until
2020. These numbers were therefore extrapolated until 2030 under the assumption that the
RRC change rate would decrease after 2020 due to technical limitations. The EPEC data is
shown in Appendix 2, and Table 21 shows the development in rolling resistance from 2015 to
2030 according to the BAU, OI and EPEC scenarios for C1, C2 and C3 tyres.

71

European Policy Evaluation Consortium, EPEC (2008), “Impact Assessment study on possible energy labelling of
tyres” and Annexes to the Impact Assessment, Specific contract: DG TREN No TREN/D3/375-2006 with GHK
Consulting, Brussels, July 2008
72
European Policy Evaluation Consortium, EPEC (2008), “Impact Assessment study on possible energy labelling of
tyres” and Annexes to the Impact Assessment, Specific contract: DG TREN No TREN/D3/375-2006 with GHK
Consulting, Brussels, July 2008
73
Dual labelling: both RRC and wet grip labelling for C1 tyres. In the EPEC scenarios, wet grip for C2 and C3 was not
forecasted, and neither was external rolling noise levels.
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Table 21: Average rolling resistance values in 2015 and 2030 in the BAU, OI and EPEC scenarios.

RRC 2015

RRC 2030

C1

9.3 (E)

EPEC
scenarios
10.8 (F)

C2

8.5 (E)

9.6 (F)

7.1 (C)

6.2 (B)

8.1 (E)

6.2 (B)

5.4 (A)

C3

6.1 (D)

6.4 (D)

5.7 (C)

4.6 (B)

5.1 (C)

4.4 (B)

3.5 (A)

BAU and OI

7.1 (B)

EPEC
No label
9.9 (E)

EPEC slow,
dual
8.3 (C)

EPEC fast,
dual
7.2 (B)

BAU

OI

8.8 (C)

The BAU and OI scenarios together with the EPEC scenarios of the RRC development are
shown in Figure 11, 13 and 14 for C1, C2 and C3 tyres, respectively.
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Figure 12: Average market RRC development for C1 tyres
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Figure 13: Average market RRC development for C2 tyres

C3 tyres, RRC development
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Figure 14: Average market RRC development for C3 tyres

The data from the TOL database shows that the average rolling resistance of tyre models on
the market in 2015 are lower than estimated in the EPEC scenarios, especially for C1 and C2
tyres. The TOL data does not include all low-priced tyre brands and the average rolling
resistance might therefore be a few percent lower. Furthermore, the EPEC scenario are based
on estimations, since no market data existed prior to implementation of the labelling, and
hence the starting point might have been lower than expected.
The lower RRC in 2015 for C1 and C2 means that the BAU scenario, despite its slower
decreasing rate, yields lower RRCs than the EPEC No labelling scenario in 2030. Hence, the
tyre label as it is now has provided a market improvement compared to no labelling. This is
not the case for C3 tyres, where the 2015 RRC are more similar, and the faster change rate in
the EPEC No label scenario therefore implies a market improvement, that cannot be observed
in the real-life market data. Even for C1 and C2 tyres, the BAU scenario would result in
average fuel efficiency class C in 2030, which is also the result of the EPEC No label scenario,
indicating only a minor improvement.
The BAU scenario does not provide the savings anticipated in any of the EPEC labelling
scenarios, due to the slow decreasing rates of RRC. This indicates that a more efficient
implementation of the labelling scheme is necessary. The possible effects of a more efficient
implementation is illustrated in the OI scenario. Since the technology already exists, the
realisation of the OI scenario depends highly on user awareness and efficient enforcement (see
chapter 8). For C1 tyres, the OI scenario gives close to the same market improvement as the
EPEC fast implementation scenario. For C2 and C3 tyres the OI results are closer to the EPEC
slow implementation scenario.
4.2.1 Energy savings
The BAU scenario results in a total fuel of saving (C1, C2 and C3) of 107.5 PJ in 2030 (7.8
Mton CO2)74, whereas the OI scenario results in saving of 364 PJ in 2030 (26.4 Mton CO2). This

74

CO2 emissions Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy (2015), “Technical annex to the SEAP template
instruction documents: Emission factors”. Link: http://www.eumayors.eu/IMG/pdf/technical_annex_en.pdf
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corresponds to 0.9 % and 3.1 % respectively of the annual road transport consumption 75.
Hence, the OI scenario results in more than three times the fuel saving as the BAU scenario in
2030.
For the average fuel efficiency to be class A by 2030, a change rate of -3.5 % pro anno is
required, and the resulting savings would be 573 PJ in 2030 (41.6 Mton CO2), corresponding to
4.9 % of annual road transport consumption. This result is similar to that obtained in a study
by TNO76 on triple-A tyres in EU, which also showed savings of 5 % of the total CO2 emissions
from road transport in the EU in 2030.

4.3 Wet grip development
Wet grip is the labelling parameter with the highest classification according to the A-G scale
used in the labelling scheme, and with the BAU scenario, the average wet grip would be class
B for all tyres types in 2030. The OI scenario for wet grip is based on the assumption that the
average wet grip will be class A in 2030, which would require faster market penetration of high
performing tyres.
Wet grip labelling of C2 and C3 tyres were not included in the EPEC impact assessment, and
wet grip was forecasted only for C1 tyres. The EPEC scenarios included a ‘No labelling’
scenario, where the wet grip was not expected to change, and the ‘dual labelling’ scenario,
where wet grip was included in the label for C1 tyres. These scenarios were described in the
report as marked shares of various label values, and were therefore interpreted into average
wet grip to allow comparison. Furthermore, the forecast was only provided until 2020, and
these numbers were therefore extrapolated until 2030 under the assumption that the wet grip
change rate would remain constant. The calculations is shown in Appendix 2.
The BAU and OI forecasts together with the EPEC scenario forecasts of the wet development
are shown in Figure 15 for C1 tyres and Figure 16 for C2 and C3 tyres.
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Figure 15: Wet grip market development for C1 tyres, including scenarios from EPEC, 2008.
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European Commission (2014), “EU transport in figures, statistical pocketbook 2014”, European Union, 2014. ISBN
978-92-79-37506-4. Link: http://ec.europa.eu/transport/facts-fundings/statistics/doc/2014/pocketbook2014.pdf
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TNO, Memorandum To Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, “Potential benefits of Triple-A tyres in the EU” .
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The wet grip market average in 2015 for C1 tyres was 1.40 according to the TOL data, which
corresponds to class B (borderline to class C). This is one class higher than the 1.23 (class C)
expected in the EPEC impact assessment for 2015. This difference in 2015 expectations and
actual data might be caused by a combination of different factors. First, the numbers in the
EPEC impact assessment is based on market estimations, since no actual data existed prior to
the labelling scheme implementation. These estimations might have been too conservative.
Second, the TOL data does not include some of the low-priced tyres brands, which most likely
have lower wet grip ratings, thus the actual wet grip average might be a few percent lower.
Third, the wet grip is the parameter that has received most attention regarding technology
development, and it is possible that an improvement happened up to the labelling
implementation from 2009-2012.
Despite the higher starting point in the BAU scenario, the slower market change (0.6 % pa)
means that the average wet grip would remain in class B (borderline to A) until 2030. This is
more positive than the EPEC no label scenario, where no change in wet grip was expected
without the label. However, when comparing the BAU scenario to the EPEC dual labelling, both
would result in average label class B by 2030.
The BAU result in a slightly higher average wet grip (G=1.54) compared to the EPEC dual label
scenario (G=1.44) by 2030, but only due to the higher starting point, since the change rate in
the EPEC dual label scenario (0.9 % pa) exceeds that of the BAU scenario. Indeed, the change
rate needed to achieve the OI scenario (average wet grip class A by 2030), is 0.9 % pa.
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Figure 16: Wet grip market development for C2 and C3 tyres

As seen in Figure 16 the change rates of wet grip is lower for C2 (0.47 % pa) and C3 tyres
(0.51 % pa) than for C1 tyres, which would result in average label class B for both by 2030 in
the BAU scenario. To achieve the OI scenario of wet grip class A as average by 2030, change
rates of 1.2 % pa and 1.4 % pa would be required. According to the TNO study77, the use of
tyres labelled ‘A’ for wet grip would entail that “Yearly, 2,567 less people would be killed in
traffic accidents, the number of serious injuries would be reduced by 12,353 and the number
of slight injuries would be reduced by 19,631”.

77

TNO, Memorandum To Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, “Potential benefits of Triple-A tyres in the EU”
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4.4 External rolling noise development
The external rolling noise is the labelling parameter where least market improvement can be
seen, and the average measured noise values are decreasing only for the C3 market, as seen
in Figure 17. The external rolling noise development is estimated using the measured values in
dB, and the OI scenario is based on an average external rolling noise of 68.0-68.5 dBA by
2030. There are no forecasts in the EPEC impact assessment of external rolling noise.
According to industry, C1 end-users78, and a study on the innovation impact of the tyre
labelling scheme79, the external rolling noise receives less attention than wet grip and fuel
efficiency. This explains the increasing rates for C1 (0.09 % pa) and C2 tyres (0.03 % pa), i.e.
an increase in external rolling noise levels, which is the opposite of the intention. Only the C3
tyre market shows an improvement in the BAU scenario regarding external rolling noise levels,
which decreases with 0.33 % pa. This results in an average external rolling noise level of 68.2
dBA for C3 tyres by 2030.
The OI scenario is based on the assumption that the external rolling noise for C1 and C2 tyres
will be 68.5 dBA on average in 2030, and 68.0 for C3 tyres. This would require change rates of
-0.27 %, -0.38 %, and -0.35 % per year for C1, C2 and C3 tyres, respectively. These change
rates are close to the one actually seen for C3 tyres from 2013-2015 (the BAU scenario), and
it is therefore considered realistic to reach this.
For C2 and C3 tyres the external rolling noise in the IO scenario would be more than 3 dB
under the limit values given in Regulation 661/2009 (for normal tyres), and thus result in the
lowest noise class (one sound wave). For C1 tyres the noise limits depend on the tyre size, but
68.5 would be 1.5 dBA below the limit value for the smallest tyres (70 dBA), and more than 3
dBA below the limit value for the largest tyres (74 dBA) (see Table 6).
According to the TNO triple-A study80, decreasing the noise to the lowest class would entail
that “the number of annoyed and highly annoyed people by road traffic would be reduced by
8.3 and 13 million respectively. The number of sleep-disturbed and highly sleep-disturbed
people would be reduced by 3.4 and 6.1 million respectively”.
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C1 end-user survey of label awareness. Useneeds on behalf of Viegand Maagoe A/S, 2015. See Appendix 1.
Braungardt et al. (2014), “Impact of Ecodesign and Energy/Tyre Labelling on R&D and Technology Innovation”,
Link: http://www.ecofys.com/files/files/fraunhofer-ecofys-2014-impact-of-ecodesign-energy-labelling-oninnovation.pdf
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Figure 17: External rolling noise development for C1, C2 and C2 market for BAU and OI scenarios

4.5 Summary of market development potentials
As a summary of this chapter, the market development potentials for each of the parameters
RRC, wet grip and external rolling noise are shown in Table 22. These are the 2030 values in
the BAU scenario, the OI scenario and the three EPEC scenarios for each parameter for C1, C2
and C3 tyres, respectively. The external rolling noise was not forecasted for any of the tyre
types in the EPEC impact assessment, and the wet grip was not forecasted for C2 and C3
tyres.
Table 22: 2030 market averages of the three labelling parameters for the BAU, OI and the EPEC
scenarios

Market development potentials, 2030

BAU

OI

EPEC No label

EPEC slow

EPEC fast

C1

Rolling resistance coefficient
Wet grip index
External rolling noise, measured

8.8 (C)
1.54 (B)
71.8 dBA

7.15 (B)
1.60 (A)
68.5 dBA

9.9 (E)
1.23 (E)
-

8.3 (C)
1.44 (B)
-

7.2 (B)
1.44 (B)
-

C2

Rolling resistance coefficient
Wet grip index
External rolling noise, measured

7.1 (C)
1.30 (B)
72.3 dBA

6.2 (B)
1.45 (A)
68.5 dBA

8.1 (E)
-

6.2 (B)
-

5.4 (A)
-

C3

Rolling resistance coefficient
Wet grip index
External rolling noise, measured

5.7 (C)
1.14 (C)
68.2 dBA

4.6 (B)
1.30 (A)
68.0 dBA

5.1 (C)

4.4 (B)
-

3.5 (A)

-

-
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5.

Inclusion of new performance parameters

In this chapter, the possibilities to include three new tyre performance parameters in the tyre
labelling scheme are discussed. The three performance parameters are ice and snow grip,
mileage, and abrasion.

5.1 Ice and snow grip
The tyre labelling scheme does not distinguish snow tyres from other tyres, and there is no
mentioning of snow grip on the label. For all tyres, the wet grip index is used as a measure for
safety. However, this carries a potential risk of misleading consumers purchasing winter tyres,
since tyres designed to perform better on snow and ice, often have a poorer wet grip than
standard reference test tyres (SRTT). This is also reflected in the Type Approval Regulation
(661/2009), where the wet grip minimum requirements for C1 tyres are less strict for snow
tyres (i.e. lower wet grip is allowed). According to the Danish Traffic Agency, a snow tyre has
10-15 % longer braking distance than non-snow tyres on dry or wet road, but 40-45 % shorter
braking distance on snow and ice than normal tyres 81. The inclusion of snow and ice
performance in the labelling scheme is a matter of safety and provision of clear information to
consumers.
5.1.1 Definitions of Snow tyres and marketing terms
Many different terms are used for tyres designed to perform well in wintry conditions, of which
some are used in regulatory context and others are purely marketing terms. The marketing
terms include “summer tyres”, “winter tyres” and “all season tyres”. Since there as of today
are no legal definition of what these terms cover, the following regulatory definitions will be
used in the following to avoid confusion.
UNECE Regulation 11782 defines a ‘snow tyre’ as “a tyre whose tread pattern, tread compound
or structure is primarily designed to achieve in snow conditions a performance better than that
of a normal tyre with regard to its ability to initiate or maintain vehicle motion”. This definition
applies to all tyre types (C1, C2, C3). Snow tyres can be labelled with the M+S (Mud + Snow)
marking on the tyre sidewall as mentioned in UNECE Regulation No 3083 and 5484. M+S is a
manufacturer declaration stating that the tyre tread compound and pattern are intended for
mud and/or snow conditions with no further requirements or tyre performance tests.
M+S tyres also include tyres made for terrain driving, which are made of rubber types that are
not applicable for winter conditions. In Sweden and Norway the M+S symbol is used to define
winter tyres, but only as long as the tyres are “designed specifically for winter conditions” 85,
which is defined in those countries by the Scandinavian Tyre and Rim Organisation, STRO.
Every year STRO issues a list of approved winter tyres based on the technical information of
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Danish transport and Construction Agency (2009), “Tænk over dækvalg og hastighed”, (English: “Think about tyre
choice and speed”). Link: http://www.trafikstyrelsen.dk/DA/Presse/Nyhedsarkiv/Syn-ogkoeretoejer/2009/10/T%C3%A6nk-over-d%C3%A6kvalg-og-hastighed.aspx
82
UNECE (2014), Addendum 116: Regulation No. 117, Revision 3, ” Uniform provisions concerning the approval of
tyres with regard to rolling sound emissions and/or to adhesion on wet surfaces and/or to rolling resistance”, United
Nations, February 2014. Link:
https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/main/wp29/wp29regs/updates/R117r3e.pdf
83
UNECE (2013), Addendum 29: Regulation No. 30, Revision 3 – Amendment 3, ”Uniform provisions concerning the
approval of pneumatic tyres for motor vehicles and their trailers”, United Nations, February 2013. Link:
https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/main/wp29/wp29regs/updates/R030r3am3e.pdf
84
UNECE (2013), Addendum 53: Regulation No. 54, Revision 3, ” Uniform provisions concerning the approval of
pneumatic tyres for commercial vehicles and their trailers”, United Nations, March 2013. Link:
https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/main/wp29/wp29regs/2013/R054r3e.pdf
85
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the tyres86. This list is necessary, since the M+S label includes no requirements for tread
compounds, and the marking therefore does not ensure better performance at low
temperatures or on snow and ice, hence STRO make a more thorough assessment of the tyre
components and construction, to approve them for the list.
The UNECE Regulation 11787 defines a ‘severe snow tyre’ (‘snow tyre for use in severe snow
conditions’) as “a snow tyre whose tread pattern, tread compound or structure is specifically
designed to be used in severe snow conditions and that fulfils the requirements of paragraph
6.4 of this Regulation”. Paragraph 6.4 refers to a performance requirement of the tyre based
on a snow performance test88 defined in Annex 7 of the same Regulation. This definition is
applicable for all tyre types (C1, C2, and C3). Tyres fulfilling the performance requirements
based on the snow performance test can be labelled with the 3-PMSF (3 Peak Mountain Snow
Flake) marking, seen in Figure 18, on the sidewall of the tyre on a voluntary basis. The 3-PMSF
marking is also referred to as the “alpine symbol”.

Figure 18: Alpine symbol (3-PMSF) used for marking severe use snow tyres according to UNECE
Regulation No 177.

Nordic winter tyres
Another category of tyres is the so-called “Nordic winter tyres”, which are non-studded tyres
designed for ice and wet ice conditions. There are currently no legal definition of Nordic winter
tyres, but an ISO standard for an ice performance test is currently being prepared, and is
expected to be ready for 2017 89. The ice performance test is applicable for C1 tyres only.
The test standard was proposed by the “Informal Working Group for Snow and Ice conditions
of Tyres” founded in 2012. The ice performance test is a braking test similar to the snow
performance test used for severe snow tyres (3-PMSF). The requirement for Nordic winter
tyres could be a minimum threshold of the grip performance on ice, since a scaling is not
possible due to the low range and level of dispersion of the ice tests90. The industry is
committed to work on a relevant threshold based, which could be the basis for consumer
information on the label. The ice performance test makes it possible to distinguish the Nordic
winter tyre (which often have the lowest wet grip values) from other “Severe snow” tyres
(which in general terms have middle-range wet grip values), to avoid that wet grip is
misleading the consumers in their choice of the best winter tyre. Ninety percent of consumers
find it ‘important’ or ‘very important’ to have snow grip performance on the label 91.
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Since winter conditions vary a lot throughout Europe, different types of snow tyres (snow,
severe snow, and Nordic winter) are appropriate for different geographical areas. Hence, a
separation into the severe snow tyre category and the Nordic winter tyre category can help the
users choosing the best snow tyre for their specific use conditions. Nordic winter tyres have a
dominant position in the Nordic countries, representing 75 % in Sweden, 90 % in Finland and
95 % in Norway of the studless winter tyre segment for C1 tyres.
Overview of snow tyre definitions and tests
An overview of the snow tyres used in Europe is given in Table 23. The market shares of the
different snow tyre types are based on ETRMA data for C1 tyres from 2010. The total number
of C1 tyres sold in 2010 was 257 million. It is important to notice that the studded tyres is a
subgroup to the Nordic winter tyres.
The market share of winter tyres shown in Table 23 are aggregated European numbers, but
the results from the C1 user survey shows that the share of car owners who have winter tyres
for their car range from 8 % in some countries to 80 % in others. In a number of countries,
use of winter tyres is mandatory part of the year 92.
Table 23: Types of snow and ice tyres and their market share of the entire tyre market in 2010. Nordic
tyres is a subgroup of 3-PSMF tyres and studded tyres is a subgroup of Nordic tyres.

Definition

Requirement

Scope

Market share in EU
(2010)

Snow tyre (M+S)

None – Manufacturer declaration

C1, C2, C3

Unknown

Severe snow tyre
Alpine (3-PMSF)

Snow performance test (UNECE 117)

C1, C2, C3

58.8 mill.
22%

C1, C2, C3

Unknown

STRO list
Nordic winter tyres
(studless)
Studded tyres

M+S and/or 3-PMSF and approved by
STRO
ISO standard under way for ice
performance test
FI, NO, SE: restricted amount of studs
and road wear

C1

5.1 mill.
2%
3.5 mill.
1%

5.1.3 Including snow and ice grip in the labelling scheme
Based on the above considerations it is suggested to adopt the 3-PMSF and the forthcoming ice
grip logo in the tyre labelling scheme to help end-users make a better informed choice when
purchasing tyres. Since the variation between the worst and the best performing tyres is too
small for division of the tyres into a performance scale (A –G) regarding both snow and ice
grip, a threshold performance indicated by a pictogram on the label seems to be the most
suitable option. It is important that the indications of snow and ice grip performances be based
on tests and not solely on a manufacturer declaration of the tyre properties. Market
surveillance authorities from Germany, however, have raised their concerns regarding
including snow and ice grip performance in the label. They argue that it is more important to
deal with the uncertainty of the wet grip test first, rather than adding any new parameters.
The 3-PMSF and ice grip logos should not replace the wet grip scale, but be a supplementary
marking applicable for severe snow tyres. Wet grip will still be an important safety parameter
for all tyres, since the driving conditions in most European countries will imply driving a large
part of the time on asphalt, even in the winter season. The snow and ice grip performance
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should be applied on a voluntary basis to necessitate only testing of tyres designed for winter
conditions. However, it could be feasible to add a mandatory requirement, in case the symbol
is shown on the sidewall. Hence, it is still voluntary whether to apply the test standard on the
tyre, but if it is done, and the 3-PMSF is used on the sidewall, it could be mandatory to add it
also to the label.
For snow grip performance, the most optimal solution is to use the existing 3-PMSF test and
logo, which represents the tyre performance according to a threshold. The 3-PMSF currently
used as marking on the tyre sidewall is applicable for all tyre types (C1, C2, C3), and is
already widely used in the tyre industry and recognised by end-users. It is therefore
considered less costly to implement in the tyre labelling scheme. Showing the 3-PMSF logo on
the label would give the end-users the same level of information as today. However, the
information will be more visible compared to the Alpine symbol currently only being present at
the tyre sidewall, and differentiate it from the M+S marking, which is not placed on the label.
It should be noted, that the alpine-labelled tyres span tyres with different marketing terms
such as “winter tyres”, “all season tyres” and “Nordic winter tyres”, which can all be marked
with the alpine symbol on the sidewall. Hence, the logo is not enough alone to distinguish
between these product categories, but it will ensure the end-user a tyre that lives up to the 3PMSF threshold in snow grip performance.
Results from a user survey carried out by IPSOS on behalf of Goodyear in 2015 showed that
39 % of C1 end-users in continental Europe and 29 % in the Nordics recognised the 3-PMSF
symbol. The survey also showed that a majority of those recognising the symbol properly knew
its meaning.
For “Nordic winter tyres” the expected ISO standard on ice grip performance in combination
with a threshold of performance and a pictogram currently under development, seems to be
the optimal solution. It is suggested to include this pictogram in the labelling scheme in
addition to the snow grip performance to provide a differentiation between “Nordic winter
tyres” and the 3-PMSF labelled C1 tyres. This will allow consumers to choose the optimal tyre
for their specific driving conditions.
While including snow and ice performance pictograms in the labelling scheme would allow
consumers, especially in the Nordic countries, making better, informed choices when
purchasing tyres, there is a need to ensure that the pictograms are not misleading consumers
in the rest of Europe. It is therefore of importance that consumer awareness campaigns are
carried out to ensure that consumers understand the new pictograms and how to use them
making an informed choice according to their individual needs.
Label design
As mentioned above it is suggested to place snow and ice performance pictograms on the tyre
label of C1 tyres, snow performance pictogram on labels of C2 tyres, and for C3 tyres, which
do not carry the sticker, the information should be shown in the technical promotional
material. For C2 tyre labels, only the snow performance (3-PMSF) pictogram is relevant,
whereas both snow and ice performance pictograms are relevant for the C1 tyre label. For all
tyre types the pictograms should be shown where relevant to make the label information
language-neutral, which is important for consumer understanding.
Regarding the exact design of the C1 tyre label with the snow and ice performance included, a
thorough assessment should be conducted to ensure the best user understanding of the label.
It is important to determine which information elements in the tyre label are most relevant and
understandable for end-users and how the information is communicated in the best way. It is
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important that the inclusion of snow and ice grip performance does not lead to confusion, and
it is therefore important to investigate how the pictograms would affect consumers’ choice of
tyre throughout Europe. The pictogram for ice grip is not yet determined, but it is important
that the symbol reflects grip performance, which is why some stakeholders oppose the “ice
skate” symbol, since in their opinion it reflects gliding on ice rather than gripping. One of the
questions that has been raised in this study is the number of pictograms to be allowed on the
tyre label for C1 tyres. Hence, if a C1 tyre that performs within both the 3-PMSF and the ice
threshold should have both, or only one of the pictograms. The various options are shown in
Figure 19.

Figure 19: (Left) Snow tyre label, (Middle) Ice tyre label 1, (Right) Ice tyre label 2. Note that wet grip
class ‘B’ for a “Nordic winter tyre” is not realistic, and this is just an illustration of a possible label layout.

According to an IPSOS survey performed on behalf of Goodyear 93, adding two logos on the
label (one for snow performance and one for ice performance) will confuse the consumers. An
example of such a label is shown in Figure 19 in the middle. In this case, 50 % of the users in
continental Europe would wrongly buy an ice tyre, which is not fit for central European
conditions due to the rubber compound. 86 % percent of consumers in the Nordic countries
would choose the ice tyre. If only one logo was added to the label either the 3-PMSF or the Ice
tyre logo as seen to the left and right in Figure 19, 74 % of central European consumers would
choose the snow tyre, and 68 % of Nordic consumers would choose the ice tyre. It is the belief
of VTI that a tyre that pass the ice grip threshold in general would have no problem passing
the 3-PMSF threshold94. It is not certain, however, whether a Nordic winter tyre will perform as
well in milder conditions above freezing point and with wet snow, as a tyre designed for the
specifically.
Another design parameter that has been raised is whether so-called “summer tyres” should be
recognisable from different types of “winter tyres” (“All season”, MS and 3-PMSF) through a
“summer tyre” logo. However, the current lack of a strict “summer tyre” definition makes this
difficult. The testing of new label layouts for efficacy with consumers is strongly recommended
in recent reviews of the energy labelling of energy related products.
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IPSOS on behalf of Goodyear (2015), ”Consumer Research on Winter Tire Understanding via the EU Tire Label”,
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Mattias Hjort, researcher at VTI, Statens väg- och transportforskningsinstitut, Sweden (2015), e-mail received
November 16th 2015 “SV: Questions regarding winter tyres and the EU tyre label”.
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5.2 Mileage
Mileage is a common parameter used to express the durability of tyres as a distance in miles
or in kilometres. In this study, the term mileage is used for expected tyre lifetime in
kilometres. Article 14 of the Regulation 1222/2009 refers to mileage as one of the aspects that
has to be considered in the present study.
5.2.1 Factors affecting mileage
The mileage of a tyre is directly correlated to the tyre wear factor (amount of tread material
lost per kilometre), which is affected by several other parameters than the tyre itself. In order
to assess the possibility of including mileage in the labelling scheme, the factors affecting tyre
mileage and wear were identified as listed in Table 2495. The factors have been categorised as
internal and external, where the internal factors represent inherent characteristics of the tyre,
and external factors represent all impacts from the surrounding environment and use.
Table 24: Internal and External Factors affecting tyre wear and subsequently tyre mileage.

Internal factors affecting mileage
Construction
- Even ground pressure reduces wear

External factors affecting mileage
Tyre pressure
- Both under –and over inflation increase wear

Choice of material
- Influences tyre weight

Wheel alignment
- Incorrect alignment increases wear

Tread compound/chemical composition
- Silica tread reduces wear

Tyre position
- Higher wear on the driven axle

Tread depth
- Thicker tread increases mileage, but might also
increase wear rate

Driving style
- Turning, high engine torque, acceleration and
deceleration all increase wear

Tyre size (radius/width/depth)
- Larger tyres have larger contact surface and
lower ground pressure, which reduces wear

Road surface (material and texture)
- Coarser road surfaces can increase wear of up to
100%
- Wetness, porosity, maintenance
Speed and acceleration
- Higher speed cause higher temperature and
increased wear
Load
- Higher loads increase wear
Climate
- Sunlight (UV), temperature*, ozone and
precipitation all affect tyre wear

Vehicle characteristics
- Load distribution and weight
- Electronic braking systems
- Suspension type
- Engine power
*The chemical and physical properties of summer and winter tyres are optimized for their appropriate
operating temperatures. At low temperatures (under 7°C), summer tyres wear more quickly. The same
applies to winter tyres used at high temperatures.
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No comprehensive studies exist that quantify the influence of each factor, however, there is a
general agreement among stakeholders that the external factors have high influence compared
to the internal factors. Information from ETRMA has indicates that the user behaviour more
than anything is determining for the tyre lifetime, with the internal factors playing a smaller,
but not necessarily negligible role.
According to the C1 end-user survey (Figure 20), 38 % of car owners rate mileage as “very
important” for their choice of tyres. This is less than for the wet grip (62 %), but higher than
for fuel efficiency (34 %), which indicates that including mileage in the Tyre Labelling
Regulation would add value to customers, and that it is a parameter that might affect C1
users’ choice of tyres. A survey including C3 end-users (fleet operators) from 2013 shows that
the mileage is even more important for fleets with 86 % indicating that they would like to have
wear information in the labelling scheme96.

Wet grip

62%

Mileage

34%

38%

Fuel efficiency

51%

34%

0%

10%

20%

Very Important

7% 4%

52%

30%

40%

Important

50%

60%

Not important

2%2%

9%

70%

80%

90%

4%

100%

Don't know

Figure 20: C1 end-user rating of fuel efficiency, mileage and wet grip importance

5.2.2 Test standards for mileage
No European test standard exists for measuring the mileage of tyres. However, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, NHTSA, in the Unites States have made a suggestion
for including tyre duration97 on an American tyre label98 based on test methods laid out in the
Uniform Tire Quality Grading, UTQG99 for measuring tread wear. The UTQG tread wear test
does not provide an expected mileage directly, but rather uses a numerical index of how well a
tyre wears in comparison to a reference tyre, more specifically a percentage of the NHTSA
nominal tread wear value100. If the candidate tyre is graded 100 the tread wears with the same
rate as the reference tyre, if it is graded 200 the tread wears with half the rate and is thus
expected to last for twice as long as the reference tyre.
96
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There are several barriers to use the UTQG tread wear test on the European Tyre label. First,
the tyre wear grade is calculated based on a control tyre that is tested simultaneously with the
candidate tyre, hence resulting index cannot be used to compare durability of tyres of different
widths and diameters, or from different suppliers. This would somewhat undermine the
purpose of implementing it in the tyre labelling scheme.
Second, the test lacks reproducibility. This is due to both extrapolation of tread wear in the
7,200-mile test to tyre lifetime tread wear, and the large influence of external factors. As
noted by NHTSA in the UTQG standard “The relative performance of tyres depends upon the
actual conditions of their use, however, and may depart significantly from the norm due to
variations in driving habits, service practices and differences in road characteristics and
climate”101.
Third, the UTQG test is performed on a specific 400-mile roadway course in Texas, established
by the NHTSA102. Hence, the test is currently applicable only for American conditions, and
should be adapted to European conditions in order to be used in Europe. Also other
parameters, such as the vehicle tyres are tested on, are based on American conditions.
Fourth, the UTQG test is associated with high costs, since it entails driving in a convoy for
7,200 miles (11,600 km) and rotating tyre positions and carrying out measurements every 400
miles. Each test costs around 35,000 USD (32,000 EUR)103. Up to four different tyre models
can be tested in one test run104. This might very well be a problem for suppliers and especially
market surveillance authorities, since the costs of testing current labelling parameters (around
3,500-4,000 Euros) is already a barrier for testing.
For C3 tyres specifically, the ETRMA members report that they collect mileage information to
the extent that they are in contact with C3 end-users. The information is received directly from
fleets using their tyres, who reports the mileage performance of tyres when they are worn out,
and is therefore a real-life measurement of the C3 tyres. This information is used by the
individual suppliers to provide mileage information to customers, but only as a relative
performance among the suppliers’ own tyres without giving absolute numbers.
5.2.3 Scenarios for increased mileage
The estimation of the environmental effect of increasing mileage is based on a lifecycle energy
perspective. Estimations of energy savings are made for the three tyre types C1, C2 and new
C3 (not retreaded) separately, taking into account the production and waste treatment energy
savings compared to the use phase energy.
The estimation is based on a gradual increase in tyre mileage up to a 10 % increase by 2030,
“10 % increase” scenario. In the BAU scenario, it was assumed that the current tyre mileage
would remain unchanged. Table 25 shows the tyre mileages and assumptions of distance
travelled per year, for each vehicle type.
Table 25: Mileage and travel distance assumptions. Numbers are based on Impact Accounting, 2013105

Current mileage (BAU)
Mileage by 2030 (10% increase)

C1
40,000 km
44,000 km

C2
40,000 km
44,000 km

C3
100,000 km
110,000 km
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Km/year/vehicle

16,000 km

22,000 km

60,000 km

It is assumed that the total travelled distances at EU level is similar in both scenarios. The
difference between the BAU and the 10 % increase scenario is therefore the tyre stock (Table
26), and hence the tyre sales per year until 2030. When the tyres have higher mileage, less
tyres are needed to fulfil the driving need, and hence the stock and the sales are lower. The 10
% increase in mileage until 2030 gives an annual increase in mileage of 0.64 %. The tyre sales
would decrease at this same rate. Energy savings arise from the lower production and lower
amount of waste tyres (EOL energy).
Table 26: Extract of the adjusted stock model. Stock (number of tyres) in thousands.

(Thousands)
C1
C2
C3 - New

2015
616,808
31,305
21,557

2020
687,711
35,499
24,354

2025
763,018
39,386
27,021

2030
846,571
43,699
29,979

To calculate production and end-of-life energy, which are both measured as MJ/kg tyre, the
tyre weights in Table 27 were used.
Table 27: Weight of tyres and scrap tyres106

New tyre weight, avg. (kg)
Scrap tyre weight (kg)
Difference (kg)

C1
8.6
7.0
18%

C2
11.0
9.4
14%

C3
62.7
56.0
11%

According to the industry, the approach to increase mileage would not only be to increase the
volume (mass and thickness) of the tread, but rather to apply technological innovations such
as different rubber compounds. Therefore, it is assumed that the weight of tyres will not
change for tyres with increased mileage. According to a review study on waste management of
tyres in EU107, the end-of-life fate for European tyres is distributed as shown in Figure 21.

4%

18%

38%

40%

Reuse

Material recycling

Energy recovery

Landfill/Unknown

Figure 21: Distribution of end-of-Life fate for European tyres

The energy consumption for each of these end-of-life options are shown in Table 28. The
negative sign for tyres used for energy recovery indicates that the scrap is used to produce
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energy, which it is credited for, and hence it is subtracted from the life cycle energy, according
to the consequential life cycle assessment (LCA) method 108. The reuse of tyres means virgin
material production is avoided, which causes energy savings that are credited to the reused
tyre life cycle energy. There is still energy consumption related to handling the waste tyres,
and therefore only around 1/3 of the production energy of a new tyre can be credited. This is
also seen for the Landfill/Unknown fragment, which “costs” 40 MJ/kg due to transport and
waste treatment. For material recycling (e.g. rubber grain from waste tyres) the credit and the
energy savings almost cancel out.
For production energies an interval of 87-115 MJ/kg tyre were found in the review study by
Sienkiewicz et al (2012)109, and for all calculations the average of this (101 MJ/kg) was used.
Table 28: Average energy assigned per kg scrap tyre for each end-of-life scenario110

New tyre production

101 MJ/kg

Reuse

-33 MJ/kg

Material recycling
Energy recovery
Landfill/Unknown

3 MJ/kg
-32 MJ/kg
40 MJ/kg

Regarding the energy consumption of the tyres in the use phase, the original impact
assessment111 showed a relation between increasing tread wear and decreasing rolling
resistance for selected tyres, but this correlation could not be quantified or generalised. The
same is true for wet grip. In the calculation of the increased mileage scenario, it is therefore
assumed that neither the rolling resistance nor the wet grip are affected.
5.2.4 Results of increased mileage scenarios
The effect of increasing mileage by 10 % is shown in
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Table 29 and compared to the savings obtained by the decreasing rolling resistance in the BAU
scenario. The savings related to increased mileage are largest for C1 tyres due to the large
sales volume. The relative saving of the mileage increase, compared to savings from RRC, is
also largest for C1 tyres, since the yearly distance driven is lowest for C1 vehicles (Table 25).
The total energy savings achieved by a 10 % increase of mileage is below 0.5 % of the total
yearly energy consumption of C1, C2 and C3 vehicles in 2030. For comparison, the rolling
resistance energy savings in the BAU scenario corresponds to 1.2 % of the annual energy
consumption from C1, C2 and C3 vehicles in 2030.
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Table 29: Energy savings (TJ/year) from production and end-of-life at 10 % increase in mileage
compared to energy savings from RRC in the BAU scenario

TJ savings per year

2020

2025

2030

C1

10% increased mileage savings
RRC savings (BAU)
Total savings

8,618
18,000
26,618

18,710
35,149
53,859

30,593
50,679
81,273

C2

10% increased mileage savings
RRC savings (BAU)
Total savings

780
6,040
6,820

1,738
12,354
14,091

2,801
18,902
21,703

C3

10% increased mileage savings
RRC savings (BAU)
Total savings

2,623
10,788
13,412

4,632
23,351
27,983

9,070
37,902
46,971

The energy savings from increasing tyre mileage are not negligible, especially for C1 tyres,
where savings from increasing mileage correspond to 38 % of the annual energy savings in
2030. In total (for C1, C2 and C3 tyres), the energy savings from mileage would comprise
28% of total savings in 2030, as shown in Figure 22. The results, however, are based on the
very uncertain assumption that the rolling resistance does not change. It is not possible to say
how, or to what extent, the increased mileage will affect rolling resistance, but it is unlikely
that it will not change at all. Since the savings from increasing mileage is smaller than those of
decreasing rolling resistance, even slightly higher RRC (induced by increasing mileage) will be
enough to offset the potential mileage savings.
160.001

150,000 TJ/year

Energy savings, TJ/year

140.001
120.001

107,000 TJ/year
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60.001
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Figure 22: Energy savings from increasing mileage 10%, compared to energy savings from decreasing
RRC in the BAU scenario

However, energy is not the only environmental reason to increase the mileage of tyres. The
solid waste amounts generated by end of life tyres (ELTs) is also an important factor.
Increasing the lifetime of tyres would increase the intervals of which they are replaced, and
hence reduce the waste amounts. Table 30 shows the estimated waste reductions of the
increased mileage scenario. The results show that this would lead to around 10 % less ELTs by
2030, when the tyre mileage is increased by 10 %.
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Table 30: savings in ELT waste amounts in tonnes and percent for the increased mileage scenario

2020

2025

2030

Total waste savings, ton

95,811

184,318

314,164

Percent waste savings

4%

7%

10%

5.2.5 Conclusions on mileage
Based on the considerations above, it is not recommended to include mileage as a
performance parameter in the tyre labelling scheme. This is a combination of the lack of a
reproducible test method and the uncertainty of the environmental impact.
The large effect of external parameters on the tyre mileage undermines the reproducibility of
any current test standard. Using highly uncertain mileage estimations in the labelling scheme
poses a large risk that the predicted mileage is not achieved in real life. This could severely
affect end-user confidence in the label in general. Furthermore, it would make it impossible to
perform market surveillance.
The uncertainty of how increased mileage would affect the rolling resistance and the wet grip,
and the limited environmental benefits, makes it unlikely that including mileage in the labelling
scheme would result in actual energy savings.

5.3 Abrasion
Abrasion, which is the removal of materials from the tyre when it interacts with the road
surface, contributes to the particle air pollution with the so-called TRWP (Tyre Road Wear
Particles). As pointed out in a letter to the European Commission(See Appendix 8)112, the
relative importance of TRWP is likely to increase as other air pollution sources such as vehicle
emissions are regulated. It should be noted that this chapter only deals with abrasion from
non-studded tyres. In the Nordic countries, where studded tyres are used, the studded tyres
are regulated specifically concerning the abrasion and road wear (see also Chapter 6.2.3
Conclusions on studded tyres).
5.3.1 Abrasion and particle emissions
Abrasion occurs when the tyre interacts with the road surface, which causes shear stress of the
materials, and removes materials from both road and tyre. This removal of materials has been
proven to contribute to the particle matter pollution, which is measured as PM 10 (particles
<10µm) or PM2.5 (particles <2.5µm). Due to interaction of tyre and road wear particles, it has
proven difficult to distinguish the two sources 113, which is therefore reported collectively as
“tyre and road wear particles”, TRWP.
The relative contribution of TRWP to traffic related particle emissions is shown in Figure 23,
which is based on a literature review from JRC 114.
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The AIR Group, ANEC, EUROCITIES and Transport & Environment (2015), “Inclusion of additional parameters in the
impact assessment study on the EU Tyre Label” Letter addressed to Mr Hodson and Mr Moreno Acedo, DG ENER, may
18th 2015. See Appendix 8.
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European Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC), 2014, “Non-exhaust traffic related emissions. Brake and tyre
wear PM” – Page 29
114
European Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC), 2014, “Non-exhaust traffic related emissions. Brake and tyre
wear PM”
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Figure 23: The distribution of airborne traffic related PM10 and emissions factors (mg/km/vehicle)

According to the JRC report, the exhaust emissions and non-exhaust emissions contribute
equally to the traffic related PM10 emissions. It is noted that the relative importance of nonexhaust emissions is expected to increase, since the exhaust emissions are regulated (EC
715/2007), and therefore expected to gradually decrease.
The contribution of TRWP is very uncertain, with estimations varying from 5-30 % of nonexhaust particle emissions, and 0.8-7 % by mass of ambient PM10 concentrations115. This is
also seen in the emission factors (EFs) reported in literature, which ranges from 4-13
mg/km/vehicle. Besides the type and composition of the tyre itself, the variance in EFs is also
influenced by the road surface type, speed and driving conditions 116. Furthermore, various
modelling and measuring technologies were used to determine the TRWP EFs, contributing to
the variance as well.
5.3.2 Test standard for particle emissions
The JRC report shows that many different sampling and measurement methods are used to
quantify particle emissions that do not give comparable results. A standard procedure for
measuring non-exhaust traffic related particle emissions is needed. For this purpose, ISO
standard 14956:2002 on air quality117 has been mentioned as an option by the tyre
industry118.
Another option is the measurement method currently being developed by UNECE in the Particle
Measurement Programme (PMP) 119. In the programme the “normal driving pattern” is
investigates, as well as most suitable measuring techniques. The results show that it is still not
possible to distinguish particles coming from the tyre and the road surface, and the
programme is therefore currently focusing on break wear emissions120.
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European Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC), 2014, “Non-exhaust traffic related emissions. Brake and tyre
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5.3.3 Environmental impact of Abrasion
Due to the lack of consistent measuring methods, the environmental impact of abrasion is
difficult to determine. Not only is the amount of particle emissions from the tyre needed, but
also the size distribution since this is an important factor for the human and environmental
health. The literature provides no concordant results on this121.
The chemical composition, which is equally important, is controlled by the European REACH
Regulation (Regulation EC 1907/2006), and this aspect is therefore not relevant for the Tyre
Labelling Regulation.
Abrasion is related to tyre mileage, since both are linked closely to the tyre wear. Just as for
mileage the tyre abrasion depends on many other factors than the tyre itself, such as the
vehicle characteristics, the vehicle operation (driving style), and the road surface
characteristics (see Table 24). Abrasion is even more closely linked to the nature of the road
surface, since the TRWP consist of compounds from both. It is therefore, as noted in the JRC
report, not possible to distinguish between particles from the tyre and from the road, and
regulating just the tyre wear, while not considering the road surface influence, is therefore
futile.
5.3.4 Conclusions on Abrasion
The contribution of TRWP to air pollution is very uncertain 122, highly dependable on the road
surface, and a standardised measuring method has not yet been developed. As with mileage,
abrasion depends largely on external factors, and the tyre labelling scheme is not appropriate
for regulating the emissions of TRWP, since this cannot be regulated without taking the nature
of the road surface into consideration. Furthermore, the chemical content of tyres materials,
which are important for the health effects of TRWP, is currently regulated through the REACH
Regulation123.
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6. Inclusion of new tyre types
In this chapter the inclusion of the two new tyre types, retreaded C3 tyres and studded tyres,
in The Tyre Labelling Regulation are discussed.

6.1 Retreaded tyres
Tyre retreading is a process used to extend the life of used tyres. When a tyre is retreaded,
the worn-out tread is replaced with a new one, which can be repeated as long as the casing
integrity is guaranteed. The market share of retreaded C3 is around 30 % in Europe, which
corresponds to around 5 million tyres 124,125, however a decreasing trend has been seen in the
C3 retreaded market from 2013-2015 due to increasing import of low cost C3 tyres. The
market share of retreaded C1 and C2 tyres is below 2 % in Europe35. In some markets, i.e. in
UK and eastern EU states, the C1 and C2 retreaded tyre market may be a little higher,
however in western EU states it is close to zero36. This document only deals with retreaded C3
tyres, for which retreading and regrooving can be complementary strategies to extend the
useful life of a tyre significantly.
6.1.1 Retreading process
In the retreading process, the worn tread (No 5, Figure 24) is replaced, reusing the existing
casing (No 2, Figure 24). There are two types of retreading processes: The cold process and
the hot process. In the cold process, the new tread is pre-moulded and vulcanized into the
final shape and then attached to the old tyre casing. The hot process is more similar to the
production of new tyres, where the tread compound is applied to the casing and then
vulcanized in a tyre mould. The Hot process is higher investment cost for the equipment, and
is therefore used mainly by big companies for large volume production126. The cold process has
lower investment costs and offers greater flexibility for producing small series of tyre in various
sizes and designs, and is more widespread between small and medium scale producers.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Bead
Casing/carcass
Sidewall
Sidewall rubber
tread
Belts

Figure 24: Basic tyre components (figure from ETRMA and ETRTO)

To ensure the quality and safety of retreaded tyres, the UNECE Regulation 109 applies as
compulsory conditions for the placing on the market of retreaded tyres in Europe. It contains
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European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers’ Association, ETRMA (2011), “Retreading” Website last updated 2011.
Link: http://www.etrma.org/tyres/retreading
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Ruud Spuijbroek, Secretary at Bipaver (2015), personal communication on email September 16th 2015.
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European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers’ Association, ETRMA (2011), “Retreading” Website last updated 2011.
Link: http://www.etrma.org/tyres/retreading
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requirements on the casing condition, the retreading facility and the retreading process. Due to
the innumerable combinations of casing, tread and retreading process, retreaded tyres are
difficult to standardise and the Regulation therefore controls the process level rather than the
final product. The trucks have at least three axles: front axle, drive axle and trailer axle.
Retreaded tyres are used mainly in drive and trailer axles on trucks127, but can be used on all
axles for e.g. busses128.
Some retreaded tyres are sold through fleet solutions, which applies mostly to big C3 fleets,
who pay per km driven and has the service of retreading of the original casings included in the
price. Usually the fleet solutions include both retreading and regrooving of the tyres.
Regrooving is a process where a new tread pattern is cut from the tread rubber, when the old
pattern is worn, but sufficient rubber remains to cut a new pattern. For a typical truck tyre129
being retreaded twice and regrooved 3 times, the lifetime will be nearly four times that of a
new tyre130, causing material and energy savings in production and end-of-life processes.
6.1.2 Test standards for retreaded C3 tyres
The performance of retreaded tyres is determined by the combination of casing, tread, and
retreading process applied131. The major challenge of including retreaded tyres in the labelling
scheme is the necessity to establish the three label performance parameters (fuel efficiency,
wet grip and external rolling noise) for each combination of casing, tread and retreading
process. Since retreaded tyres are produced in small series, the cost of testing each
combination would make the retreading business economically unfeasible, especially for
SMEs132. This is why the retreaded tyres were not previously included in the Tyre Labelling
Regulation.
ReTyre project
In order to overcome the problem of testing every new combination of retreaded tyres, the
partly EU-funded ReTyre project was carried out by a consortium headed by the European
independent retread industry 133. The goal of the project was to develop an Excel-based tool for
calculating all three label performance parameters for retreaded C3 tyres, based on relevant
input factors. This would eliminate the need for testing the tyres. During the project, more
than a thousand tests (both laboratory and road) were performed in order to establish
relationships and correlation between the several components and parameters. Results and
analyses led to an algorithm necessary to create the predictive tool, which can be used to
calculate the three labelling parameters rolling resistance, wet grip and external rolling noise
for retreaded tyres134, and was presented at the Global Retread Symposium in 2015135.
According to the project leader, it was decided to continue further research after the ReTyre
project, which ended in 2014. This was to improve the correlation of the rubber tread
compound and the fuel efficiency (RRC) and wet grip performance. A thousand additional tests
127
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were performed to upgrade the predictive tool, which resulted in 95 % accuracy of the
calculated results compared to the actual test results, in the beta version136.
The formal ownership of the predictive tool lies with Stichting Kenniscentrum Leiden, executing
the Bipaver secretariat and on behalf of Bipaver, and the SME-Associations participated in the
project, have the IPR (Intellectual Property Rights). During the last General Assembly of
Bipaver in May 2015, it was decided that the maintenance of the tool and its database,
performing of additional testing in the future, updating the algorithm and the web-based tool,
would be the responsibility of a separate legal body, where the relevant SME-Associations will
be shareholders. Furthermore, it was proposed that the Steering Committee, active in the
ReTyre Project would have an important technical and managerial role. Consequently, the
predictive tool will also be marketed and made commercially available for non-EU retreading
facilities137.
There are opposing opinions in the industry of whether or not the ReTyre tool is accurate
enough and includes all relevant parameters for calculating the label performance parameters
for retreaded C3 tyres. According to Bipaver, much of the doubt arises from analysis of the
now outdated alpha-version of the tool. One of the opposing views raised by ETRTO and
ETRMA, is that the casing have more influence on the rolling resistance, than what is assumed
in the ReTyre tool. ETRTO tested rolling resistance of casing without tread and after retreading,
to measure the influence. The conclusion was that the casing alone has the ability to spread
the rolling resistance result over three label categories.
However, the testing methods used by ETRTO to obtain these results are doubted by other
organisations, e.g. Bipaver and Bandvulc tyres. For instance, the fact that the tyres were
tested after buffing but prior to retreading gives rise to questions regarding the credibility of
the results. In the tests made for the ReTyre programme by IDIADA on an aligned drum, it
was shown that when matching different casings with different tread compounds, the rolling
resistance was in every case largely determined by the tread138.
A possible solution to clear out the oppositions within the industry is to make a thorough
assessment of the results of all available studies. The assessment works should involve all
relevant stakeholders such as tyre industry, retreading companies, Member States, MSA’s and
relevant NGO’s.
US EPA low rolling resistance verification
Another approach to tackle the immense testing load has been taken by the US EPA. This
approach applies to the rolling resistance only, and tyre suppliers can get retreaded tyres
verified by testing and demonstrating that a retreaded tyre model has a rolling resistance
coefficient at or below prescribed target values139. This does not yield a scalable result (i.e. the
A-G scale), but allows suppliers to state that the tyre is a “low rolling resistance retread”.
In the test US EPA process three new Yokahama tyres of a specific model and size are buffed
and retreaded under “worst case” (temperature and time) conditions. The rolling resistance is
tested using the ISO 28580 standard 140 (also used in UNECE Regulation 117). The average
136
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rolling resistance result must be below the prescribed target values to get an EPA verification.
By specifying the casing to be used beforehand, the influence of this variable is removed from
the test results. The US EPA rolling resistance verification solution provides the fuel savings
related to low rolling resistance tyres, but does not take into account the effect on wet grip and
rolling noise.
6.1.3 Scenarios for including retreaded C3 tyres
The assessment of the environmental effect of including retreaded C3 tyres in the labelling
scheme is based on a stock model of retreaded C3 tyres seen in Table 31. In the stock model,
it is assumed that the reteaded C3 market will continue to decrease, and then stabilise at 20%
market share. This is based on the decreasing trend observed in the last 3-5 years141, and the
sales numbers have accordingly been adjusted to exempt the 2 % growth rate expected for
the tyre replacement market in general (see also Table 19). In the stock model, it was
assumed that the tyre lifetime was the same for retreaded as for new C3 tyres.
Table 31: Extract of the tyre stock model, number of tyres in thousands, retreaded vs new C3

(Thousands)

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

C3 - Retreaded

8,739

7,688

7,208

6,846

7,495

C3 - New

18,717

21,557

22,354

27,021

29,979

Retreaded share

32%

26%

23%s

20%

20%

It is important to note the assumption that the sales (and stock) of retreaded C3 tyres is not
expected to change whether retreaded tyres are included in the labelling scheme or not. The
only changes expected are in the labelling performance parameters; Fuel efficiency, wet grip
and external rolling noise. This entails that energy savings in the production and end-of-life
phases are not included in the scenario calculations, since they do not differ from the BAU
scenario. Only if inclusion of retreaded C3 tyres in the labelling scheme changes the sales
volume compared to the BAU scenario, will increased energy savings in production and waste
treatment be achieved.
The energy saving calculations are based on the expected decrease in RRC for retreaded C3
tyres if they are included in the labelling scheme, i.e. energy savings are only related to the
use phase. According to the organisation Bipaver142, retreaded tyres can obtain the same
average performance as new tyres. In the scenario, it was therefore assumed that the average
RRC of retreaded tyres if included in the labelling scheme would follow the same linearly
decreasing trend as new C3 tyres. However, since the retreaded tyres so far is not included, it
is expected that the RRC was higher in 2015 for retreaded tyres than for new. The wet grip
and external rolling noise development is based on the same assumptions.
6.1.4 Results of retreaded C3 inclusion
The forecasts of the three labelling parameters for retreaded C3 tyres are summarised in Table
32, Table 33, and Table 34. In the tables the development of new C3 tyres in the BAU scenario
are compared to the development of retreaded C3 tyres in the “C3 – Retreaded inclusion”
scenario. Since the same rate of change is assumed in the retreaded C3 inclusion scenario as
for new C3 tyres, the retreaded tyres will continue to have a slightly lower performance.
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As seen from the tables, it is expected that the performance of retreaded C3 tyres will not
change if they are not included in the labelling scheme, i.e. in the BAU scenario for retreaded
tyres. It should be noted, that in this approximation the “spill-over” effect from the new to the
retreaded C3 market is neglected, i.e. the inherent improvement of retreaded C3 tyres that
comes from improved casings and technology development of new C3 tyres.
Table 32: RRC development for the scenario of including retreaded C3 tyres in the labelling scheme

RRC (kg/ton)

Average 2015

Average 2030

C3 – new BAU

6.13

5.69

C3 – Retreaded inclusion

6.19

5.75

C3 – Retreaded BAU

6.19

6.19

Change rate
-0.5 % pa
0 % pa

Table 33: Wet grip development for the scenario of including retreaded C3 tyres in the labelling scheme

Wet grip index

Average 2015

Average 2030

C3 – new BAU

1.06

1.14

C3 – Retreaded inclusion

1.05

1.13

C3 – Retreaded BAU

1.05

1.05

Change rate
0.51 % pa
0 % pa

Table 34: External rolling noise development for the scenario of including retreaded C3 tyres in the
labelling scheme

Noise (dBA)

Average 2015

Average 2030

C3 – new BAU

71.71

68.21

C3 – Retreaded inclusion

72.19

68.66

C3 – Retreaded BAU

72.19

72.19

Change rate
-0.33 % pa
0 % pa

Based on the rolling resistance improvements in Table 32, the yearly energy savings from
retreaded tyres was calculated. These are seen in Figure 25 along with the yearly energy
savings in the BAU scenario obtained from decreasing rolling resistance of new tyres (C1, C2
and C3). The savings in the BAU scenario for retreaded tyres is zero, since there is no change
in RRC.

Energy savings, TJ/year

140.001

117,000 TJ/year

120.001
100.001

107,500 TJ/year

80.001
60.001
40.001

9,500 TJ/year

20.001
1

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Year
C3 - Retreaded

Total BAU RRC savings

Total savings, including retreaded

Figure 25: Yearly energy savings in TJ of decreasing RRC of new tyres and retreaded C3 tyres
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The relatively large market share of retreaded tyres on the C3 market (20-30 %)143 results in
an equally large fuel saving potential through decreasing rolling resistance. In total 9,500
TJ/year could be saved in 2030 by including retreaded C3 tyres in the tyre labelling scheme,
compared to not doing so. Hence, by including retreaded C3 tyres, it is estimated that 117,000
TJ/year could be saved in total in 2030 (Figure 25). For comparison, an energy saving of
38,000 TJ/year is expected in 2030 from decreasing the rolling resistance of new C3 tyres.
6.1.5 Current savings from retreaded tyres
Even though production energy was not included in the above scenario, it should be noted that
the production savings related to using retreaded tyres is significant. The production savings
are already being realised with the current use of retreaded tyres. In Table 35, the production
savings from using retreaded compared to only new C3 tyres is illustrated. In the calculation
example, it is assumed that a tyre that is retreaded twice and regrooved three times has four
times the lifetime of one new C3 tyre144. The materials and CO2 emissions from tyre production
is based on numbers from an information sheet by the ReTyre project 145.
In the Retreaded production material calculations, it is included that the first “lifetime” will be
as a new tyre. In total raw material savings of more than 60 % and CO2 savings of 66 % is
realised by using retreaded tyres compared to only using new tyres.
If the sale of retreaded tyres increases, the production energy and material savings will
increase as well, compared to the current situation, whereas a decrease in retreaded market
share will cause decreasing energy savings. However, there is a limit to the number of
retreaded C3 tyres, since they require that casings of sufficient quality are available.
Table 35: Energy savings for new and retreaded C3 tyres in the production phase

Petroleum
Other raw materials
CO2 emissions

C3 – New
400 L
240 kg
880 kg

C3 – Retreaded
160 L
90 kg
298 kg

Savings
240 L
150 kg
582 kg

%-Savings
60 %
63%
66 %

Retreading of used casing will not only cause material and energy savings in the production
phase, but also reduce the amount of tyre waste. Furthermore retreading contributes to the
concept of circular economy by using the “waste” of one product (the casing) as raw material
for a new product. This an approach to manage future scarcity of raw materials and ensure
efficient use of resources.
6.1.6 Conclusions on retreaded C3 tyres
Retreaded C3 tyres should only be included in the labelling scheme if a system or tool that is
technically and economically feasible, accurate enough and includes all relevant parameters for
calculating the label performance parameters, can be found. In addition, the continuous
maintenance and availability of the tool should be secured. The availability of the current
predictive tool for retreaded tyres should be clarified and it should be ensured that it does not
affect free competition in the retreading market. It is proposed to follow these issues to clear
out the identified technical oppositions among stakeholders.
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The energy calculations show that there is a large fuel saving potential by including retreaded
C3 tyres in the labelling scheme and thereby ensure decreasing rolling resistance for retreaded
tyres as well as for new tyres. However, the calculated savings does not take into account the
possible spill over effect from the new C3 technological development. A large part of the
energy savings related to retreaded tyres lies in the production phase, and the reuse of
casings is in line with the idea of circular economy.
Including retreaded C3 tyres in the labelling scheme would provide end-users with necessary
information to avoid trade-offs between purchase price and TOC (Total Cost of Ownership).
Retreaded tyres are generally cheaper than new tyres of similar quality, with around 35-50 %
lower purchasing price146. However, if the rolling resistance, and hence fuel consumption, is
higher, it could offset the advantage in purchase price due to a higher TOC. Including
retreaded tyres in the Labelling Regulation would minimise the risk of higher TOC through
information.

6.2 Studded tyres
Studded tyres is a subgroup of Nordic winter tyres developed for sub-zero temperatures and
ice and wet ice conditions. Only studdable tyres supplied without studs are currently covered
by the Tyre Labelling Regulation. Studded tyres are primarily used in the Nordic countries
(Finland, Sweden and Norway), where the market share is 25 % on average of the C1 tyre
market147, and more than 50 % of car owners in Sweden and Finland have studded tyres for
their car148. In the rest of the EU, the market share of studded tyres is around 0.25 % (in
2010)149. In many Member States, the use of studded tyres is prohibited and in most others,
the use is restricted to a few months of the year, in the winter season.
6.2.1 Testing of studded tyres
Testing rolling resistance and wet grip for studded tyres is not possible with the current test
standards. In both the RRC and the wet grip tests there are a limited allowed roughness of the
surface (road or machine drums), and the use of studs on these surfaces during the test will
damage them to an extent that the surfaces no longer comply with the test standards. Hence,
with the current test standards, including studded tyres is not possible.
If new test standards were developed for studded tyres specifically, the results would not be
directly comparable to those of non-studded tyres, and there would be a large risk of
misinformation, if comparisons were attempted on the same scales.
Since the test standards referred to in the Regulation cannot be used for testing studded tyres,
the only data available regarding their performance is from tests made by independent
organisations following approximations of the test standards. One such test is form the Finnish
magazine Tekniikan Maailma150 (English: World of Technology), who did a test of studded vs.
non-studded “winter tyres”. The only two areas were studded tyres performed significantly
worse than non-studded tyres were on noise (experienced by the driver as opposed to external
rolling noise on the label) and the fuel economy, which is shown in Table 36. However, for all
tests on asphalt (wet or dry), studded tyres cause a high degree of road wear.
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Table 36: Results from Finnish test of studded tyres

Studded tyres perform significantly
better
- Handling on ice (subjective grade
and lap time test)
- ABS breaking on ice
- Acceleration on ice
- Breaking on dry asphalt

Studded tyres perform slightly
better in general
- Handling on snow (subjective
grade and lap time test)
- ABS breaking on snow
- Acceleration on snow
- Handling on dry asphalt
(subjective grade)
- Handling on wet asphalt
(subjective grade and lap time
test)
- ABBS breaking on wet asphalt
- Directional stability

Studded tyres perform significantly
worse
- Noise
- Fuel economy

If applicable test methods were developed, and studded tyres were compared on the same
scale as other tyres on the labelling parameters fuel efficiency and external rolling noise, there
is a large risk that all studded tyres would perform in the lowest end of the scales, and hence
not differentiating them on the current A-G scale.
6.2.2 Environmental impact of studded tyres
The main environmental problem arising from studded tyre use is the particle pollution from
road wear. In the Nordic countries where studded tyres are primarily used, the efforts to
decrease the use of studded tyres originate in the exceeding of particle limit values in cities,
and the high particle emissions from road wear when using studded tyres 151,152. The three
Nordic countries have made a decree on studded tyres, which focuses on limiting the number
of studs per tyre and setting limits for the road wear measured in over-run tests153.
Despite the efforts to limit the use and environmental impact of studded tyres, the Nordic
countries acknowledging that studded tyres cannot be completely avoided due to safety
reasons154. Since the studded tyres are chosen by end-users for safety reasons, and there is a
trade-off between rolling resistance and snow/ice grip155,156, it is questionable if including
studded tyres in the labelling scheme will have any effect on the share of studded tyres or the
demand for studded tyres with lower RRC. Due to the safety aspect, labelling studded tyres
according to fuel efficiency, wet grip and external rolling noise, is likely to have only limited
relevance and value to the end-users. This is also evident from the C1 user survey, where
more users value the snow and ice grip as ‘very important’ (62 %) than the fuel efficiency (28
%) for studded tyres.
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Since rolling resistance of studded cannot be measured with the test standard referred to in
the Tyre Labelling Regulation, it is not possible to compare rolling resistance test results to
that of non-studded tyres. However, the approximate tests points toward significantly higher
rolling resistance for studded tyres. The potential environmental benefit of better fuel
efficiency for studded tyres is, however, limited due to the very small market share on EU
level.
6.2.3 Conclusions on studded tyres
Due to the lack of comparable test methods and low saving potential it is recommended not to
include studded tyres in the Tyre Labelling Regulation. The fact that studded tyres cannot be
tested under the current test standards makes results incomparable to results of other tyres.
The low market share of below 0.25 % of C1 market in EU results in a low fuel saving potential
by reducing RRC of studded tyres. In the Nordic countries with high market shares of studded
tyres, their use is already being limited due to the particle pollution arising from driving
studded tyres on asphalt. In many other European countries the use of studded tyres is
prohibited.
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7. Market surveillance
This section provides an overview of activities at Member State level including ADCO 157
activities in order to assess the level of implementation and enforcement of the labelling
scheme.
The Market Surveillance Authorities (MSAs) are appointed by each Member State, and made
responsible for the market surveillance of the Tyre Labelling Regulation within the national
market. In order to optimise the implementation of the Tyre Labelling Regulation and
harmonise different market surveillance activities, the “Expert Group on Tyres Labelling –
Market Surveillance Administrative Cooperation (E02808)”, ADCO, was formed. The members
of ADCO are representatives from each Member State. In total four ADCO meetings have been
held since 2012158.The minutes from the ADCO meetings show that there are great variances
in the market surveillance activities carried out in the various Member States for those
attending the meetings159.

7.1 Market surveillance activities in Member States
Market surveillance and enforcement play a central role regarding the effectiveness of the
labelling scheme. Since there is no collective overview on EU-level of market surveillance
activities regarding the Tyre Labelling Regulation, a number of MSAs were interviewed to
provide the information.
The MSAs from Belgium, Finland, Germany (3 Regions), Estonia, Malta, Netherlands (mail),
Sweden, United Kingdom, Hungary (mail), Poland and Slovakia were interviewed. Since it was
not possible to reach all Member State MSAs, the interview results are not representative for
the EU as a whole. However, they provide a good insight in the types of activities carried out,
and the differences in how market surveillance is approached in the Member States.
The market surveillance activities in the Member States that were interviewed are shown in
Table 37, where the concrete information that could be gathered from ADCO minutes is listed
as well. The MSAs count the inspection as either number of shops or number of tyres or tyres
sets inspected, and therefore the units are not aligned.
Most Member States have one national MSA, whereas a few such as Germany, Hungary and
Spain have regional market surveillance, and therefore regional MSAs. In five out of the 11
interviewed Member States, the MSA enforcing the Tyre Labelling Regulation, were also
responsible for enforcing the Energy labelling Directive and its implementing measures.
As seen in Table 37 the prevailing type of Market Surveillance in all Member States was the
point of sales inspections. Some Member States inspected only physical shops, while many
also inspected internet shops. In all Member States, the main task was to inspect the presence
of the label, and that it was positioned correctly. In some cases, it was also checked that the
tyre labelling information was shown on the bills/invoices as well, but most MSAs considered
this point less important, because it relates to information given post-sale. A few MSAs
mentioned inspection of correct communication of the label information from dealers to
customers.
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Table 37: Market surveillance activities in the Member States where information was available
Member State
Sweden

Estonia

Netherlands

Poland

Germany – Hesse

Germany – RhinelandPalatinate

Surveillance activities
Shop inspections including
internet shops
Document control
Tyre documents and
questionnaire regarding
supplier responsibility
Shop inspections (physical
shops)
Shop inspections

Germany – Bavarian

Finland
United Kingdom

Malta

Belgium

Around 5-10 tyre sets per
year
760 shops since 2012
Targeting mainly end-users

Shop inspections including
internet shops
Technical documentation
Laboratory testing
Shop inspections

172 shops in 2014

Shop inspections
Technical promotional
material
Shop inspections

Non- compliance
No non-compliance

10 that failed (no documents
received)
Around 100 tyre sets per
year

Information campaign by the
ministry not the MSA itself
Inspections at suppliers,
importers, retailers
Technical documentation
inspection

Technical documentation
inspection
Laboratory tests
Germany – Baden
Wüerttemberg

Number of inspections
>30 shops since 2012

135 entities since 2013, 640
tyre models
No specific number, but
reports that it is many

Requested 5 documents
Send to Rhineland-Palatinate
362 inspections in 2014
674 inspections in 2015
For the tyres they test in
laboratory
4 models in 2014
8 models in 2015
174 models/41 shops in 2014
316 models/31 shops in 2015
30 inspections
50 shops, 64 tyre models

Technical documentation
inspection
Laboratory tests

8 tyre models (same models
that were tested)
8 tyre models

Shop inspections (physical
shops)
Awareness campaigns; tyre
dealers, importers, car dealers
Shop inspections
Website monitoring

150 shops since 2013

Technical documentation
control
Information campaigns; endusers, tyre dealers
Shop inspections, including
internet
Shop inspections

Requested for 10 models

More than 500 visits in total
since 2013

Merged with energy labelling
campaign
15 shops 1 internet store (87
tyre models)
76 shops since 2013 (only
C1)

Low non-compliance
<10 % noncompliance

No or low noncompliance
No problems of
receiving
documentation
19 shops with no
labelling
All received
119 of the 362
inspections in 2014

Problem with
varying test results
No non-compliance
(2015 final numbers
to be registered)
12 non-compliance
cases from missing
or faulty label

1 not compliant, 1
pending
Low non-compliance
Website monitoring,
2013: 62 tyre brands
– 10 had not label,
18 had incomplete
information
Received for 8
models

Two tyre models not
compliant
In 2015: all showed
the label*
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Technical documentation
control

Portugal
Italy
Slovakia

36 in 2013 and 40 in 2015
Requested for 10 C1 models

Lab test
2 C1 models currently tested
Have not yet implemented the national legislation to appoint
a MSA
Reported that no inspection or other market surveillance
activities were conducted
Shop inspections including
70 dealers inspected in 2014
internet shops
(solely based on complaints)

Only received some
of them. Request
again.
Test ongoing

4 were noncompliant

* Nine did not have information on relevant documents. Three had non-compliant communication procedures.
In general, the MSAs found high level of compliance regarding position of the label and
information on bills and invoices. However, the actual level seemed to vary greatly, from 0 %
non-compliance to 25 %, which seems to be due to differences in inspection procedures. The
non-compliance occurred in various ways with the most widespread being the label entirely
missing or positioned wrong. Germany found wrong label dimensions, because the label had
been integrated into a larger sticker with additional information. In Estonia a single case of
labelling of studded tyres was found, which was assumed to be false labelling. In all Member
States, the procedure was to let the retailer correct the non-compliance issues, and all MSAs
reported that this was usually done quickly.
Regarding document control, only four of the interview Member States had requested technical
documentation from suppliers/importers. Both the Swedish MSA and the MSAs of the individual
federal states of Germany reported difficulties in requiring the documentation due to lacking
jurisdiction when suppliers/supplier representatives are located in other countries/Member
States. The MSAs are appointed and empowered by national law in a specific Member State,
and hence suppliers located in other Member States can claim they have no obligation toward
the MSAs. However, some MSAs, including Germany, Belgium and United Kingdom succeeded
in requiring the technical documentation from suppliers or through importers in their own area.
In most Member States, it was not attempted to require the technical documentation, since
they were either aware of the problem of lacking jurisdiction, or because without laboratory
testing, there were no frame of reference to verify the information in the technical
documentation.
Only two of the interviewed MSAs, Germany and Belgium, performed laboratory tests to verify
the label values. Most tyres were tested in Germany, who found discrepancies between label
values and tyre performance in 6 out of 8 tested tyres in the first test. However when
performing the second test, only one of these discrepancies could be confirmed. The
discrepancies occurred on all three labelling parameters. According to the German MSA
performing the tests, these results show lack of reproducibility of the tests.
All Member States mentioned the high costs and too few accredited test facilities to be the
greatest barriers for laboratory testing. At the time of the interviews most of the interviewed
Member States were awaiting the decision on a joint action on labelling tyre testing funded
under the EU Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme. For most Member States,
this EU founded joint action test programme on tyres labelling is seen as an opportunity to
start making laboratory tests on tyres. The purpose of the programme is both to obtain more
test data and to develop best practices for market surveillance testing.
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7.2 National enforcement and sanctions
Most of the MSAs reported full empowerment with regards to perform inspections and apply
sanctions in non-compliance cases. The only exception found was Portugal. Malta and Germany
reported that national laws restricted them from applying sanctions directly. However, only few
Member States had found reasons for sanctioning, since the high level of compliance at point
of sales inspections and the lack of other inspection methods made sanctions redundant.
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8 Improved Regulation and implementation
8.1 Improved pre-sale information
Many C1 end-users claim that they do not see the tyres displayed in a shop before the
purchase (59 %) and more and more consumer purchase tyres online160. Furthermore, MSAs
carrying out shop inspections have observed that only a few tyre models are on display at the
point of sale while the rest are placed in the stock. In some countries, up to 90 % of the
inspected shops did not have tyres on display. This implies that customers often do not see the
tyre, and hence not the label, before the purchase.
In Article 5 pt. 1 it is stated that the distributors shall ensure that at the point of sale the tyre
either bear the label as sticker or the label is clearly displayed in immediate proximity of the
tyre. In article 3 pt. 3 the point of sale is defined as “the location where tyres are displayed or
stored and offered for sale”. According to this definition, tyres in the stock at shops should be
labelled as well.
However, this is somewhat opposed by Article 5 pt. 2, which states: “Where tyres offered for
sale are not visible to the end-user, distributors shall provide end-users with information […] of
those tyres”. Since tyres in the stock (and therefore their label) are not directly visible to the
customer, the seller should inform the customer of the labelling parameters.
Hence, there is a need for clarification of the Regulation regarding the responsibilities of tyre
distributors (dealers). Furthermore, it is requested by MSAs and other stakeholders that the
Regulation clearly states that information is to be given prior to the purchase. The information
on the receipt or invoice does not help the consumer make an informed choice.
The following is proposed to clarify Article 5 of the Regulation and make it more likely that
consumers are given the label information prior to the purchase:










160

It should be made clear that Article 5(2) should apply in the cases of telephone sales or
when stock is not available at the point of sale.
The label should be shown on the screen when tyres are offered for sale online (in web
shops etc.). Currently it is only required to show information about the label
performance parameters. The provision to show the label when products are offered for
sale online is already implemented for energy related products labelled under the
energy labelling Directive (2010/30/EU).
The Regulation should be clearer on pre-sale provision of label information,
emphasising that information on receipts/invoices (post-sale) is not enough.
The Regulation should indicate (in line with the provisions of the Energy Labelling
Directive 2010/30/EU) that any advertisement for a specific model of tyres should
include, where energy-related or price information is disclosed, a reference to the fuel
efficiency class, the wet grip class and the external rolling noise class.
The Regulation should be clearer on the labelling requirements for tyres placed in
storage facilities of distributors, preferably obliging all C1 and C2 tyres in stock to be
labelled. This would also make market surveillance easier to perform.
The Regulation should be clearer on information provided to end-users prior to the
purchase, obliging the distributor to show the label for all tyres suggested to the enduser in a purchasing process. This might be linked to providing price information as in
the Energy Labelling Directive 2010/30/EU.

Consumer survey with C1 end-users in selected European Countries, Viegand Maagøe, fall 2015. See Appendix 1.
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The labelling obligation should be extended to cover all advertisements including the
now omitted advertisements in billboards, newspapers, and magazines.

A complication when showing the label information in advertisements is that tyres of the same
model with different dimensions often have different label values.
At the point of sale, the tyre label for C1 and C2 tyres can be shown either as a printed label in
proximity to the tyre or as a sticker on the tyre tread. Regarding the relative effectiveness of
the two methods to show the label, 47 % of the respondents in the consumer survey consider
the tread sticker to be the most visible, 23% the label, and 30% have no preference or do not
know ( Figure 26). However, the relevance of how the label is shown is undermined by the fact
that most tyres are not on display. If it is required that the tyres should also be labelled in the
storage facilities of the distributors (as mentioned above) the sticker might be a better solution
than the printed label. According to tyre suppliers, 47% of them provide their C1 and C2 tyres
with bot the printed label and the sticker, while 33% provide only the sticker, and 20% did not
answer the question. Hence, most tyres are already provided with a printed label and/or a
sticker, and the supplier cost is therefore assumed not to increase.

47%
Tread sticker

23%
Printed label

No preference

20%

10%

Don't know

Figure 26: How end-users find that the tyre label is most visible

Labelling tyres in the stock will make market surveillance easier to perform, but since endusers will still not necessarily see the tyres, if they are fitted on their car in the same place as
the tyres are purchased, the tyre distributors (dealers) play an important role in providing endusers with label information. This is, however difficult for MSAs to inspect. Often the inspection
of how retailers communicate the information to customers are solely based on retailers’
statements on how they inform their customers (related to Article 5.2 and Article 6)
8.1.1 Vehicle suppliers and distributors
Vehicle suppliers and distributors are responsible for providing end-users with information on
the tyre label parameters when they are offered a choice between different tyres to be fitted
on a new vehicle they are purchasing.
According to the consumer survey, 31 % of the C1 end-users were offered a choice between
different tyres at the purchase of a vehicle, while 56 % were not, and 13% do not remember.
For comparison, 27% were provided with information about the tyres from the car dealer, 56%
were not and 17% do not remember.. Vehicle suppliers and distributors report that the tyres
sold with new vehicles are chosen by car manufacturers; however, customers might be able to
purchase an additional set of tyres with the car (so-called false OE).
According to MSAs it is not clear from the Tyre Labelling Regulation when end-users are
offered a choice between different tyres when purchasing a new vehicle (related to Article 6).
For instance, it is not defined if it is a choice when there are various brand options of the same
size, various size options of the same brand, or when an additional set of tyres is purchased.
To avoid any doubts the following simplification of the Regulation is suggested:


Vehicle suppliers and distributors should be responsible for always providing the tyre
labelling information, including in situations where the tyres are fitted on a car offered
for sale
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As with the tyre distributors, it is difficult to inspect whether distributors are sufficiently
communicating the tyre labelling information to the customers. The inspections are solely
based on retailers’ statements about how they provide the information.

8.2 Registration database
The idea with establishing a digital registration database is that all tyres should be registered
in the database prior to being placed on the European market. Such a database has also been
suggested for products covered by the Energy Labelling Directive (2010/30/EU). According to
the proposal, the database should be separated into a publically available section and a section
accessible for market surveillance authorities only.
The publically available sections should contain the label values and/or electronic versions of
the tyre label for all tyre models sold in the EU. Furthermore, it should include also consumer
information about the tyre label to facilitate general awareness. National websites exists that
resembles what is expected of the publically available section. An example is the Danish
“daeklabek.dk”, which contains consumer relevant information about the label parameters as
well as other relevant parameters when purchasing tyres. Furthermore, the site has an
opportunity to search for tyres that fit your car by entering either tyre dimension or a specific
Danish license plate. The tyre model in the search result can then be sorted based on the label
values.
The section reserved for MSAs should contain technical documentation for all tyre models
provided by the manufacturer, including specific test conditions and results behind the tyre’s
label values. This would allow MSAs to access the technical information directly, and mitigate
the current problems experienced by some MSAs in receiving the information.
The database should complement the existing ICSMS database161, but with different types and
sources of information to not fragment the pan-European communication between MSAs into
two different channels. The difference is that where the information on the ICSMS database is
submitted by the MSAs and only on the products taken out for control, the new database
should contain information on all tyres marketed in the EU, submitted by manufacturers.
The ICSMS database should continue be the platform where MSAs share information and test
results etc. related to specific tyre models they have taken out for market control. Such
information could be commercially sensitive, and therefore it cannot be publically available.
For end-users, the suggested registration database could provide pre-sale information on the
labelling parameters. According to the consumer survey, 51 % of consumers would use the
database to find information on tyres prior to purchase and 37 % would consider using it.
The registration database could provide market information for policy decisions, facilitate
market surveillance and serve as a tool for consumer information. Interviewed market
surveillance authorities generally agree that the establishment of a registration database is a
good idea, since it could make market surveillance easier and give MSAs better access to
technical documentation. It could also be a good tool to obtain more transparency regarding
test methods and conditions used by suppliers, which according to some MSAs is lacking.
One of the biggest concerns regarding the database is that it might be difficult to get all tyres
on the market in the database, especially for tyres imported from outside the EU. Another
concern is that the workload of creating and maintaining the database might cause a decrease
161

European Commission (2016), “Website of ICSMS – the internet-supported information and communication system
for the pan-European market surveillance”. Website last updated 23.03.2016. Link:
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/icsms/
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in the number of inspections made due to lack of resources. It is essential that the impact of
better and easier market surveillance justify the workload of running the database.
Furthermore, it should be thoroughly defined and assessed in terms of objectives, final users,
workload, process etc. One MSA mentioned that the registration database should not provide
hindered tyres to access the market in the EU.

8.3 Improved market surveillance and awareness raising
Market surveillance activities vary greatly between Member States - from zero to several
hundred shop inspections per year. The prevailing type of market surveillance is point of sales
inspections. Some authorities performed inspection of technical documentation, but only very
few have performed laboratory tests to verify the label values. According to MSAs, high cost
and too few accredited test facilities are the greatest barriers for laboratory testing of tyres.
Some MSAs report that the technical documentation is incomplete or lack transparency,
especially regarding information on the specific conditions the tyres were tested at. Article 4.4
of the Regulation states: “The technical documentation shall be sufficiently detailed as to allow
the authorities to verify the accuracy of information provided on the label with regard to fuel
efficiency, wet grip and external rolling noise.”
A solution could be to define in the Regulation what parameters should, as minimum be
included in the technical documentation. Such a definition already exist in the various
Regulations implementing the Energy Labelling Directive 2010/30.
For most Member States the joint action joint action on labelling tyre testing funded under the
EU Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme is seen as an opportunity to make any
laboratory tests on tyres. The purpose of the programme is both to obtain more test data and
to develop best practices for market surveillance testing. The possible inclusion of new
performance parameters in the labelling scheme might increase costs and thus the barriers of
testing tyres.
The relatively low level of market surveillance affects consumer confidence negatively, and
many stakeholders state that to increase confidence, more market surveillance (including
testing) and sanctions towards non-compliance is needed. Furthermore, retailers claim that
they ‘not often’ or ‘never’ experience that their shops are inspected, which has given them the
impression that the tyre labelling is of low priority to the authorities. Based on this, some tyre
dealer organisations have decreased their effort to educate their employees in advising
consumers about the label parameters. The involvement of the dealers is considered as being
of great importance for the consumer awareness and the actual use of the label, and it is
therefore important to increase market surveillance efforts where it is possible.
The Tyre Labelling Regulation itself does not include detailed provisions with regard to market
surveillance and enforcement. Instead, the Regulation refers to the provisions in Regulation
765/2008, which includes the general rules regarding market surveillance and controls of
products entering the community market. This is different from the EU Energy Labelling
Directive (2010/30/EU), which includes more detailed provisions related to products control
and market surveillance than the ones included in Regulation 765/2008 (especially in Articles
3, 4, 5, 6, 15). In addition, the implementing measures under the Energy Labelling Directive
(in accordance with article 10 point 4 (c)) must include detailed description of the content of
the technical documentation to be required of MSA’s for market surveillance purpose.
Even though the enforcement provisions are less detailed in the Tyre Labelling Regulation,
MSAs in general do not report lack of empowerment for making inspections and applying
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sanctions with regard to the tyre labelling scheme. They are more concerned about testing
costs, uncertain test methods and lack of repeatability/reproducibility in test results.
The following is proposed in order to reinforce the market surveillance activities and to avoid
redundant efforts by doing double work of testing and requesting documents for the same
tyres in different Member States:






Reinforce the provisions of Article 4(1)(b) to ensure that the energy label follow
physically each batch of one or more identical tyres.
Oblige Member States to publish results of marked surveillance activities and to make
them available to industry and dealers. The purpose is to raise the awareness among
industry and dealers of performed activities and exchange of results and experiences.
Results could be included in the tyres ADCO website.
Amend Annex IVa according to the proposal from the Expert Group on laboratory
alignment of tyre rolling resistance installed under Regulation (EC No 1222/2009) 162.
Not extending the labelling scheme to cover mileage or abrasion, because these
parameters entails significant increase in the market surveillance cost. Extra cost will
reduce the number of inspections and less inspections could easily hamper the
consumers’, suppliers’ and distributors’ confidence in the label scheme.

Furthermore, Member States should give priority to market surveillance activities including
participation in the foreseen joint action on labelling tyre testing funded under the EU Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation programme.
8.3.1 Awareness and label confidence
More than half of the consumers in the investigated countries are not aware of the label. Both
industry, dealers and consumer organisations recommend campaigns promoting the label to
increase the consumers’ knowledge of the label and explain its meaning in case new
parameters and/or symbols are added. The target groups should be end-users in C1, C2 and
C3 segments. However, awareness campaign targeting C1 end-users are the most important
because they constitute the largest share of the tyre sale. In addition, C2 and C3 end-users
often do not purchase tyres directly but as part of leasing contracts and fleet solutions.
According to MSAs’ experience from shop inspections, many tyre dealers report that end-users
do not ask actively for the tyre labelling information. This is interpreted by MSAs to imply that
the label might not have a relevant effect on end-users’ purchase decisions, which could be
caused by low awareness among other things.
In awareness campaigns, the information on fuel efficiency and road safety provided by the
tyre label are already strong drivers for end-users. Combining this with information on other
issues related to these parameters (such as keeping the right tyre pressure and checking tyres
for wear regularly), would place the relevance of the label in a bigger perspective for endusers. This would be in addition to information on external rolling noise importance and
meaning of potential new labelling parameters.
Awareness campaigns could also include reference to the existing fuel savings calculator on the
EU Commission’s webpage163 to let end-users calculate their potential fuel savings from tyres.
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Report from the Expert group on laboratory alignment for the measurement of tyre rolling resistance installed
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http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/content/fuel-savings-calculator
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The awareness campaigns could be run at national level by Member State authorities, at EU
level by the Commission or both. It would be an advantage to include tyre suppliers and
distributors in the campaigns to reach end-users most efficiently. Some Member States have
already facilitated, or are planning to facilitate, awareness campaigns regarding the tyre label.
Experiences and recommendations from these campaigns should be taken into account.
Another aspect of awareness raising is related to the requirements regarding public
procurement in the Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU. In order to promote the
dissemination of energy efficient tyres, it is important that Member States ensure that their
Central Governments are aware of the requirement to purchase tyres in the highest fuel
efficiency class and to include this aspect in their tenders for service contracts in accordance
with the requirement in Annex III of the Energy Efficiency Directive 0212/27/EU.

8.4 Improvement of test standards and conditions
Several sources, including independent consumer organisations, indicate that there is an
incoherence between the labelled performance and the measured performance of a
tyre164,165,166.Tests performed by MSAs confirm the lack of reproducibility of the tests, hinted
by third parties. This also implies that in disputes, MSAs might have difficulties to prove
incorrect labelling due to the low reproducibility of results.
According to MSAs, a large part of this problem is due to different conditions for the tests,
applying test methods incorrectly and a lack of transparency in which conditions were used for
the tests for calculating label values. According to a German MSA and industry members, there
might be other elements in the complex test method, and in Germany, the exact reason for
the lack of reproducibility of test results is currently being further investigating. The results of
this investigation should be taken into account when they are ready. Especially the braking
test on wet surface for measuring wet grip gives rise to large differences in test results. There
is general agreement that one of the reasons for this, is a problem with too wide test condition
allowances for the wet grip test167.
8.4.1 Wet grip test standard
The experience accumulated so far by the Industry and by the MSAs on wet grip test standards
is indicating an opportunity for developing further improvements on the accuracy of the test
method. This could be achieved for example, but not necessarily only, by reviewing the current
set of test conditions ranges and/or of the mathematical formulas which are allowing to align
the results when the tests are performed in different conditions, for example due to different
test locations or during different periods of the year.
Due to the wide intervals of allowed test conditions, a number of correction factors were
adopted for calculating the wet grip. Examples of this are the correction factors for the surface
friction coefficient (‘b’ = µ/grip) and temperature (‘a’) that are not working as intended and
have a large influence on the result. Hence, there is a large difference in results if a tyre is
tested at different conditions and correction factors are used to make results comparable.
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Narrowing the permitted wet grip test conditions ranges might be one of the options to
improve the accuracy of the test method. Another solution could be to change the correction
factor or introduce another, more correct equation.
Continental Tyres reports that when duplicating the test conditions on their indoor track, there
is only a small spread of results. ETRTO are therefore investigating how the broad scope of
allowed test conditions can be limited in a meaningful way. Any revision of the test condition
ranges should possibly be limited enough to ensure better consistency between results, but at
the same time not so much that it limits the number of days tests can be performed on
outdoor tracks.
8.4.2 Rolling resistance and noise test standards
For the external rolling noise test, there is also challenges related to obtaining reproducible
results, since there is a large spread of surfaces allowed in the test. The test method follows an
ISO norm, and is performed as a track test. The industry is currently working on improvement
suggestions for the noise test in addition to those for the wet grip test.
The rolling resistance test method follows and ISO standard, and as opposed to the wet grip
test, the test is performed as a laboratory drum test rather than a track test. There is a
process of alignment between measurement equipment in accredited labs, which has resulted
in rather low variations in measured rolling resistance results. The adhoc expert group on
laboratory alignment of tyre rolling resistance has suggested recently some improvements of
the alignment methods. It is suggested that Annex IVa of the Tyre Labelling Regulation is
amended according to these, in order to increase the accuracy and reproducibility of the rolling
resistance tests.
In conclusion for test standard/conditions and based on the findings of industry, MSAs and
independent consumer organisation regarding the lacking repeatability/reproducibility of tests,
it is highly recommended to:




Solve the problems with repeatability/reproducibility of test methods and results with
regard to wet grip according to the ongoing ETRTO study on the subject, and include
the corrections in the Tyre Labelling Regulation.
Amend Annex IVa according to the proposal from the Expert Group on laboratory
alignment of tyre rolling resistance installed under Regulation (EC No 1222/2009) 168.

8.5 Other suggestions
8.5.1 Tyres for emergency vehicles
Some tyres are produced in very small amounts or the market in Europe is too small to cover
the cost of labelling the tyres. This sometimes results in the tyres not being brought to the EU
market. This has been mentioned by stakeholder for emergency vehicles such as ambulances
in particular. Ambulances need special tyres with both high load index and high speed index.
Professional off-road (POR) tyres are already exempted from the tyre labelling Regulation,
since their specific design for exceptional adherence performances in poor conditions and in all
terrain, does not allow them to fulfil regulatory thresholds and significant grading levels.
Tyres for emergency vehicles such as ambulances are not covered in the POR category, but a
similar exception could be made for them, if they can be specified properly.
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8.5.2 Performance as function of wear
The performance of tyres, both in the Type Approval and the Labelling Regulation, is based on
tests with new tyres. Hence, there is no information to end-users on how tyre performance
change as the tyre is worn during the course of its life. It has been argued by some
stakeholders that tyres are designed to perform well in the testing, but there are no incentives
for suppliers to produce tyres that perform well during their entire life.
Suppliers agree that tyre performance changes when the tread is worn with a general trend of
lower wet grip and rolling resistance the lower the tread pattern gets. However, it is not
possible to determine beforehand how exactly the tyre will wear and thus how the performance
will change or how fast. This is due to the many external parameters affecting tyre wear as
discussed in chapter 5.2.1, which is highly dependent on user behaviour and driving pattern.
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9. Better Regulation
9.1 Relevance
The aim of the Tyre Labelling Regulation is to increase the safety as well as the economic and
environmental efficiency of road transport by promoting fuel efficient and safe tyres with low
external rolling noise169. The Regulation provides a framework for the provision of harmonised
information, allowing end-users to make an informed choice when purchasing tyres.
Increasing the fuel efficiency continues to be highly relevant with the EU facing scarcity of
resources and dependence on energy imports as well as the need to limit climate change. With
the transport sector constituting one third170 of the European energy consumption, increasing
fuel efficiency of road transport plays an important role in addressing these challenges. Tyres
account for 20-30 % of the vehicle fuel consumption, mainly due to their rolling resistance 171.
Decreasing rolling resistance is therefore important for increasing fuel efficiency, and as
discussed in Chapter 4 of this report, an unexploited potential for decreasing rolling resistance
of tyres still exist.
Increasing road safety is highly relevant with more than 25,000 road accident fatalities in the
EU in 2014. The Commission has adopted a road safety programme 172 to decrease road deaths
between 2011 and 2020173. Tyres are an important part of road safety, being the only contact
between the vehicle and the road. Providing consumers with information on tyre safety
parameters is highly relevant as well, with the tyre safety parameter wet grip being a top-level
concern for consumers along with price when purchasing tyres 174.. However, the relevance of
the Regulation would be further increased by including additional safety performance
parameters such as tyre grip on snow and ice in addition to the wet grip parameter, as
discussed in Chapter 5.1 in this report.
Regulating external rolling noise levels also continue to be highly relevant. The Environmental
Noise Directive (END) 2002/49/EC175 entered into force in 2002 in, which obliges European
Member States to report noise levels. These nationally measured data shows that in 2013 70
million people in Europe suffered from unacceptable noise levels in so-called Black Areas,
exceeding 65 dB noise levels, and even more in Grey Areas with noise levels between 55 to 65
dB176. The WHO recommends night noise levels not higher than 40 dB in order to protect public
health. Regulating external rolling noise thus remains important to mitigate this problem, and
as seen in Chapter 4 there is still potential for decreasing the external rolling noise of tyres.

9.2 Effectiveness
So far, the tyre labelling scheme has shown its effectiveness by being able, for all the
performance parameters included in the scheme, to transform the market in a positive
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direction from 2013 to 2015, the only exception being the external rolling noise for C1 and C2
tyres (Chapter 3). However, the effectiveness of the scheme is reduced due to relatively weak
enforcement as described in Chapter 7 and end-user priorities presented in Chapter 2.
Furthermore, the energy savings obtained through the labelling scheme is being somewhat
counteracted by a trend towards larger tyres (due to deliberate consumer choice), which tend
to increase the absolute fuel consumption, even though they are more fuel efficient than
earlier models of that size.
The market transformation is in part due to the influence of the type approval Regulation
(661/2009), removing the worst performing tyres from the market. The influence from the
Tyre Labelling Regulation is evident from tyre performance increasing to higher classes than
the lowest allowed performance. For the external rolling noise in particular the effectiveness of
the Tyre Labelling Regulation is evident only for C3 tyres.

9.3 Efficiency
In terms of user awareness, the Tyre Labelling Regulation is generally efficient, but there is
room for improvement. Around half of end-users were aware of the label before participating in
the consumer survey, but according to tyre distributors, end-users rarely ask actively for the
label information during a tyre purchase process. The efficiency of the labelling scheme can be
increased by improving end-user awareness and active use of the label, hence realising the
benefits of the efforts already put into the labelling scheme to a greater extent. By increasing
the relevance of the labelling scheme to end-users, i.e. through inclusion of snow and ice grip
performance, there is a large improvement potential of user awareness and active label use in
especially the Nordic countries. This improvement potential can be reached with very low
additional costs by using already widely applied tests for snow and ice grip. Other tyre
performance parameters, i.e. mileage and abrasion, are not recommended to be included in
the labelling scheme, partly due to the large testing cost in combination with the very large
uncertainty of whether the end-user would gain any benefits.
Not only the user awareness and response to the label is important for its efficiency, but also
the response of suppliers. Suppliers are obliged to label the tyres, but not to improve the tyre
performance parameters. However, the market transformation shows that suppliers have
adopted the labelling scheme as an important product-differentiating factor. This suggests that
the extra investment needed to achieve higher efficiency levels has generally been outweighed
by the benefits. This has also contributed positively to technical innovation on especially rubber
compounds, making it possible to improve fuel efficiency and wet grip simultaneously.

9.4 EU added value
A harmonized regulatory framework on EU level provides added value to the EU compared to
having regulations at Member State level, because it reduces costs for suppliers by allowing
them to enter the entire EU market with only one label. This strengthens competitiveness EUwide and facilitates easier inter-European trade with tyres, which also benefits consumers in
terms of lower prices and wider range of products. Furthermore, a regulation on EU level
provides end-users with the same, harmonised information, no matter which Member State
they choose to purchase their tyres in, which is increasingly relevant as the online trade
increases. With the tyre labelling scheme at EU level, energy efficient and safe tyres reducing
noise pollution, are promoted in all Member States, creating a larger market for such tyres and
hence larger incentives for the tyre industry to develop them. Hence all Member States will
also benefit from the optimised performance if the tyres in terms of lower fuel/energy
consumption, lower CO2 emissions, fewer accidents and fewer people exposed to high noise
levels.
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9.5 Coherence
The Tyre Labelling Regulation is coherent with Type Approval Regulation of tyres. The same
measuring methods and performance parameters are applied in both Regulations, and often
industry uses the results from the type approval tests to establish the labelling values. The two
Regulations are closely related and complement each other. In addition, international UNECE
test methods form the basis of the tests in both Regulations. The use of globally recognized
measurement standards also ensures coherence with international approaches.
The Tyre Labelling Regulation is coherent with the Energy Labelling Directive and its
implementing measures (Regulations) as well. The design of the label itself as well as the
structure of the Regulations is very similar. Inspiration is sought from the Energy Labelling
Directive and its implementing measures regarding improvements for the Tyre Labelling
Regulation in order to maintain coherence, and implement improvements found in the review
study of the Energy Labelling Directive in the Tyre Labelling Regulation as well.
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10. Recommendations - summary
With regard to the review of the tyre labelling Regulation, it is recommended to focus on
increasing trust and confidence in the current label, rather than making comprehensive
changes, and including new environmental aspects that will raise the costs and complexity of
the scheme. The recommendations are based on the review study, including dialogue with
various stakeholders.

10.1 Recommended parameters
The following is recommended regarding the aspects addressed in the study:
Snow and ice performance should be included in the labelling scheme on a voluntary basis
in order to avoid misleading end-users purchasing tyres for wintry conditions, aiding them in
selecting the most appropriate tyre, and to improve road safety during winter periods.
However, it could be recommended the 3-PMSF be mandatory to put on the tyre label in case
it is also shown on the tyre sidewall. The use of the new logos should be considered and
assessed separately for C1 and C2, C3 tyres, considering that the 3-PMSF test is applicable for
C1, C2, and C3 tyres, while the upcoming “Nordic winter tyre” test and logo is applicable only
for C1 tyres. For C1 and C2 tyres, the applicable logos should be shown on the label and where
label information is currently shown. For C3 tyres, it should be shown in all technical
promotional material. The new logos and label designs should be tested by the Commission for
efficacy with consumers prior to decisions and implementation.
Retreaded C3 tyres should be included in the labelling scheme only if a system or tool is
accurate enough and includes all relevant parameters for calculating the label performance
parameters, and if the continuous maintenance of the tool is secured. The availability of the
current predictive tool for retreaded tyres should be clarified and it should be ensured that it
does not affect free competition in the retreading market. It is proposed to follow this issue to
clear out the identified technical oppositions among stakeholders.
Pre-sale provision of information should be emphasised in the Tyre Labelling Regulation, to
ensure that end-users are able to make an informed choice when purchasing tyres 177. This
implies that the label should be made more visible to end-users prior to their purchasing
decision, and it is therefore suggested that the Regulation is extended with provisions for:
 Online labelling. The label should be shown on the screen when tyres are offered for
sale online (in web shops etc.) as is already implemented for energy related products
labelled under the Energy Labelling Directive (2010/30/EU).
 Obligation of the distributor to show the label of all tyres suggested to the end-users
during a tyre purchasing process.
 Inclusion of information about the label performance parameters in advertisements
including the now omitted advertisements in billboards, newspapers, and magazines.
 Labelling of tyres when placed in the stock of distributors, preferably obliging labelling
of all tyres according to the current Article 4(1)a or 4(1)b. This would also make market
surveillance easier to perform.
A digital registration database should be established where all tyres should be registered
prior to being placed on the European market. The database should be separated into a
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publically available section and a section available only to market surveillance authorities. The
registration database should complement the ICSMS database by providing market information
for policy decisions, facilitate market surveillance and serve as a tool for consumer information
to enhance provision of pre-sale labelling information
Market surveillance. The market surveillance efforts vary greatly among Member States and
cover mainly shop inspections. Low market surveillance decreases end-user confidence in the
tyre label as well as retailers’ efforts to disseminate knowledge of the label. To reinforce
market surveillance, it is especially important to:
 Solve the problems with repeatability/reproducibility of test methods and results with
regard to wet grip according to the ongoing ETRTO study on the subject, and to include
the corrections in the Tyre Labelling Regulation.
 Reinforce the provisions of Article 4(1)(b) to ensure that the energy label follow
physically each batch of one or more identical tyres.
 Increase the visibility of market surveillance activities carried out by obliging MSAs to
publish results of inspections and make them available to industry and dealers. The
purpose is to raise the awareness among industry and dealers of performed activities
and exchange of results and experiences. Results could for instance be published on the
tyres ADCO website.
 Not extending the labelling scheme to cover mileage or abrasion, because this will
significantly increase the market surveillance costs. Extra cost will reduce the number
of inspections and less inspections could easily hamper the consumers’, suppliers’ and
distributors’ confidence in the label scheme.
 Amend Annex IVa according to the proposal from the Expert Group on laboratory
alignment of tyre rolling resistance installed under Regulation (EC No 1222/2009) 178.
Awareness campaign(s) should be conducted to increase the C1, C2 and C3 end-users’
knowledge of the labelling scheme and explain its meaning in case new parameters and/or
icons are included. The campaigns could be run at national level by Member State Authorities,
at EU level by the Commission or both. It is suggested that tyre suppliers and/or distributors
are involved in the campaigns and that experiences from previous campaigns performed by
Members States and others are taken into account. Awareness campaigns could probably also
provide incentives for industry to innovate even better performing tyres and for dealers to
promote the label more efficiently.
Awareness campaigns targeting C1 end-users is the most important because C1 constitutes
the largest share of the tyre sales, and because C2 and C3 end-users to a greater extent
purchase tyres as part of leasing contracts and fleet solutions.
In addition, Member States should be encouraged to ensure that their Central Governments
are aware of the requirement to purchase tyres in the highest fuel efficiency class and to
include this aspect in their tenders for service contracts in accordance with the requirement in
Annex III of the Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU.
Vehicle suppliers and distributors should be obliged to provide the tyre labelling
information for all tyres, including situations when the end-user is not offered a choice
between different tyres to be fitted on a car offered for sale. The information should be shown
in the technical promotional material given to the end-user..
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10.2 Rejected extensions
Due to uncertainties and lack of test methods, it is not suggested to extent the Tyre Labelling
Regulation to the following:
Mileage and abrasion parameters should not be included. No suitable measurement methods
exist for neither of the parameters, and it will not be possible to perform market surveillance
at reasonable costs. Due to large uncertainties, there is a severe risk of providing mileage
information to end-users, which is not consistent with the mileage experienced in real life. For
abrasion the particle emission is dependent on the road surface to an extent that it cannot be
regulated considering the tyres alone.
Studded tyres should not be included due to a low market share in the EU, resulting in low
fuel saving potential, and due to lack of a suitable measurement standard.
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Appendix 1 – Results from consumer survey
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Appendix 2 – Calculations of EPEC market data
In this appendix, the RRC market distributions from the original EPEC impact assessment and
the average RRC values derived from them are shown.
The calculations were made by multiplying the market share in each RRC average with the
average RRC value of that interval.
The table numbers and names refer to those in the EPEC impact assessment and its
appendices.

C1 tyres
Table 4.11: Market Distribution of C1 Replacement Tyres (summer and winter) Reference case

RRC kg/t
6 to 7 7 to 8
8 to 9
9 to 10
10 to 11 11 to 12 Above 12 Average
Interval averages
6,5
7,5
8,5
9,5
10,5
11,5
13,3
2012
0%
1%
6%
5%
16%
29%
44%
11.9
2013
0%
1%
7%
6%
19%
37%
29%
11.3
2014
0%
1%
8%
7%
22%
43%
19%
11.2
2015
0%
1%
9%
8%
27%
54%
0%
10.6
2016
1%
1%
9%
8%
27%
54%
0%
10.7
2017
1%
1%
11%
12%
39%
36%
0%
10.5
2018
3%
1%
13%
13%
47%
25%
0%
10.4
2019
6%
2%
17%
17%
63%
0%
0%
10.2
2020
10%
2%
17%
17%
63%
0%
0%
10.48
Table 4.13a: EU Market Distribution of C1 Replacement Tyres (summer and winter) by RRC –
Dual Labelling (slow pace)

RRC kg/t
6 to 7 7 to 8
8 to 9
9 to 10
10 to 11 11 to 12 Above 12
Interval averages
6,5
7,5
8,5
9,5
10,5
11,5
13,3
2012
0%
1%
6%
5%
16%
29%
44%
2013
0%
1%
7%
6%
20%
37%
28%
2014
0%
1%
8%
7%
22%
42%
19%
2015
0%
2%
9%
9%
28%
51%
0%
2016
0%
2%
9%
10%
30%
48%
0%
2017
0%
3%
11%
16%
39%
30%
0%
2018
1%
4%
12%
19%
41%
23%
0%
2019
2%
6%
16%
28%
46%
0%
0%
2020
2%
8%
18%
31%
40%
0%
0%

Average
11.9
11.3
11.1
10.6
10.5
10.2
10.1
9.4
9.4
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Table 4.13b: EU Market Distribution of C1 Replacement Tyres (summer and winter) by RRC –
Dual Labelling (fast pace)

RRC kg/t
6 to 7 7 to 8
8 to 9
9 to 10
10 to 11 11 to 12 Above 12
Interval averages
6,5
7,5
8,5
9,5
10,5
11,5
13,3
2012
0%
1%
6%
5%
16%
29%
44%
2013
0%
1%
7%
6%
20%
37%
28%
2014
0%
1%
8%
8%
23%
41%
18%
2015
0%
2%
9%
11%
30%
47%
0%
2016
1%
3%
9%
14%
33%
39%
0%
2017
1%
5%
12%
22%
38%
21%
0%
2018
3%
7%
15%
27%
34%
14%
0%
2019
6%
11%
22%
34%
28%
0%
0%
2020
10%
15%
26%
31%
17%
0%
0%

Average
11.9
11.3
11.0
10.5
10.3
10.0
9.7
9.3
8.7

C1 wet grip
Table 4.5a: EU Market Distribution of C1 Summer Replacement Tyres by RRC and WG – 2012
reference case
Table 4.5b: EU Market Distribution of C1 Summer Replacement Tyres by RRC and WG – 2020
reference case
Table 4.10a: Market Distribution for RRC and WG, passenger cars (C1) summer – 2020 – dual
labelling case (slow pace)
Table 4.10b: Market Distribution for RRC and WG, passenger cars (C1) summer – 2020 – dual
labelling case (fast pace)

WG interval
Interval averages
Reference- 2012
BAU - 2020
slow - 2020
fast - 2020

A
>1.45

B
1.45-1.30
1.46
4%
4%
1.55
14%
14%

C
1.30-1.15
1.32
27%
27%
1.4
28%
28%

D
<1.15
1.17
59%
59%
1.25
39%
39%

Average
1.1
11%
11%
1.1
20%
20%

1.23
1.23
1.32
1.32
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C2 tyres
Table 6.7 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC (C2/summer) –
Tyre Labelling RR only (slow pace)

RRC kg/t
5.5 to 6.5 6.5 to 7.5 7.5 to 8.5 8.5 to 9.5 9.5 to 10.5 above 10.5 Average
Interval averages
6
7
8
9
10
11,75
2013
0%
1%
6%
23%
44%
26%
10.08
2014
0%
1%
7%
26%
49%
17%
9.87
2015
0%
1%
9%
32%
56%
0%
9.27
2016
0%
2%
11%
34%
52%
0%
9.28
2017
1%
9%
34%
24%
31%
0%
8.67
2018
2%
14%
38%
27%
18%
0%
8.37
2019
5%
22%
39%
33%
0%
0%
7.93
2020
8%
25%
38%
26%
0%
0%
7.61
Table 6.10 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC (C2/winter) –
Tyre Labelling RR only (slow pace)

RRC kg/t
5.5 to 6.5 6.5 to 7.5 7.5 to 8.5 8.5 to 9.5 9.5 to 10.5 above 10.5 Average
Interval averages
6
7
8
9
10
11,75
2013
0%
0%
0%
9%
37%
52%
10.62
2014
0%
0%
0%
14%
51%
34%
10.36
2015
0%
0%
2%
24%
73%
0%
9.62
2016
0%
0%
3%
27%
68%
0%
9.47
2017
0%
5%
32%
21%
41%
0%
8.90
2018
1%
10%
38%
26%
24%
0%
8.54
2019
3%
19%
42%
35%
0%
0%
8.02
2020
6%
23%
41%
28%
0%
0%
7.77
Table 6.8 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC (C2/summer) –
Tyre Labelling RR only (fast pace)

RRC kg/t
5.5 to 6.5 6.5 to 7.5 7.5 to 8.5 8.5 to 9.5 9.5 to 10.5 above 10.5 Average
Interval averages
6
7
8
9
10
11,75
2013
0%
1%
6%
23%
43%
25%
9.86
2014
0%
2%
9%
28%
45%
15%
9.64
2015
0%
3%
14%
36%
45%
0%
9.07
2016
0%
6%
19%
38%
36%
0%
8.96
2017
4%
19%
34%
25%
17%
0%
8.24
2018
12%
27%
32%
21%
7%
0%
7.76
2019
27%
32%
22%
19%
0%
0%
7.33
2020
48%
23%
20%
9%
0%
0%
6.90
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Table 6.11 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC (C2/winter) –
Tyre Labelling RR only (fast pace)

RRC kg/t
5.5 to 6.5 6.5 to 7.5 7.5 to 8.5 8.5 to 9.5 9.5 to 10.5 above 10.5 Average
Interval averages
6
7
8
9
10
11,75
2013
0%
0%
0%
11%
38%
50%
10.67
2014
0%
0%
2%
18%
49%
30%
10.21
2015
0%
1%
6%
32%
60%
0%
9.43
2016
0%
2%
11%
38%
48%
0%
9.24
2017
2%
15%
33%
27%
22%
0%
8.44
2018
8%
24%
33%
24%
9%
0%
7.86
2019
24%
32%
18%
26%
0%
0%
7.46
2020
43%
24%
23%
11%
0%
0%
7.09
C3 tyres
Table 6.13 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC (C3/summer)
– Tyre Labelling RR only (slow pace)

RRC kg/t
Below 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to7
Interval averages
3,7
4,5
5,5
2013
2%
11%
29%
2014
2%
12%
29%
2015
2%
13%
30%
2016
3%
14%
30%
2017
4%
19%
41%
2018
8%
25%
45%
2019
9%
27%
49%
2020
13%
32%
45%

7 to 8
6,5
35%
35%
35%
35%
23%
15%
10%
6%

7,5
20%
20%
19%
19%
12%
7%
5%
3%

Above 8
Average
9,8
4%
6.3
2%
6.2
2%
6.2
2%
6.3
0%
5.7
0%
5.4
0%
5.3
0%
5.0

Table 6.16 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC (C3/winter) –
Tyre Labelling RR only (slow pace)

RRC kg/t
Below 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to7
Interval averages
3,7
4,5
5,5
2013
0%
2%
11%
2014
0%
2%
12%
2015
0%
3%
14%
2016
0%
4%
16%
2017
0%
6%
23%
2018
1%
9%
28%
2019
3%
13%
33%
2020
6%
17%
36%

7 to 8
6,5
32%
34%
36%
37%
45%
46%
43%
36%

7,5
40%
41%
41%
39%
25%
15%
8%
4%

Above 8
Average
9,8
15%
7.2
10%
7.0
6%
6.9
4%
6.8
0%
6.3
0%
6.1
0%
5.9
0%
5.6
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Table 6.14 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC (C3/summer)
– Tyre Labelling RR only (fast pace)

RRC kg/t
Below 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to7
Interval averages
3,7
4,5
5,5
2013
2%
12%
29%
2014
3%
13%
30%
2015
5%
16%
30%
2016
8%
19%
31%
2017
10%
23%
38%
2018
19%
31%
34%
2019
20%
33%
36%
2020
38%
36%
21%

7 to 8
6,5
34%
34%
32%
29%
19%
11%
7%
3%

7,5
19%
18%
16%
13%
9%
4%
3%
1%

Above 8
Average
9,8
4%
6.2
2%
6.1
1%
5.9
1%
5.8
0%
5.4
0%
5.0
0%
4.9
0%
4.5

Table 6.17 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC (C3/winter) –
Tyre Labelling RR only (fast pace)

RRC kg/t
Below 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to7
Interval averages
3,7
4,5
5,5
2013
0%
2%
12%
2014
0%
4%
15%
2015
0%
6%
18%
2016
0%
10%
22%
2017
3%
16%
31%
2018
10%
23%
35%
2019
22%
29%
31%
2020
40%
31%
22%

7 to 8
6,5
32%
35%
36%
37%
36%
26%
15%
7%

7,5
39%
38%
34%
28%
14%
6%
2%
0%

Above 8
Average
9,8
15%
7.2
9%
7.0
5%
6.6
3%
6.5
0%
5.9
0%
5.5
0%
4.9
0%
4.5
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Appendix 3 – Stock model and calculations
The stock model is based on sales data received directly from ETRMA and from ETRMA Statistics Edition 2014 179.

Sales data
Sales x 1000
C1 tyres
C2 tyres
C3 tyres - all
C3 tyres - retreaded
C3 tyres - New

Sales x 1000
C1 tyres
C2 tyres
C3 tyres - all
C3 tyres - retreaded
C3 tyres - New

Salesx1000
C1 tyres
C2 tyres
C3 tyres - all
C3 tyres - retreaded
C3 tyres - New

179

2003
214,598
14,563
17,153
5,391
11,762

2014
246,185
16,707
16,892
4,699
12,193

2025
310,287
22,083
20,038
4,008
16,030

2004
223,766
15,186
17,592
5,529
12,063

2005
230,201
15,622
17,448
5,484
11,964

2006
240,829
16,344
18,613
5,850
12,763

2015
252,061
17,939
17,420
4,398
13,022

2016
257,354
18,316
17,662
4,367
13,296

2017
262,759
18,700
17,908
4,333
13,575

2026
316,803
22,547
20,459
4,092
16,367

2027
323,456
23,020
20,888
4,178
16,711

2028
330,248
23,504
21,327
4,265
17,061

2007
244,323
16,581
19,781
5,800
13,981

2018
268,277
19,093
18,159
4,299
13,860

2029
337,183
23,997
21,775
4,355
17,420

2008
233,384
15,838
16,611
5,193
11,418

2009
235,228
15,964
14,793
4,561
10,232

2010
259,833
17,633
17,101
5,546
11,555

2011
270,755
18,375
18,173
5,567
12,606

2012
235,592
15,988
14,584
4,978
9,606

2013
237,125
16,092
15,502
4,867
10,635

2019
273,910
19,494
18,413
4,262
14,151

2020
279,663
19,903
18,673
4,224
14,448

2021
285,535
20,321
18,936
4,185
14,752

2022
291,532
20,748
19,205
4,143
15,061

2023
297,654
21,184
19,477
4,100
15,378

2024
303,905
21,629
19,755
4,055
15,701

2030
344,264
24,501
22,232
4,446
17,786

http://www.etrma.org/uploads/Modules/Documentsmanager/20150408---statistics-booklet-2014-final-(modified).pdf
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Stock model
The tyre lifetimes (in years) used in the stock model are similar to those used in the Impact Accounting study 180.
Tyre type
Lifetime, years:

C1
2.5

C2
1.8

C3 – new
1.7

C3 - retreaded
1.7

Stock x 1000
C1 tyres
C2 tyres
C3 tyres - all
C3 tyres - retreaded
C3 tyres - New

2003
214,598
14,563
17,153
5,391
11,762

2004
438,364
26,836
29,599
9,303
20,296

2005
561,266
27,771
29,762
9,354
20,408

2006
582,913
28,841
30,827
9,689
21,138

2007
600,253
29,656
32,810
9,895
22,915

2008
598,122
29,103
30,458
9,253
21,205

2009
590,774
28,634
26,421
8,196
18,225

2010
611,753
30,404
27,456
8,739
18,717

2011
648,202
32,481
30,144
9,449
20,695

2012
636,264
30,688
27,305
8,875
18,430

2013
608,094
28,883
25,711
8,352
17,359

Stock x 1000
C1 tyres
C2 tyres
C3 tyres - all
C3 tyres - retreaded
C3 tyres - New

2014
601,106
29,581
27,743
8,106
19,638

2015
616,808
31,305
29,245
7,688
21,557

2016
632,508
32,667
29,856
7,445
22,411

2017
646,144
33,353
30,272
7,390
22,882

2018
659,713
34,053
30,694
7,332
23,362

2019
673,566
34,768
31,124
7,272
23,853

2020
687,711
35,499
31,562
7,208
24,354

2021
702,153
36,244
32,007
7,142
24,865

2022
716,899
37,005
32,460
7,073
25,387

2023
731,953
37,782
32,921
7,000
25,920

2024
747,324
38,576
33,389
6,925
26,465

Stock x 1000
C1 tyres
C2 tyres
C3 tyres - all
C3 tyres - retreaded
C3 tyres - New

2025
763,018
39,386
33,866
6,846
27,021

180

2026
779,042
40,213
34,485
6,897
27,588

2027
795,401
41,057
35,209
7,042
28,167

2028
812,105
41,920
35,949
7,190
28,759

2029
829,159
42,800
36,703
7,341
29,363

2030
846,571
43,699
37,474
7,495
29,979

René Kemna, Van Holstein en Kemna B.V. (VHK), for The European Commission. ”Ecodesign Impact Accounting; Part 1 – Status Nov. 2013”. Delft, May 2014.
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Appendix 4 – Summary of data from TOL and VACO
databases
Data for the market label values from TOL and VACO was received form more than 30,000 tyre
models from the years 2012-2013. The tables below summarised the average values found by
counting the data.

C1 tyres
Rolling resistance averages.

RRC

TOL

2012
2013
2014
2015
Average rate 2013-2015

rate %
9.69
9.41
9.40
9.33

VACO

Rate %

-2.94%
-0.09%
-0.73%
-0.41%

9.43
9.32
9.21

-1.13%
-1.15%
-1.14%

Wet grip averages

Wet grip

TOL

2012
2013
2014
2015
Average rate 2013-2015

rate %
1.36
1.39
1.40
1.41

VACO

2.16%
0.52%
0.71%
0.62%

Rate %
1.39
1.40
1.42

0.99%
0.98%
0.99%

External rolling noise averages

External rolling noise

TOL

2012
2013
2014
2015
Average rate 2013-2015

rate %
70.81
70.67
70.86
70.80

-0.20%
0.26%
-0.08%
0.09%

VACO

Rate %

69.95
69.90
69.86

-0.06%
-0.06%
-0.06%

C2 tyres
Rolling resistance averages

RRC
2012
2013
2014
2015
Average rate 2013-2015

TOL

rate %
8.54
8.71
8.55
8.50

1.88%
-1.73%
-0.65%
-1.19%

VACO

Rate %
8.28
8.19
8.09

-1.11%
-1.12%
-1.11%
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Wet grip averages

Wet grip

TOL

2012
2013
2014
2015
Average rate 2013-2015

rate %
1.21
1.20
1.21
1.21

VACO

-0.67%
0.89%
0.06%
0.47%

Rate %
1.22
1.23
1.24

0.60%
0.60%
0.60%

External rolling noise averages

External rolling noise

TOL

2012
2013
2014
2015
Average rate 2013-2015

rate %
71.93
71.98
72.07
72.03

0.07%
0.13%
-0.07%
0.03%

VACO

Rate %

71.61
71.63
71.66

0.03%
0.03%
0.03%

C3 tyres
Rolling resistance averages

RRC

TOL

2012
2013
2014
2015
Average rate 2013-2015

rate %
5.92
6.19
6.16
6.13

VACO

4.53%
-0.57%
-0.43%
-0.50%

Rate %
6.30
6.22
6.14

-1.27%
-1.28%
-1.28%

Wet grip averages

TOL
2012
2013
2014
2015
Average rate 2013-2015

rate %
1.04
1.05
1.05
1.06

VACO

1.52%
-0.47%
0.49%
0.51%

Rate %
1.03
1.05
1.06

1.36%
1.34%
1.35%

External rolling noise averages

TOL
2012
2013
2014
2015
Average rate 2013-2015

rate %
71.78
72.19
72.05
71.71

0.58%
-0.19%
-0.48%
-0.33%

VACO

Rate %
72.24
72.06
71.88

-0.25%
-0.25%
-0.25%
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Appendix 5 – Rolling resistance development
Scenario calculations for rolling resistance development

C1 tyres
The change rates of RRC in the various scenarios:

New scenarios
Scenario
% Rate

BAU (TOL data)
OI
-0.4%

A 2030

EPEC BAU:

-1.8%

-2.9%

EPEC scenarios
EPEC slow:
EPEC fast:
-0.6%
-1.3%
-1.8%

Rolling resistance development for C1 tyres

year
BAU
OI
Average A in 2030
EPEC No label
EPEC Slow, dual
EPEC fast, dual

year
BAU
OI
Average A in 2030
EPEC No label
EPEC Slow, dual
EPEC fast, dual

2012
9.69
9.69
9.69
11.93
11.93
11.93

2021
9.10
8.39
7.82
10.42
9.28
8.56

2013
9.41
9.41
9.41
11.35
11.32
11.32

2022
9.06
8.24
7.59
10.36
9.16
8.40

2014
9.40
9.40
9.40
11.20
11.09
11.04

2023
9.03
8.10
7.37
10.30
9.04
8.24

2015
9.33
9.33
9.33
10.65
10.58
10.52

2024
8.99
7.95
7.16
10.24
8.92
8.09

2016
9.29
9.17
9.06
10.71
10.54
10.34

2025
8.95
7.81
6.95
10.18
8.81
7.95

2026
8.92
7.68
6.75
10.12
8.69
7.80

2017
9.25
9.01
8.80
10.45
10.23
9.96

2027
8.88
7.54
6.55
10.07
8.58
7.66

2018
9.22
8.85
8.54
10.42
10.14
9.74

2028
8.84
7.41
6.36
10.01
8.47
7.52

2019
9.18
8.69
8.29
10.22
9.43
9.26

2029
8.81
7.28
6.18
9.95
8.36
7.38

2020
9.14
8.54
8.05
10.48
9.41
8.72

2030
8.77
7.15
6.00
9.90
8.25
7.24
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C2 tyres
The change rates of RRC in the various scenarios:

New scenarios
Scenario
% Rate

BAU (TOL data)
OI
-1.19%

A 2030

EPEC BAU:

-2.1%

-3.5%

EPEC scenarios
EPEC slow:
EPEC fast:
-0.9%
-2.0%
-2.6%

Rolling resistance development for C2 tyres

year
BAU
OI
Average A in 2030
EPEC No label
EPEC Slow. dual
EPEC fast. dual

year
BAU
OI
Average A in 2030
EPEC No label
EPEC Slow. dual
EPEC fast. dual

2012
8.54
8.54
8.54
10.13
10.13
10.13

2013
8.71
8.71
8.71
10.06
10.22
10.07

2021
7.91
7.47
6.87
8.76
7.50
6.77

2014
8.55
8.55
8.55
9.91
9.99
9.79

2022
7.82
7.31
6.64
8.68
7.35
6.60

2023
7.72
7.15
6.40
8.60
7.20
6.43

2015
8.50
8.50
8.50
9.58
9.36
9.16

2024
7.63
7.00
6.18
8.52
7.05
6.26

2016
8.40
8.32
8.20
9.61
9.33
9.03

2025
7.54
6.85
5.97
8.44
6.91
6.10

2017
8.30
8.14
7.92
9.35
8.73
8.29

2026
7.45
6.70
5.76
8.36
6.77
5.94

2018
8.20
7.97
7.64
9.18
8.41
7.79

2027
7.36
6.56
5.56
8.29
6.63
5.79

2019
8.10
7.80
7.38
8.84
7.95
7.36

2028
7.27
6.42
5.37
8.21
6.50
5.64

2029
7.19
6.28
5.18
8.14
6.37
5.49

2020
8.00
7.63
7.12
8.84
7.65
6.95

2030
7.10
6.15
5.00
8.06
6.24
5.35
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C3 tyres
The change rates of RRC in the various scenarios:

New scenarios
Scenario
% Rate

BAU (TOL data)
OI
-0.5%

A 2030
-2.0%

EPEC BAU:
-3.7%

EPEC scenarios
EPEC slow:
EPEC fast:
-1.0%
-1.7%
-2.4%

Rolling resistance development for C3 tyres

year
BAU
OI
Average A in 2030
EPEC No label
EPEC Slow, dual
EPEC fast, dual

year
BAU
OI
Average A in 2030
EPEC No label
EPEC Slow, dual
EPEC fast, dual

2012
5.92
5.92

2013
6.19
6.19

2014
6.16
6.16

6.51

6.44
6.57
6.49

6.67
6.40
6.34

2021
5.95
5.44
4.90
5.53
5.08
4.37

2022
5.92
5.33
4.72
5.48
4.99
4.26

2023
5.89
5.23
4.55
5.42
4.91
4.16

2015
6.13
6.13
6.13
6.36
6.39
6.12

2024
5.86
5.13
4.38
5.37
4.83
4.06

2016
6.10
6.01
5.91
6.29
6.42
5.98

2025
5.83
5.03
4.22
5.31
4.74
3.96

2026
5.80
4.93
4.06
5.26
4.66
3.86

2017
6.07
5.89
5.69
6.01
5.83
5.54

2027
5.77
4.83
3.92
5.21
4.59
3.77

2018
6.04
5.78
5.48
5.80
5.58
5.11

2028
5.75
4.73
3.77
5.16
4.51
3.68

2019
6.01
5.66
5.28
5.67
5.43
4.90

2029
5.72
4.64
3.63
5.10
4.43
3.59

2020
5.98
5.55
5.09
5.59
5.17
4.47

2030
5.69
4.55
3.50
5.05
4.36
3.50
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Appendix 6 – Wet grip development
Scenario calculations for rolling resistance development

C1 tyres
The change rates of wet grip index in the various scenarios:

Scenario
% Rate

New scenarios
BAU (TOL data)
0.6%

EPEC scenarios
No label
C1 dual labelling
0.0%
0.9%

OI
0.9%

Wet grip index development for C1 tyres

year
BAU
OI
EPEC No label
EPEC dual labelling

year
BAU
OI
EPEC No label
EPEC dual labelling

2012

2013
1.39
1.39
1.23
1.24

1.23
1.23

2021
1.46
1.48
1.23
1.33

2022
1.47
1.49
1.23
1.34

2014
1.40
1.40
1.23
1.25

2023
1.48
1.51
1.23
1.35

2015
1.41
1.41
1.23
1.26

2024
1.49
1.52
1.23
1.36

2016
1.42
1.42
1.23
1.27

2025
1.50
1.53
1.23
1.38

2026
1.51
1.55
1.23
1.39

2017
1.43
1.43
1.23
1.28

2027
1.52
1.56
1.23
1.40

2018
1.43
1.44
1.23
1.29

2028
1.53
1.57
1.23
1.41

2019
1.44
1.46
1.23
1.30

2029
1.53
1.59
1.23
1.43

2020
1.45
1.47
1.23
1.32

2030
1.54
1.60
1.23
1.44

C2 tyres
The change rates of wet grip index in the various scenarios:

Scenario
% Rate

New scenarios
BAU (TOL data)
0.47%

OI
1.2%
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Wet grip index development for C2 tyres

year
C2 BAU
OI

2013
1.20
1.20

2014
1.21
1.21

2015
1.21
1.21

2016
1.21
1.22

2017
1.22
1.24

2018
1.23
1.25

2019
1.23
1.27

2020
1.24
1.28

2021
1.24
1.30

2022
1.25
1.32

2023
1.25
1.33

2024
1.26
1.35

2025
1.27
1.36

2026
1.27
1.38

2027
1.28
1.40

2028
1.28
1.42

2029
1.29
1.43

2030
1.30
1.45

2020
1,09
1,13

2021
1,09
1,15

2022
1,10
1,17

2023
1,10
1,18

2024
1,11
1,20

2025
1,11
1,21

2026
1,12
1,23

2027
1,12
1,25

2028
1,13
1,26

2029
1,14
1,28

2030
1,14
1,30

C3 tyres
The change rates of wet grip index in the various scenarios:

New scenarios
BAU (TOL data)
0.51%

Scenario
% Rate

OI
1.4%

Wet grip index development for C3 tyres

year
C3 BAU
OI

2013
1,05
1,05

2014
1,05
1,05

2015
1,06
1,06

2016
1,06
1,07

2017
1,07
1,09

2018
1,07
1,10

2019
1,08
1,12
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Appendix 7 – External rolling noise development
Forecast of development for external rolling noise measured values. External rolling noise was not forecasted in the EPEC impact
assessment.

C1 tyres
The change rates of external rolling noise measured values in the various scenarios:

Scenario
% Rate

New scenarios
BAU (TOL data)
0.1%

OI
-0.2%

External rolling noise measured values development for C1 tyres

year 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
C1 BAU 70,67 70,86 70,80 70,87 70,94 71,00 71,07 71,13 71,20 71,26 71,33 71,40 71,46 71,53 71,59 71,66 71,73 71,79
C1 OI 70,67 70,86 70,80 70,65 70,49 70,34 70,18 70,03 69,87 69,72 69,57 69,41 69,26 69,11 68,95 68,80 68,65 68,5
C2 tyres
The change rates of external rolling noise measured values in the various scenarios:

Scenario
% Rate

New scenarios
BAU (TOL data)
0.03%

OI
-0.3%

External rolling noise measured values development for C2 tyres

year
C2 BAU
C2 OI

2013
71,98
71,98

2014
72,07
72,07

2015
72,03
72,03

2016
72,05
71,78

2017
72,07
71,54

2018
72,09
71,31

2019
72,11
71,07

2020
72,13
70,83

2021
72,15
70,59

2022
72,17
70,36

2023
72,19
70,12

2024
72,21
69,89

2025
72,23
69,66

2026
72,25
69,42

2027
72,27
69,19

2028
72,29
68,96

2029
72,31
68,73

2030
72,33
68,50
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C3 tyres
The change rates of external rolling noise measured values in the various scenarios:

Scenario
% Rate

New scenarios
BAU (TOL data)
-0.33%

OI
-0.3%

External rolling noise measured values development for C3 tyres

year
C3 BAU
C3 OI

2013
72,19
72,19

2014
72,05
72,05

2015
71,71
71,71

2016
71,47
71,49

2017
71,23
71,27

2018
71,00
71,06

2019
70,76
70,84

2020
70,52
70,62

2021
70,29
70,41

2022
70,05
70,19

2023
69,82
69,98

2024
69,59
69,77

2025
69,35
69,55

2026
69,12
69,34

2027
68,89
69,13

2028
68,66
68,92

2029
68,43
68,71

2030
68,21
68,50
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Appendix 8 – Letter to the European Commission regarding
abrasion and particles from tyres and Reply letter
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